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To my uncle Ruggero “Marcello”

“We wait, we wait,
And the saints and martyrs wait, for those who shall be martyrs
and saints.
Destiny waits in the hand of God, shaping the still unshapen:
I have seen these things in a shaft of sunlight.
Destiny waits in the hand of God, not in the hands of statemen
Who do, some well, some ill, planning and guessing,
Having their aims turn in their hands in the pattern of
time”
Murder in the Cathedral - T. S. Eliot
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Chapter 1

Introduction

”Listen to me,” cried Syme with extraordinary emphasis. ”Shall
I tell you the secret of the whole world? It is that we have only
known the back of the world. We see everything from behind,
and it looks brutal. That is not a tree, but the back of a tree.
That is not a cloud, but the back of a cloud. Cannot you see that
everything is stooping and hiding a face? If we could only get
round in front – ”
The Man Who Was Thursday, Gilbert Keith Chesterton.

The idea of this PhD work starts from a little story in which the protag-
onists were my advisor Dr. Fulvio Stel and Dr. Dario Giaiotti. During a
workshop in Holland, they found a small channel used for agriculture aims.
In this channel a small water fall was present and, at the base of this water-
fall, a big vertical vortex was formed. My advisors try to destroy this vortex
with same lunch of big stone but it survives to every “human” perturbation.
The teaching of this story is a well know fact: the vorticity (i.e. rotation
of fluid around its axes) seem to have an important role in the dynamics of
every of fluid. Indeed, rotations of fluid around a certain axes seem to be a
prefer way to pass from an “organized motion” state, as the nearly laminar
fluid velocity of the above cited channel flow, into more “chaotic” motion
state, as for example the motion of water after a waterfall.

This general aspect of fluid dynamics becomes very spectacular in atmo-
sphere where the vorticity seems to have also a particular behavior along
vertical direction. In the atmosphere, a certain amount of horizontal vortic-
ity is always present due by a vertical increase of the horizontal wind that
is originated by a combination of boundary layer dynamics and pole-equator
temperature difference (i.e. thermal wind). The interesting fact is that,
sometimes, inside this horizontal vorticity environment it is possible to ob-
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

serve the formation of very localized (in horizontal space) intense bursts of
vertical vorticity. These spots of vertical vorticity can reach values of dif-
ferent order of magnitude greater than horizontal vorticity. These bursts of
vertical vorticity are usually associated to the most intense phenomena into
the atmosphere e.g. mesocyclone and tornado. In particular the tornado
ones are one of the most dangerous for human life. Tornadoes are a very
localized burst of vertical vorticity (theirs horizontals dimension could reach
10m) but the wind associated to these events can be reach value of 100ms−1:
they are a threat for people and proprieties. Unfortunately, the possibilities
to detect theirs onset is nowadays very limited and tornadoes continue to be
a an hazard in many zone of the world. Another interesting things is that the
shape of their number-intensity distribution seem to be very similar between
different part of the world i.e. the number and the intensity of events changes
from one part of the world to another but their intensity distribution shape
remains the same. This fact suggests us that the initial “channel story” of
my advisors has hit a key factor: tornado, and in general vertical vorticity, is
a key concept in the atmospheric evolution and in the manage of its energy
balance.

For the above reason, in this work we propose an analysis of the fluid
dynamics constrains affecting the intense atmospheric vortices and their fre-
quency distribution. After an review chapter the work will be divided into
three part In the PART I we will consider the development of an analytical
models: the aim of this part of the work is to study the mechanism of tor-
nado onset in term of the usual forecasting parameters. Indeed, nowadays
there are a lot of “phenomenological parameter”, (obtained by measurement
of wind, humidity, radio-sounding, etc 1) that they are used to characterized
a certain environment before a tornado events. Statistical studies of tornado
events database suggest that some of these parameters could be use to detect
tornado onset i.e. to identify the environment conditions that seem to have a
greater like-hood to give a tornado event. Unfortunately, the problem is far
to solve because it is not clear which of these parameter are really discrim-
inatory and which are the threshold of these parameters. For example, two
commonly used parameters are SRH (Storm Relative Helicity) and CAPE
(Convective Available potential Energy) that will be presented in the next
chapter. Strong value of SRH and CAPE seem to be indicative of an envi-
ronment that it could be given a tornado event. Unluckily, the answer is not
unique: there are situation in which important values of SRH-CAPE do not
give rise to a tornado event. Furthermore, there are case in which a tornado
is formed even if the environment was characterized by low value of SRH and

1In the next chapter some of these “phenomenological parameter” will be presented.
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CAPE. For this reason we follow this path

• Starting from general fluid dynamics equations (Navier-Stokes equa-
tions), a more suitable set of equations will be produced to the study
tornado events onset.

• A vertical integration of this equation system will permit us to intro-
duce some suitable parameters in our equations. These new parameters
will be a good approximation of usual forecasting parameters.

• An analysis of the stability of different scale perturbations in terms of
different values of forecasting parameters will be proposed.

The final result of this part of our work is to give a description of tornado
onset in term of different values of forecasting parameters. In this way an
analysis of the threshold of different forecasting parameters and their hor-
izontal variation will be possible as a theoretical explanation of the usual
scheme used for tornado operational forecasting. Nowadays it is present a
huge database on tornadoes events that contains the intensity of events, the
maximum speed velocity, the environmental condition before these events etc.
So, as final step, the detection of a precise set of parameters (and correspond-
ing thresholds) suitable for forecasting targets will give us the possibility to
study the tornado intensity distribution in terms of the distribution of en-
vironmental conditions of a certain zone of the world. So, in the frame of
climate changes some important hints for the links between the global climate
change and its local consequences could be obtained. Indeed, the detection
of a precise set of parameters for tornado forecasting will permit us to study
the evolution of number-intensity distribution in terms of the evolution of
these forecasting parameters with climate change.

In the second part, PART II, is presented a study of the fine environ-
mental structure of mesocyclone storm environment. Perhaps, some of the
fine-scale variability of atmospheric fields (wind, buoyancy etc.) could ex-
plain why some supercells2 produce tornadoes and others do not in seemingly
similar environments [50]. This hypothesis is supported by an our original
interpretation of vorticity equation with the helps of wavelet analysis. So,
we will use the numerical model WRF to investigate the fine structure of
atmospheric field evolution with the aim to detect if spatial variability of at-
mospheric fields (and corresponding forecasting parameters) are important
or not.

In the third part, PART III, we will propose a physical interpretation of
vertical vorticity formation in terms of rate of dissipation of kinetic energy.

2Supercell is a synonymous of mesocyclone.
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This part is the most ambitious part because want to investigate the physical
principles that gives rise to the formation of a intense and local spot of vertical
vorticity.

All these three part want to answer on the following questions: it is
possible to detect the onset of tornado event? Which are the parameters
that give us information on this onset? It is important the spatial variability
of these parameters? How is it possible to study the intensity distribution
of these events in terms of distributions of forecasting parameters? How will
the intensity distribution of tornado events change with climate changes?
What is the deep physical reason of tornado formation? These questions
could be summarize in the question of Gilbert Keith Chesterton, reported
at the beginning of the chapter: what is it the hidden face of world? What
is the hidden face of the clouds? This work will not give (obviously!) the
definitive answer but we hope that could be a step in that direction, to find
the hidden face of the clouds.



Chapter 2

Tornado and Mesocylone: a
review

There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, Than are
dreamt of in your philosophy.
Hamlet, Act 1 scene 5, William Shakespeare

2.1 Introduction

It is important to start with a concise review on our interested phenomena:
this chapter is a small “survival tutorial” on tornado and mesocyclone. All
these informations will be used in the next chapters as a key ingredient for
our analytical model and numerical simulation. This chapter consists of

• A description of tornado and mesocyclone morphology: their dimen-
sional scale, their typical intensity etc.

• A description of the mechanism of their formation.

• A brief explanation of usual parameter used in their forecasting.

All these information will be used in the next chapters as a key ingredient
for our analytical model and numerical simulation.

2.2 Tornadoes and Mesocyclones Dynamics:

General Aspects

The material field of this work is represented by the first 10 km of atmo-
sphere called “troposphere”, where the major part of meteorological phe-
nomena develop and evolve. All the phenomena hosted in the troposphere
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12 CHAPTER 2. TORNADO AND MESOCYLONE: A REVIEW

Figure 2.1: Spatial and temporal scale of atmospheric phenomena. Mesocy-
clone and tornado scales are identified by the solid red ellipse.

can be clustered in different scales, which differ for dynamical reasons and
their spatial-temporal extension. Troposphere is characterized by a low hori-
zontal vorticity (ω ≈ 10−4s−1) which, on average, is due to the differences in
temperature between pole and equator; this temperature difference creates a
wind that increases with high called thermal wind [56]. In this environmental
horizontal vorticity phenomena can developed that show a vertical vorticity
which is high in respect to the vertical environmental one. These phenomena
are called mesocyclones and tornadoes.

Mesocyclones and Tornadoes are rotating updrafts (i.e., a vertical rotating
air motion) and are important in human’s activities because they are often
associated with the most intense and dangerous wind speeds [21]. Moreover
mesocyclones are often associated with heavy precipitation and horizontal
wind of the order of U ≈ 5 − 25ms−1 while tornadoes have horizontal ve-
locities around 30 − 80ms−1. Another characteristics of these phenomena is
that their intensity distribution is surprisingly similar in many different coun-
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tries [11]. The (thermo)dynamics of these phenomena is still not well know
and, nowadays, it represents a major scientific challenge because their high
vorticity concentration springed out from initial conditions characterized by
low vorticity. From a forecasting point of view the predictability of these
phenomena is very poor even if some phenomenological diagrams have been
developed (e.g., CAPE-SHR diagrams for tornadoes as we will see later) but
their effective forecasting capability is still not well know.

Mesocyclones horizontal scale, given by a rotating updraft radius, spans
from 2km up to 10km and the rotation favours a long storm life T ≈ 0.5h−5h
which is usually associated to intense precipitation. Tornadoes have a smaller
spatial (the radius of the updraft is L ≈ 10m − 200m) and a temporal scale
(T ≈ 2min − 1h) but the intensity of vertical vorticity (τ ≈ 0.1 − 10s−1) is
greater than that of mesocyclones (τ ≈ 10−3 − 10−2s−1). So, even if these
two classes of phenomena have different spatial and temporal scale, figure 2.1,
they are strongly interconnected: in fact the major part of severe tornadoes
forms within mesocyclones [41] even if a few cases of tornadoes not associated
to a mesocyclone are observed [21].

In the section § 2.3 we present a review on mesocyclone dynamics while
in section § 2.4 a review on tornadic dynamics. This activity highlight the
typical draw-backs of a young discipline; in fact the glossary is sometimes
misleading and the major part of the work on tornadoes and mesocyclones
is phenomenological and observational.

2.3 Mesocyclonegenesis

In the troposphere (first 10 km of atmosphere from the ground) a horizontal
vorticity (ω ≈ 10−4s−1) due to the vertical wind shear is present. To explain
how a vertical vorticity could develop starting from a horizontal one, we must
use two different mechanism: i) one devoted to the creation of rotation at
mid-level (≈ 5km) and one ii) at the lowest levels in proximity of the ground.
Now we consider mid-level vorticity creation that is the first above mentioned
mechanism. In figure 2.2 is reported a schematic picture of mesocyclone, and
an appropriate set of equation to explain the mesocyclonegenesis, in anelastic
approximation [26], are the following [45]





∇·(ρu) = 0

du
dt

= B −∇π + F
(2.1)

where ρ = ρ(z) is the mean vertical density profile and F represent the tur-
bulent diffusion of momentum. B represents the buoyancy term, that is the
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Figure 2.2: Schematic picture of mesocyclone generation. Y-axes is along
South-North direction while X-axes is along West-East direction. In the
picture (a) the storm is in its initial phase and moves along the mean wind
direction given by X-axes. After certain time, nearly 30 minutes, the storm
splits into two parts, picture (b), that moves one on the right and one on the
left respect to the mean wind. [From [41]]
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product of density anomalies and gravity, divided by a mean reference verti-
cal density, directed along the vertical axes. π represents the Exner function
and it is the pressure perturbation, respect to a mean state corresponding
to an adiabatic atmosphere, normalized by way of the mean density profile.
Taking the curl of (3.50), a vorticity equation for horizontal ωH and vertical
component τ of vorticity[45] can be found





dτ
dt

= ωH·∇Hw + τ ∂w
∂z

+ Fτ

dωH

dt
= ω·∇uH + ∇× B + FωH

(2.2)

where Fτ and FωH
are the respective mixing terms for the vertical and hor-

izontal component due to turbulent motion. The environmental basic state
of wind U = (U(z), V (z), 0) is given by the thermal wind equation and
we suppose that an axisymmetric thermal plume (i.e., a continuous flux of
warm and moist air parcels 1) introduce a perturbation in the velocity field
u = (u, v, w). So, the vertical updraft, associated to the plume, generates a
vertical vorticity by tilting the preexisting horizontal vorticity and this fact
is described by the first term on the left side of vertical component of (3.51).
The tilting extracts horizontal vorticity and transforms it into vertical one.
Positive (cyclonic) vertical vorticity is generated along the southern flank of
the updraft (∂w/∂y > 0) , while negative (anticyclonic) vorticity is produced
on the north’s flank (∂w/∂y < 0) as we can see in figure 2.2. As the updraft
motion intensifies, vertical vorticity can be amplified by the stretching due to
the second term on the left side of vertical component of (3.51). A complete
analytical explanation of these effects can be found in [41] and in [63]. The
rotating updrafts are usually called mesocyclones.

After nearly 30 minutes, [63, ], of mesocyclone onset, the storm splits
into two cells as we can see in the second part of figure 2.2. This splitting is
due to two different mechanisms. Fist, the updraft motion of moist air pro-
duces condensation of water vapor, precipitation and and then a downdraft
is formed starting from the hydrodynamic load. This downdraft splits the
storm into two separate parts because under some circumstances the descend-
ing cold air pushes the moist air, present at the ground, inside the updraft,
intensifying it (i.e., we have an increase of vertical velocity w) and additional
stretching is active. We must notice that this intensification of the updraft
due to the downdraft is possible only in the case of a sufficient vertical wind
shear (∂U/∂z ≥ 10−2s−1 as shown by [41]). In fact, if there is not an increase
of velocity with altitude, the downdraft kills the upward motion of updraft;

1Moist air at a fixed temperature and pressure is lighter than dry air because atomic
mass of water is lower than the atomic mass of molecular Nitrogen.
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for this reason an environmental shear is needed to have a downdraft “not so
close” to the updraft. If this happens, updraft and downdraft interact in a
synergic way: cold downdraft air pushes warm air inside updraft: this is one
of they key factors of the long life of mesocyclonic storms (a mesocyclone can
live for many hour) and even of tornadogenesis (as we will seen later). The
second important mechanism that splits the cell is given by dynamical pres-
sure force. In fact numerical simulations demonstrate that updraft splitting
occurs even if this central downdraft is prevented from forming [63]. So, it is
true that the downdraft forces the splitting but there is also another funda-
mental dynamical reason for that. To understand this, starting from (3.50),
taking the divergence and using the crude assumption that ∇2π ≈ −π, a
“reasonable assumption for well-behaved fields away from the boundaries”
[49], it is possible to obtain a roughly solution for pressure field (see [63]
or [49]). Now, we can assume that the basic state U = (U(z), V (z), 0) is
perturbed by a velocity filed u = (u, v, w) function of all three spatial co-
ordinates and time. So, it is possible, [49], to separate the linear dynamic,
nonlinear dynamic and buoyancy component of pressure field





π = πnl + πl + πb

πnl ∝
∑3

i=1

(
∂ui

∂xi

)2
+ 2

(
∂v
∂x

∂u
∂y

+ ∂w
∂x

∂u
∂z

+ ∂w
∂y

∂v
∂z

)

πl ∝ 2∂U
∂z

·∇w

πb ∝ −∂B
∂z

(2.3)

Notice that the turbulent mixing term is neglected because “The divergence
of the turbulent mixing has generally minor influence on the pressure, since
these term can largely cancel through the continuity equation” (form [41]).
Now, we focus our attention on the two updrafts sketched in the first picture
2.2 and we observe that, for wind in pure rotation

πnl ∝
∂v

∂x

∂u

∂y
= −τ 2

4
(2.4)

where τ is the vertical component of vorticity vector ω. Therefore, these
terms contribute to the lowering of the pressure on the flanks of the mid-level
(≈ 5km) updrafts in respect to the environmental pressure; this induces the
splitting of the storm. We must notice that this is not completely true; in
fact “research works carried out in the past 40 years had found that all of the
terms (2.3) can become significant” (from [49]) and so, a correct explanation
of vorticity transformation should take into account this fact. Therefore,
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after a certain time, the storm split in two cell, one with cyclonic positive
rotation and one with negative anticyclonic rotation and this split is due
both from the downdraft and from the nonlinear pressure term.

As the time flows, about 40 minutes after mesocyclonegenesis [63], it is
possible to see that the right (respect the mean wind 2) cyclonic moving cell
is intensified while the left anticyclonic moving cell fades as time goes by.
This fact can be explain considering the linear pressure term of (2.3). In fact
in the troposphere, the wind not only increase with height but in general
it turns in direction with height. This creates a different pressure distribu-
tion, due to πl, when the mean wind turns its direction. In particular [63]
and [64] show that a clockwise turning of the wind shear (i.e. ∂U/∂z) with
high, favors right-moving storms while, on the contrary, a counterclockwise
turning favors the anticyclonic, left-moving storm. To see this, it is sufficient
to use a straight line wind and a clockwise turning wind with height (for
example a circular hodograph). A schematic sketch of the result is reported
in figure 2.3: for a straight line wind shear (∂U/∂z is along x-axes given
by West-East direction) there is no effect on the updraft intensity, see figure
2.3 (a), but, if a turning clockwise wind shear is present, with simply cal-
culation of linear pressure terms in (2.3), it is possible to see, [63, ], how a
favour pressure gradient is formed in the positive cyclonic updraft while an
opposite (respect upward motion) pressure gradient is formed in the nega-
tive anticyclonic updraft, see figure 2.3 (b). Even if this effect is a low-level
effect (from ground to nearly 3km, in fact after a certain quote usually mean
wind stops to rotate and the mean shear is unidirectional) it creates an in-
tensification of the cyclonic updraft that corresponds to an increase of tilting
and stretching of vertical vorticity. After a certain quote the shear remains
positive and unidirectional and a high pressure zone is formed upward (West
side) and low pressure zone is formed downward (East side), figure 2.3; this
effect, matched with the action of nonlinear pressure term at the mid-level
(discussed before), forces the storm to divide into two cells. In nature the
basic wind shear (displayed by the “hodograph”) usually turns clockwise due
to the dynamics of the lowest boundary layer: this is a possible explanation
of why mesocyclones and cyclonic tornadoes are so common when compared
to mesoanticyclones and anticiclonic tornadoes. In reality, some recent re-
sults [21] show that the role of linear pressure term cannot be sufficient to
fully explain the right cyclonic updraft selection: it is a valid viewpoint for
sligthly curved hodographs but does not seem appropriate for environments

2The expression “mean wind” is not well defined in meteorology: sometimes it is defined
as the average on all troposphere wind profile while other authors fix a reference level -not
always the same- for the mean wind.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic picture of mesocyclone generation. Y-axes is along
South-North direction while X-axes is along West-East direction. In the
picture (a) the environmental have a straight line wind that increase with
high and no mechanism favour one updraft respect the other. The picture
(b) show that, when wind shear turn clockwise with high the right cyclonic
moving updraft (indicate by the sign plus) is favored while the anticyclonic
updraft, indicate with the meanus, is unfavourable. [From [41]]
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with strong hodograph curvature. In this case numerical analysis is need to
evaluate the contribution of all the terms in (2.3).

At this stage a cyclonic moving cell is obtained where a rotating cyclonic
updraft and a downdraft is present. Now, as it was told before, updraft
and downdraft can interact synergycally if the wind shear is sufficient. This
fact gives another important mechanism for the lowest kilometers vorticity
production [21]. In fact cold and dry air of downdraft meet the warm and
moist air on the ground originated by thermal plume; in this way, at the
lowest kilometers near ground, we have a big gradient of buoyancy that can
generate a big amount of horizontal vorticity following the (3.51) that it is
tilted upward by updraft. A detailed description of low-ground vorticity gen-
eration is present in [20] or [19] and permit to observed how cyclonic positive
vorticity is create in the side between updraft and downdraft (see picture
2.4) and how negative anticyclonic vorticity is created in the opposite side at
the downdraft. The anticyclonic vorticity created on the right side of down-
drafts, see picture 2.4, in general cannot find an updraft to stretch (because
the left moving cyclonic updraft are unfavored) but, if it is strong enough, a
mesoanticyclone and anticyclonic tornado may developed: this could explain
why anticyclonic tornadoes and mesoanticyclones exist even if they are not
so common. We must notice the importance of the distance between updraft
and downdraft: if updraft and downdraft are close, one kills the other while
if the distance is too large, the production of near ground vorticity and the
pushing of warm air into updraft can be not enough and the mesocyclone can
stop its growth. After certain time (about 60-80 minutes from mesocyclone
onset) a quasi steady situation takes place and the mesocyclone appears as
shown in figure 2.4. The generation of low level vorticity is an important
mechanism for the intensification of horizontal vorticity, and by tilting the
vertical one, and it seems that it has an important role in the tornadogenesis
as we can see in the following section. More recently a paper [21] suggests
that the dynamics of atmospheric boundary layer can be important in the
generation of high vertical vorticity, in fact some recent measurements with
Doppler radars (Doppler on wheels) suggest that baroclinic generation of
vorticity (i.e. given by the curl of buoyancy) could not be sufficient for the
tornadogenesis[10], at least in some cases. For this reason, some consider-
ation on the rule of turbulent transport inside atmospheric boundary layer
([30], [55]) will be present in the following chapters of this book.

At this point we have a mature storm, see picture 2.4, that can survive
for many hours, where strong cyclonic rotation is visible within the mid-level
updraft and a downdraft can be associated to heavy precipitation ([13]. This
cell is called “supercell” or mesocyclon cell.

To conclude this section we must notice that when a storm becomes a su-
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Figure 2.4: Schematic picture of supercell. A rotating cloud updraft is
present to the left and interacts to the downdraft, usually associated to heavy
precipitation on the right. The storm is moving toward the reader and has
a West component. [From [21]]

percell, its motion changes direction and moves toward the right of the mean
wind. The mechanism that causes the transverse propagation of supercell is
already not well known even if some hypothesis are formed; a good review
of all these hypothesis can be found in [41]. [53] propose that the rotating
updraft behaves as solid body rotation in high Reynolds number flow: in
this case a lift force is created by the Magnus effect3 and updraft changes
direction compared to the mean wind. A more detailed examination of the
flow reveals significant complications in the obstacle-flow analogy. Numer-
ical simulations, [63], show that the pressure distribution is not so close to
the pressure distribution of solid body rotation because the updraft cannot
be considered as a solid body. The second mechanism , proposed by [64],
says that the distribution of dynamical pressure moves the supercell. In fact,
starting from (??), we can specify in a greater detailed way πnl

πnl = πe + πs ∝
3∑

i=1

(∂ui

∂xi

)2
+ 2

(∂v

∂x

∂u

∂y
+

∂w

∂x

∂u

∂z
+

∂w

∂y

∂v

∂z

)
(2.5)

3The Magnus effect is well known by football players: in fact the strange effect that
they can give to ball when they kick it, is due to the fact that the ball rotation in its
forward motion creates a force on the ball itself, due to Magnus effects, that acts to curve
its trajectory.
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In particular the term

πs ∝ +2
(∂v

∂x

∂u

∂y
+

∂w

∂x

∂u

∂z
+

∂w

∂y

∂v

∂z

)
(2.6)

is the responsible of storm right moving as showed in numerical simulations
[64]. This study suggests that the dynamical pressure term is responsible of
the right movement of supercell but those simulations are computed with-
out precipitation and new simulations, with precipitation included, must be
used to verify these results. A third theory to explain the right moving is
the theory of the “Forced Propagation Gravity Waves”, an approach pro-
posed by [48] and [61]: the thermodynamic equation, expressed in terms of
buoyancy B, permits to detect the formation of waves due to the balance
between latent heat of condensation and the restoring buoyancy force. The
high unstable mode shows a velocity group in a good agreement with the
observed storm propagation. However, to generate the storm splitting, the
model requires a turning wind but, as we already showed, the storm splitting
occurs also in straight line hodographs. Even if a more sophisticated modifi-
cation of this approach was developed [62], it does not seem that the forcing
of this gravity waves might be an available candidate for the explanation of
supercell propagation [41]. [47] demonstrated that supercell storms have a
highly helical circulation and proposed that this helicity (i.e. the product of
H = u·ω) promotes the longevity and transverse propagation of the storm.
In fact, in turbulent flow, it is found that high helical eddies decay more
slowly than low helicity ones and thus may become dominant in the flow [2].
[47] proposed that high helicity might similarly reduce the turbulent dissipa-
tion in supercell storms and thereby enhance their longevity. Consequently,
Lilly suggests that as a supercell develops, it should evolve naturally into a
structure that optimizes its helicity. The role of helicity in supercell thunder-
storms is an intriguing issue that will surely be further analyzed because it is
difficult to test: it implies that a whole range of structure could exist, each
with a different overall helicity, and that the stabilizing influence of helicity
selects the optimal state. Since in nature and in numerical experiment we
see only the structure that does evolve, it is hard to say whether or not this
structure is optimal. Furthermore some authors [41] suggest also to minimiz-
ing dissipation. For this reason, this point should be studied: the third and
last part of this book is devoted on this intriguing issue.

In the next section we see how tornado can form from supercell.
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2.4 Tornadogenesis

Tornadoes are usually associated to a supercell storm even if some cases of
tornadoes not associated to supercells are present in nature (for example
the tornado’s case of Casacco, near Udine, in Italy (9 December
2006) was not associated to a supercell). The most intense tornadoes are,
anyway, associated to supercells. On the contrary it has been shown that
not all the supercells gives rise to a tornado: [14] found that only 25% of the
United States supercells produce a tornado. The theory of tornadogennesis
is “nowadays not well understood” [49]. In the following we will present the
plausible mechanisms for a tornado formation starting from a supercell and
some hints on the formation of nonsupercell tornadoes will be given [21].

A supercell is a nearly steady state that can live for several hours. When
the supercell moves to tornadic phase some significant changes happen on
the storm scale that disrupts the nearly steady configuration. When tornadic
phase starts we can observe

• A high low level vorticity.

• A decrease of updraft intensity.

• A downdraft formation behind the updraft.

To explain what happens, we refer to the figure 2.4. As the storm moves
to the West side, cold air of the downdraft meets the warm air the updraft.
Numerical works [64] show that this motion creates an intensification of low
level vorticity as a consequence of the curl of the buoyancy term present
into (3.51). This horizontal vorticity may be several times the magnitude of
the mean shear worticity, it is tilted by the updraft and cyclonic vorticity
is created at the ground. Remembering (2.4), if a strong vertical vorticity
is formed, a low pressure zone is created at the ground, then a downdraft
behind (on the East side in figure2.4) the updraft, usually called Rear Flank
Downdraft (RFD) can take place. At this point the structure of supercell is
reported in figure 2.5 where the updraft is occluded by two downdrafts: one
is the oldest downdraft associated to precipitation, as we can see in figure 2.4,
and it is usually called Forward Flank Downdraft (FFD) and one is the new
RFD. The spreading downdraft outflow occlude the updraft (this situation is
called “occlusion”) and cuts off the supply of warm moist air to the original
updraft circulation center and cause a decrease of updraft intensity and the
overshooting top, visible in the picture 2.4 disappears. The occlusion gives a
Hook Echo radar signature 4 that is reported with the solid lines in figure2.5.

4The radar image is connected to the reflectivity due to precipitation: so the solid hook
lines in figure 2.5 is the region of precipitation
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Figure 2.5: In this picture it is possible to see the hook echo on a radar
(solid lines) and how RFD (rear flank downdraft) and FFD (forward flank
downdraft) occlude the updraft region and how in the gust front (i.e., the
boundary between cold and warm air) new updrafts can form. [Adapted
from [41]]
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Then, the imagine that we obtain is given in figure 2.6 where the cold air
occludes the warm air at low levels (in general under 3km above the ground).
At this point, the horizontal vortex lines turn rapidly toward the center of
the updraft when they pass from the warm area to the cold area (see picture
2.6): the baroclinic term ∇×B, that lies in the horizontal plane -because B
points in the vertical direction-, force the change in direction of the vortex
lines into the updraft region. So in the updraft zone we have a concentration
of vortex lines and high horizontal vorticity is formed. Now, the first updraft
decrease its intensity because the cold air occludes the warm air but new
updraft can be formed on the boundary between cold and warm air due to
the high converge of downdraft cold air that push up warm air. This new
updraft tilt the high horizontal vorticity and new rotating intense updraft,
at a small scale, can be formed. The small horizontal scale intense updraft
are the tornado. We notice that more than one tornado can be formed along
the gust front (i.e. boundary between cold and warm air) and this situation
is not uncommon.

[50] noticed that it is important the distance between updraft and the
precipitation downdraft (FFD) of the mesocyclone to detect if a supercell
could or not create a tornado. In fact, if FFD and updraft are far, the con-
vergence of air and the gradient of horizontal buoyancy is not sufficient to
generate a sufficiently strength updraft and high horizontal vorticity respec-
tively. We also notice that the baroclinic generation of horizontal vorticity
can favor tornadoes that form occasionally in nonsupercell storms. If a storm
meets a prexistent cold front or a cold outflow from another storm, strong
horizontal vorticity may be swept into storm and amplified. This can be one
of the explanation of tornado generation not associated to supercells which
are present even if are quite uncommon [21].

Now, tornado appears as a violent rotating columns of air, usually associ-
ated with swirling cloud of debris or dust near the ground and a funnel shape
cloud extending downward from the base of the parent supercell clouds. In
this mature stage then tornado has its maximum intensity and the funnel
cloud, due to debris 5 is almost vertical (picture 2.7) and in cyclostrophic
balance [50]. The tornado vertical scale can reach great vertical extents
( ≥ 10km) but in other cases the tornado signature disappears above 3km,
and updraft (vertical velocity W ≈ 60ms−1, from [18]) decreases its intensity
and disappears into supercell updraft (vertical velocity W ≈ 10ms−1, from
[63]). In the decaying stage, the visible rotating cylinder becomes greatly
contorted before dissipating. The average life of tornado is usually around
2min − 1h and, in general, as intensity increase, its life is greater.

5Downward motion of FFD and RFD prevent the condensation of water vapor.
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Figure 2.6: Lower part of the picture 2.5. As the vortex lines (thin and black
lines) meet the cold air, turn to the updraft center and become parallel to
streamlines (solid and cylindrical arrows) where are tilted by new updraft.
Black and white cylindrical arrows show the direction of the RFD. [Adapted
from [41]]

Figure 2.7: Tornado picture. [From [50]]
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Figure 2.8: Diagram between SRH and CAPE. Solid and dashed lines are
suggested thresholds for meteorologist to forecast tornado occurrence. [From
[52]]

Of all the atmospheric vortexes, tornadoes are the most violent. Al-
though supercells are relatively easy to anticipate (from numerical simulation
or from some phenomenological parameter [21]), predicting which supercell
will spawn tornado is one of the most ardours tasks facing operational me-
teorologist and research alike. In fact only 10 − 20% of supercell produce
tornado and a hard question is to explain why certain supercell produce tor-
nado and other not. There are some phenomenological result: for example
a hook echo seem to be connected to tornadogenesis even if impressive look-
ing hook echo are not associated with tornadoes. Other phenomenological
results were found. For example a supercell that encounters a region where
there is high relative helicity SHR (i.e. the vertical integral of helicity from
ground to the level of free convection that is nearly the end of atmospheric
boundary layer) and high CAPE (the vertical integral of buoyancy from level
of free convection to equilibrium level) it has a greater probability to produce
a tornado (see picture 2.8). The problem is that this result, nowadays, does
not have a theoretical confirmation and it is not clear what are the threshold
for the value of CAPE and SHR helicity in for which tornado occur [52].
Furthermore, recent data suggest also how much is important the variability,
in time and in the space of the SRH: [71] find that SHR varies of one order
of magnitude on a spatial scale less than 100km and in temporal scale less
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Figure 2.9: Intensity distribution of tornado in the world. In the horizontal
scale is reported the intensity of tornado in F-scale (proportional to maximum
horizontal velocity) while in the vertical scale it is reported the yearly number
of events. [From [11]]

than 3h in real cases of (US) tornadoes. This is a problem because we don’t
have a fine grid of radio-soundings that permit to keep SHR and CAPE in a
fine temporal spatial scale and it is not always possible to reduce the grid of
our numerical simulation.

Finally we must note how tornado intensity distribution are similar from
one place to the world to another as we can see in picture 2.9. The intensity
vortex distribution is important to evaluate the risk of the occurrence of
such phenomena. In fact strong phenomena are associated to a big error
bar (because the statistic is very poor) and it is not clear the correct form
of distribution because nowadays we can’t be able to connect the physical
dynamics parameter to this shape. Furthermore, in the frame of climate
change, the distribution could be an important tool to see how climate change
affects the number and intensity of atmospheric phenomena and the shape
of their intensity distribution.

Concluding this chapter we must note as many questions are still open in
the scientific community. If the mesocyclongenesis is quite well understood
it not very clear how certain supercell gives tonardoes and others not. It is
not clear what are the condition in which updraft and downdraft interact
in a constructive way. Furthermore it is not clear what are the parameters
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that rule the tornado forecasting, their thresholds and their temporal spatial
scale, and what parameter influence the shape of the intensity distribution
of those phenomena. In the next chapter we try to contribute to solve these
problems.
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PART I
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Chapter 3

Tornado and Mesocyclone
Equations System

I do not know what I may appear to the world; but to myself I
seem to have been only like a boy playing on the seashore, and
diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a
prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay all
undiscovered before me.
Isaac Newton

3.1 Introduction

In this part of our work we want to focus our attention on the study of
environmental condition that gives rise to the formation of tornadoes. To
do that we identify a set of parameters that are able to characterize our
environment. Using an analytical model, we clarify what are the parameters
that rule the tornado forecasting, their thresholds and their temporal spatial
scale.

In particular, in this and in the next chapter we develop the analytical
model that we will use for our aims. Indeed, the review work presented in the
previous chapter suggests us the opportunity to create a model, starting from
the general equation of motion for fluids (Navier-Stokes equation), which will
be able to describe the formation and the evolution of mesocyclone and tor-
nado events. This set of equations must take into account the compressible
and adiabatic nature of atmosphere, the scale at which such intense vertical
vortex phenomena develop (the mesoscale1), the presence of change of phase

1The mesoscale is a typical scale into atmosphere in which horizontal length comes from
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of water content into atmosphere and the possibility to introduce into the
equations the observational parameters coming from real radio-sounding2 of
the atmosphere as CAPE (convective potential energy), SRH (storm relative
helicity), etc. Furthermore, tornado and mesocyclone3 events are character-
ized by an intense rotating updraft. These two phenomena have different
scales and were born in an environment characterized by hydrostatic equilib-
rium (i.e. no vertical acceleration is present), with decreasing temperature
with height which follows an adiabatic law where wind is nearly horizontal.
This environment is called mean state or reference state. In this chapter all
these information will be used to create a suitable set of equations acting to
study these intense and rotating phenomena.

3.2 Air as Mixture of Ideal Gas: Exner Func-

tion

The atmospheric air is a mixture of different kinds of gases: Nitrogen (nearly
79% in mass), Oxygen (about20% in mass) and other less common gases
[66]. It is important to define an equation of state for this kind of mixture.
If we are more interested to the study of the dynamics of this air than to
the thermodynamics, the most useful approximation is to consider it as a
mixture of perfect (or ideal) gas [45], i.e., a gas in which all species behave as
ideal gas as shown in Appendix (A). A perfect gas is defined in many books
(e.g. [38]) as a gas that follows the perfect gas equation of state (A.5)

P = ρR∗T (3.1)

in which the pressure P is bound to a typical constant R∗, to the density ρ
and to temperature T . A more useful definition of perfect gas could be found
in the kinetic theory of gases: an ideal gas consists of zero volume identical
particles in which the intermolecular forces are negligible. Otherwise, the
internal energy of this gas is only kinetic i.e. temperature: higher the gas
temperature, greater the mean kinetic energy of each particle, and greater
the internal energy of the same gas, as show in appendix (B). This seems to
be a a good assumption for atmospheric air: following the appendix (B) the

10km to 100km. The mesoscale is also defined as “. . . the scale that lie between cyclones
(i.e. scales where Coriolis force is important) and turbulence” [25]. The mesoscale features
are significant in local severe weather and understanding them is a key to greatly improved
forecasts.

2Radio-sounding measure are atmospheric measurements of wind, buoyancy, humidity
etc. obtained from the vertical launch of balloons.

3Mesocyclones or supercell are synonymous, as was told before.
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specific heat at constant volume cv of a mixture of 80% of Nytrogen (N2 )
and 20% of Oxygen, assumed each of them as ideal, is close to the value of
specific heat measured in atmosphere in a condition of dry air [26].

The atmosphere is not dry and a small amount of water vapor is contained
in it. In particular water vapor is contained in the troposphere4 where tor-
nado and mesocyclone events take form. The water vapor content of the
atmosphere does not exceed 4% of mass [8]. This small portion of vapor is
sufficient changing the characteristics of dry air and giving us the incredible
set of situations and events that we usually see into atmosphere. In fact, at
the usual temperature of the troposphere, we observe the change of phase of
this vapor. So, the ideal gas assumption for atmospheric air is usually unsat-
isfactory since a system composed by a liquid water in equilibrium with its
vapor is not an ideal gas. In thermodynamic words, the internal energy of
atmospheric air cannot be express simply as the sum of mean kinetic energy
of every particles that composes the gas. We have to consider an additional
term, connected to change of phase of water content. To overtaking this
problem we should use two more detailed equations of state: Van der Walls
equation and Clausius-Clapeyron equation, see [32]. The use of these equa-
tions shifts out of the dynamics problem into a thermodynamics one, because
the study of the air parcel dynamics is very difficult with the Van der Waals
equation and implies the use of the numerical approach. Furthermore, con-
sidering the water vapor presence, there is also a dynamical problem: in facts,
we have a parcel containing a certain amount of water vapor that moves up-
ward. While the parcel is moving upward, it will be condensed, causing the
fall-down of the water. It would seem that the parcel description has lost any
validity since a certain amount of it has been separated from it. To avoid
this problem, many numerical cloud models5 use a an additional equation for
the conservation of water content and, when the condensation is reached, the
liquid amount is ignored in the dynamics equation and is subtracted from
the same parcel. Thanks to this exemplification cloud numerical models gives
results close to reality as shown [26] and [32].

Complex numerical methods, as cloud models, are naturally more realis-
tic. However, we should pay attention to the dynamical explanations of how
the vortices form in a certain environment: they are still based on relatively
simple conceptual models that suite both to the numerical results and to
the observations. Since the intention of this work is not to pay attention to
the evolution of cloud systems, but to the onset of mesocyclone and tornado

4The part of atmosphere that goes from ground to nearly 10 − 15km of high.
5Cloud model are numerical models for the simulation of water vapor behavior in cloud

system [26].
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events (more on tornado ones) the approximation of a perfect gas will be
sufficient for the subsequent work. We will describe these phenomena and
their thermodynamics variables using radio-sounding parameters, introduced
as model input. In other words, the effects of releasing (subtraction) of la-
tent heat owing to condensation (evaporation) of water will be incorporated
inside the buoyancy value: for the mean state, this value is due to radio-
sounding and, in case of the perturbation of the mean state, will be one of
our problem unknowns. In the following we will return to this question and
a further explanation will be given.

Now, following what was been done in appendix (A), we first consider

P = Pd + Pv (3.2)

where Pd and Pv are the partial pressure due to the dry air and the water
vapor contain, since the P is the total pressure. It is important to underline
that the dry air will be considered as a mixture of 80% of Nitrogen and
20% of Oxygen, that we consider as perfects. Second, we define the specific
humidity as

qn = ρn/ρ (3.3)

where ρn is the n-specie density and ρ is the total density. We indicate as qv

the specific humidity of water vapor, as qd the specific humidity of the dry
air, as ql the specific humidity of the liquid phase and as qi the ice phase one.
So we have ∑

n=d,v,l,i

qn = 1 (3.4)

The total density is

ρ = ρd + ρ(qv + ql + qi) (3.5)

Looking above, we consider the air as a mixture of dry air and water vapor
that behaves as perfect

Pd = ρdR
∗
dT (3.6)

Pv = ρvR
∗
vT (3.7)

where T is the air temperature, R∗
d is the constant of the dry air and R∗

v is
the gas constant of the vapor, as defined in Appendix (A.5). So

P = Pd + Pv = T (ρdR
∗
d + ρvR

∗
v) (3.8)

then

ρd =
P − qvρR∗

vT

R∗
dT

(3.9)
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This last equation put into (3.5) gives

ρ =
( P

R∗
dT

− qvρR∗
vT

R∗
dT

)
/
(
1 − qv − ql − qi

)

and finally

ρ
(
1 − qv(1 − R∗

v

R∗
d

) − ql − qi

)
=

P

R∗
dT

(3.10)

that can be useful to express in a suitable form the pressure gradient

∇P

ρ
=

[
1 − qv

(
1 − R∗

v

R∗
d

)
− ql − qi

]
R∗

dT
∇P

P
(3.11)

Now, we have to specify a reference state for the atmosphere. Following
what was done by [45], we impose a mean state for the atmosphere, which is
adiabatic, dry and in hydrostatic equilibrium. In other words, the tempera-
ture can be written as

T = T̄ + T
′

(3.12)

where T̄ is the mean temperature that obeys to an hydrostatic, adiabatic and
dry law (appendix C), T

′

is the deviation from this mean state, due to the
air masses vertical motion. The mean vertical profile of temperature satisfies
and adiabatic law, which means [8]

T̄ = T0 − Γz (3.13)

where T0 is a reference temperature (for example, the ground temperature,
but we can choose any other level) and Γ is dry adiabatic lapse rate: this
parameter equals [32]

Γ ≈ 10−2K(m−1) (3.14)

for the atmosphere. It is important to underline that (3.13) has been ob-
tained for an adiabatic transformation of an ideal gas, so that without heat
exchanges between our frame (that is our moving upward parcel) and the
environment. In this work, it has been remarked yet how air is very close to
an Hydrogen-Oxygen ideal mixture, but a strictly adiabatic process would
require a perfect isolation of parcel with its surrounding. Thus the adiabatic
processes are an idealization never realized in nature: nevertheless, they are
good approximation to reality. For example, an heat transfer between par-
cel and its surrounding takes time but if the parcel undergoes a process so
quickly so that a little energy is transferred, the process may be consider as
adiabatic to good approximation. The real atmospheric air is a good isola-
tion6 and so every decreasing of mean temperature can be thought as due to

6The thermal conductivity of air is about 2·10−2W/mK while for iron is 80W/mK.
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an adiabatic cooling. Therefore, it is useful to suppose that the atmosphere
follows an adiabatic law given from (3.13). Equation (3.13) is a good approx-
imation of the temperature mean profile in the troposphere: in facts over the
troposphere, i.e. at levels grater than 15 km, the radiation processes become
important and an additional internal heat generation term must be taken
into account [66]. Thus, for the study of tornadoes and mesocyclones phe-
nomena that take form inside the troposphere, we assume (3.12) and (3.13)
as temperature mean profile. Starting from (C.6), (C.7) and (3.13), it is
possible to introduce a mean profile for density and pressure.

ρ̄ = ρ0

( T̄

T0

) 1

γ−1

(3.15)

P̄ = P0

( T̄

T0

) γ
γ−1

(3.16)

where P0 and T0 are the pressure and temperature at the reference temper-
ature T0.

Two further comments are necessary: first, the value of dry adiabatic
lapse rate reported inside the (3.14) has been obtained under the perfect gas
exemplification in theoretical way and this value is near to a mean one that
is set in the troposphere. It is important to see the mean nature of Γ, shown
in (3.14) because in a summer hot afternoon, the temperature of the asphalt
can reach 40C and a person can feel on his face 35C (in this case, Γ would
be of 2.5Km−1 = 2500K(km)−1); second, T0 is constant in (3.13), although
we can take it in function of the horizontal coordinates and of time. The
hydrostatic approximation implies that T0 is constant:

∂P̄

∂z
= −gρ̄ (3.17)

Hydrostatic assumption works good for large scales [25, ] and it is useful to
explain their dynamics. In smaller scales, the pressure deviate from (3.17)
because there is the presence of intense updrafts or of warm air plume. So,
assuming (3.17) equals to assume an atmospheric mean state given by big
large scales dynamics, in which the pressure, temperature and density hori-
zontal variations are negligible, if they are compared with the vertical ones.
Then, at the mesoscale, which is the scale we work on, all mean quantities
can be assumed depending on the vertical coordinate7. In facts, considering

7This is true for the mean quantities but it is false for the perturbation: a tornado
show a horizontal variability (i.e. horizontal gradient) greater or comparable with vertical
ones. This point will be an important key of work in the next chapter.
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spatial and temporal variations of T0 would introduce inside the model hori-
zontal gradients of pressure: thus, we have the presence of a horizontal wind,
named “Thermal Wind” [25]. This horizontal (thermal) mean wind is given
by the big scale dynamics and so it will be introduced as an input model, in
other words, the horizontal mean wind that characterizes the environment in
which tornadoes grow up. Concluding, we can assume T0 constant without
loosing any important information.

Luckily, we may use a simplification of (3.15) and (3.16); starting from
(3.17) 8

∂P̄

∂z
= −gρ0

( T̄

T0

) 1

γ−1

= −gρ0
P̄

P0

T0

T̄
(3.18)

so,
∂ ln(P̄ )

∂z
= − g

T̄R∗
d

(3.19)

where R∗
d is the ideal gas constant for dry air. (3.19) may be integrated from

the ground to a general level, called z.

P̄

P0

= exp
−

∫ z

0

g

T̄R∗

d

dz
(3.20)

where we may do this approximation
∫ z

0

g

T̄R∗
d

dz ≈ z <
g

T̄R∗
d

>≈ z

H
(3.21)

where <> indicate a mean atmospheric value and H is called “typical scale
height of atmosphere”. With this assumption

P̄ = P0 exp(− z

H
) (3.22)

Now from the equation of state

ρ̄ =
P̄

T̄R∗
d

=
P0

T̄R∗
d

exp(− z

H
) (3.23)

and then from (3.13), we obtain

P0

T̄R∗
d

=
P0

R∗
dT0

(
1 − Γz

T0

) ≈ ρ0 (3.24)

8It is conserved the notation of partial differentiation instead of the use of the total
derivative along the vertical coordinate; the aim of this notation is to remark that hori-
zontal variability of mean state is smaller than vertical ones and not null even if all mean
quantities will be written as a function of only vertical coordinate.
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So, we see that for a ground temperature T0 ≈ 300K and an height of
troposphere equals to D ≈ 15km

Γz

T0

≤ 0.5

then
ρ̄ = ρ0 exp(− z

H
) (3.25)

Beneath a first analysis, (3.22) and (3.25) seem to be very approximated but
experimental data show that (3.22) and (3.25), with a value of H

H ≈ 8.5km (3.26)

are a very good approximation for the troposphere as it is possible to see in
figure (3.1) and (3.2). So, it will be assumed that mean density and mean
pressure will be give by (3.22) and (3.25) instead by (3.15) and (3.16). These
assumptions, we shall see later simplify the set of equations.

A further useful comment must be required to understand the importance
of perturbation from mean state quantities. These deviations from mean
state must be associated to air motion, to change of phase of water content,
radiative processes etc. but in every case are small if they were compared
to their mean profiles. A dimensional analysis could be useful to understand
the importance of perturbation of pressure, of density and of temperature as
regards their mean state. To make this, it is important to pay attention to
the fact that this work is interested to the investigation of the formation of
strong events, such as tornadoes, in a mean standard environment; it is quite
obvious that the mean state has typical velocities, scales and times different
to the scales of tornado and mesocyclone events. Furthermore it is necessary
to note that nowadays the tornado dynamics are not well known and giving
some scales on a tornado event is an arduous task. For example the tornadoes
show a vertical structure of typical dimension D between 3km and 10km
but some recent measurements by Doppler on wheels [6] show sometimes a
maximum of vertical velocity just above boundary layer D ≈ 100m. Even
though some problems on the definition of correct scales for tornado events
exist, appendix (E) permits to show that, also for a tornado and mesocyclone
event, it is correct to assume

P = P̄ + P
′

(3.27)

ρ = ρ̄ + ρ
′

(3.28)

T = T̄ + T
′

(3.29)
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Figure 3.1: Pressure versus height in the troposphere. The solid line curve is
for U. S. Standard Atmosphere; the dashed curve is an exponential fit, with
scale height H = 7.29km, to this pressure distribution. From [8].
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Figure 3.2: Density versus height in the troposphere. The solid line curve is
for U. S. Standard Atmosphere; the dashed curve is an exponential fit, with
scale height H = 8.55km, to this density distribution. From [8].
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where for mesocyclone events

∣∣∣
P

′

P̄

∣∣∣ ≪
∣∣∣
T

′

T̄

∣∣∣ ≈
∣∣∣
ρ

′

ρ̄

∣∣∣ ≪ 1 (3.30)

and then from (E.8)
T

′

T̄
≈ −ρ

′

ρ̄
(3.31)

While for tornado events the contribute of pressure to buoyancy cannot be
neglected and so

∣∣∣
P

′

P̄

∣∣∣ ≈
∣∣∣
T

′

T̄

∣∣∣ ≈
∣∣∣
ρ

′

ρ̄

∣∣∣ ≪ 1 (3.32)

and then from (E.8)
ρ

′

ρ̄
=

P
′

P̄
− T

′

T̄
(3.33)

Now, it is possible to write the (3.11) in a more suitable way. To make
this it is important to define

ǫ =
∣∣∣
ρ

′

ρ̄

∣∣∣ (3.34)

and to assume that
∣∣∣
∇P

′

∇P̄

∣∣∣ = O(ǫ) (3.35)

because the gradients of perturbation pressure are important only with strong
variations of pressure field, as in shock waves, that for tornado and mesocy-
clone events seem to be not very important. So, to explain the dynamics and
the onset of tornado into supercell environment, the gradients of pressure
anomaly are negligible as for the gradients of mean pressure. Secondly, into
(3.11) it is possible to define

Ψ = qv

(R∗
v

R∗
d

− 1
)
− ql − qi = qv

(R∗
v

R∗
d

)
−

(
1 − qd

)
≪ 1 (3.36)

where, following appendix (D), Ψ ≪ 1 and so we assume
∣∣∣Ψ

∣∣∣ = O(Ψ) (3.37)

With (3.34) and (3.37) and neglecting O(ǫ2) and O(ǫ)O(Ψ), (3.11) becomes9

∇P

ρ
= −gk + ∇

(P
′

ρ̄

)
− P

′

Hρ̄
k + gk

(ρ
′

ρ̄

)
− gΨk (3.38)

9All analytic steps are reported inside of appendix (F).
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where k is the unit vector along z. The third right-hand side of (3.38) it can-
not be forgot because it is negligible in standard atmosphere and mesocyclone
condition but not in case of tornado event as was shown with dimensional
analysis at the end of appendix (E). So,

−∇P

ρ
− gk = −∇π + B + χk (3.39)

where

π =
P

′

ρ̄
(3.40)

B =
[(

− ρ
′

ρ̄

)
+ qv

(R∗
v

R∗
d

− 1
)
− ql − qi

)]
gk (3.41)

χ =
P

′

Hρ̄
(3.42)

π is called “Exner function” and it is the pressure anomaly, as for an adiabatic
dry state divided by mean density profile. Equation (3.39) is an evolution of
a similar expression that was found by [45] but the new work done above is
an useful adaptation for strong atmospheric events (i.e. tornado and mesocy-
clone). In fact, for standard atmosphere and in mesocyclone events, typical
velocities are not so big and so pressure anomaly can be neglected. In the
presence of strong tornado events, the pressure anomaly becomes important
also in buoyancy term as it is show in appendix (E). Focusing on it, positive
(negative) anomaly of parcel pressure induces an expansion (shrunk) on it
and so there is a force going upward (downward). So, χ could be thought as
an extra buoyancy term acting in the presence of tornado events.

It is important to see that the effects of pressure anomaly on the buoy-
ancy term are important only in a tornado mature stage otherwise they can
be neglected as it was shown into appendix (E). This work, as we have al-
ready say, wants to focus its attention on tornado onset and in particular
on tornadoes that are born into supecell environment because these kind of
tornadoes are the most intense and dangerous for human life. Furthermore,
the estimation of the effects of anomaly of pressure on buoyancy is very hard
and requires a numerical approach. So, remembering the aim of our work
and appendix (E), it is possible to neglect the effects of pressure anomaly on
buoyancy and to write, using (3.33)

B =
[(T

′

T̄

)
+ qv

(R∗
v

R∗
d

− 1
)
− ql − qi

)]
gk (3.43)
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Now, introducing the concept of potential temperature (appendix C), the
anomaly of temperature can be replaced with an anomaly of potential tem-
perature as for a mean value of potential temperature. From the definition
of potential temperature and for a dry and adiabatic mean state the mean
potential temperature θ̄ is constant (see again appendix C). Finally

−∇P

ρ
− gk = −∇π + B (3.44)

where

B =
[(θ

′

θ̄

)
+ +qv

(R∗
v

R∗
d

− 1
)
− ql − qi

)]
gk (3.45)

Even if it was made a strong approximation considering water vapor as an
ideal gas, (3.45) permits to express, in a simpler and in more detail way the
buoyancy (ice and liquid content are include into equations) in such a way
that seems to be closer to the radio sounding buoyancy data.

3.3 Anelastic Approximation

In this section is presented a particular derivation of continuity equation,
called anelastic approximation, useful for the study of tornado and mesocy-
clone events. In facts the usual Boussinesq approximation (i.e. ∇·u = 0)
is not the more appropriate equation that one could use. The compress-
ibility of atmosphere comes from to pressure anomaly originated by motion,
that can be neglected in first approximation also for tornado event, as it will
be shown in this section, and from the presence of stratified environment;
this last term induces a decrease of pressure or air with the height and then
an upward expansion of air parcel [75]. Anelastic approximation takes into
account this second effect.

There are many ways in which one can obtain the anelastic approximation
from continuity equation. The presentation proposed by [26] seems to be the
better for atmospheric applications and it explains very well what are the
contributions for compressibility of the flow. In this section it is presented
only the key guideline of this work. In particular, we assume the atmosphere
as adiabatic that is a good approximation because heat transfer by diffusion
is very slow. It is possible to see that

∇·u = α + β

If we make a dimensional analysis of this equation, it is possible to see that
α is the contribution to compressibility of flow originated by perturbation of
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pressure due to motion that is proportional to

α ∼
(u0

c

)2

with u0 a typical velocity and c the speed of sound. Furthermore, β is the
contribution due to stratification, i.e. the decrease of pressure with height,
and it is proportional to the ratio between the scale of vertical motion and
the scale of height of atmosphere

β ∝ D

H

From appendix (E), also for tornado events in which typical velocities are
very high

(u0

c

)2 ∼ 10−2

while
D

H
∼ 10−1

So, the first contribution to divergence can be neglected and

∇·u = −u3

ρ̄

∂ρ̄

∂z
(3.46)

Introducing (3.25) it is possible to obtain

∇·u =
u3

H
(3.47)

The above equation says that a vertical motion gives an expansion of air
parcel while a downward motion gives us a compression of air parcel; these
effects will be important in the heating and cooling of air parcel.

In equation (3.47) the effects of compressibility due to local pressure vari-
ations are neglected. These contributions could be important in tornado dy-
namics, in particular for the stronger ones where the greater velocity could
reach u0 ≈ 100ms−1. As, it was said before, this work is interested to the
onset of tornado events and the equation (3.47) remains a useful approxima-
tion because, in general, the divergence of velocity is a complicate function
of thermodynamic variables (i.e. pressure, density and temperature). Luck-
ily, in an anelastic approximation, divergence is simply connected to vertical
velocity and this will be a important benefit for future developments.
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3.4 Motion and Vorticity Equation

In this section is introduced a suitable motion equation. For our purposes,
Coriolis effects can be neglected: in facts tornado and mesocyclone phenom-
ena are events that occur to the mesoscale in which Rosby number10 is less
than one. So, as starting motion equation for compressible flow, we may
assume [4]

Du

Dt
= −∇P

ρ
− gk +

µ

ρ

[
∇2u +

1

3
∇(∇·u)

]
(3.48)

Now, into (3.48) will be possible to insert the expression for the volume
force (3.44) and (3.45), found in the previous section. To do that, some
caution must be taken. Equation (3.44) was obtained from thermodynamic
and the thermodynamic is valid only at thermodynamic equilibrium, so that
in our system must be defined only one value of pressure, temperature and
density. Thus, if parcel moves, we can not say that thermodynamics equa-
tions are valid, because we can not assume only one value inside the parcel.
So, it is necessary to postulate a “Local Thermodynamics Principles” which
assert that the “relaxation time”11 is very small compare to all typical times
of fluid motion. Experiments show that this is true since only few molecular
collisions are needed to adjust a new state [43]. If one assumes this, using
(3.44), equation (3.48) becomes

Du

Dt
= −∇π + B +

µ

ρ

[
∇2u +

1

3
∇(∇·u)

]
(3.49)

where π and B are defined in (3.40) and (3.45) respectively. Furthermore

1

ρ
=

1

ρ̄ + ρ′
=

1

ρ̄

∞∑

n=0

(−1)n
(ρ

′

ρ̄

)
=

1

ρ̄
+ O(ǫ)

where ǫ is defined in (3.34). So, finally

Du

Dt
= −∇π + B +

µ

ρ̄

[
∇2u +

1

3
∇(∇·u)

]
(3.50)

that is correct until O(ǫ).
Taking the curl of (3.50), it is possible to see (appendix G) that, as we

know that ∇× u = ω

∂ω

∂t
+ ∇·T = ∇B × k + Υ (3.51)

10The ratio of non-linear acceleration term and Coriolis force term, see [56].
11Relaxation time is the time taken by the material volume adjust to a new state.
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where T is an antisymmetric tensor, connected to the non linear term in
equation (3.50) and it is defined as

∇·T
∣∣∣
i
=

∂Ti,j

∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

(
ωiuj − ωjui

)
(3.52)

while

Υ = ∇×
[µ

ρ̄

(
∇2u +

1

3
∇(w/H)

)]
(3.53)

represents the molecular vorticity diffusion.

3.5 Energy Equation

In this section it will be introduced an energy equation for our model. There
are many possibilities to write energy equation and each of them depends
on what kind of approximation is used for the behavior of water content.
In this work it is introduced a personal and original version of energy equa-
tion, that is agreement with the previous hypothesis (in particular ideal gas
as an approximation of tropospheric air) and is more suitable to describe
the dynamics rather than the thermodynamics of mesocyclone and tornado
events.

Starting from the conservation of internal energy for a fluid [4] written in
indicial form

ρ
DU

Dt
=

(
− Pδi,j + 2µei,j −

2

3
µδi,j

)∂ui

∂xj

+ ρJ − ∂Qi

∂xi

(3.54)

The target is to try to introduce an equation for the evolution of buoyancy
term, starting from this equation and assuming air as ideal gas. For an ideal
gas, equation (3.54) becomes (appendix H)

P̄

γ − 1

D

Dt

(T
′

T̄

)
= φµ + ρJ −∇·Q (3.55)

where

φµ = 2µe : e − 2

3
µ(∇·u)2 (3.56)

and
e : e = ei,jej,i (3.57)

with ei,j as strain tensor. Equation (3.55) gives us an expression for evolu-
tion of temperature anomaly for air considered as ideal gas. The term φµ

represents the effects of viscosity on internal energy: the first term of (3.56),
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that is always positive defined, is an heating due to viscous dissipation of
kinetic energy [43]. The second term of (3.56) represents a cooling (heating)
of air parcel due to expansion (shrunk) of air parcel. ∇·Q represents the
heat transfer term while ρJ is a rate of internal heating generation. This last
term can be split, following [25], in two part : one due by radiation, Jrad,
and one due to the latent heat and phase transition, Jlh.

In particular Jlh is the term connected to the behavior of water content
of air parcel. In reality this term is a little short used in the dynamics
equations for atmosphere. In a rigorous, but not so trivial, treatment the
term represented by Jlh should be included inside the internal energy U
that, for real air, is not equal to the internal energy of a mixture of perfect
gas where the changes of phase are neglected. It is possible, with a little
physical intuition, to try to give a complete expression for ρJlh. First of all,
we consider a parcel that, at a certain time, reach the condensation and its
water vapor content changes of phase and becomes liquid water. This process
is enhanced by an increase of external pressure: greater the compression of
parcel, faster the phase transition from vapor to liquid. Then

ρJlh ∝ P̄

Furthermore, the parcel presents a certain resistance to its compression. This
resistance is given by γ − 1. To understand this we propose an analysis of
(C.1) that for an adiabatic transformation could be written as

d(U + PV )

dt
= V

dP

dt

that expresses it for unit of mole

1

P

dP

dt
=

1

RT

(cv,mdT

dt
+

d(PV )

dt

)
=

cv,m

R

( 1

T

dT

dt
+

1

cv,m

d(PV )

dt

)

but , from appendix (B)
cv,m

R
=

1

γ − 1

So, greater γ, lesser the variation for unit time of parcel pressure, Then,

ρJlh ∝ P̄

γ − 1

Finally ρJlh must be proportional to the rate of change of liquid or ice phase.
The liquid and ice phase is the part of density that not gives contribution
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to gas pressure; starting from (3.10) the gas density contribution is ρ(1 + Ψ)
and then rate of change liquid and ice phase can be assumed as

D

Dt

ρ − ρ(1 + Ψ)

ρ
= −DΨ

Dt

where Ψ is defined as (3.36) So,

ρJlh = − P̄

γ − 1

DΨ

Dt

This is a our interpretation of the behavior of latent heat of condensation
and evaporation that will be useful in the next equation; in facts, equation
(3.55) could be written as

P̄

γ − 1

D

Dt

(
g
T

′

T̄
+ gΨ

)
= g

(
φµ + ρJrad −∇·Q

)
(3.58)

Finally, from (3.45), equation (3.58) becomes

DB

Dt
=

g(γ − 1)

P̄

(
φµ + ρJrad −∇·Q

)
(3.59)

Starting from conservation of internal energy, it has been possible to
obtain the equation (3.59), correct until O(ǫ2) and in which effects of pressure
anomaly on buoyancy has been neglected.

3.6 Equations for Mean and Anomaly State

It is necessary to elaborated our equation again. Mesocyclone and tornado
events, as was told in the previous chapter, were born in environment where
a horizontal wind, function of only vertical coordinate, is present. This wind,
that forms the basic state wind in which tornado events are formed, is due to
large scale dynamics [25]. So, it is necessary to introduce into our equation
the following decomposition of velocity

u = U0 + u
′

(3.60)

where
U0 =

(
U0,1(z), U0,2(z), 0

)
(3.61)

and then
ω = ω0 + ω

′

(3.62)
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with ω
′

= ∇× u
′

and12

ω0 =
(
− ∂U0,2

∂z
,
∂U0,1

∂z
, 0

)
(3.63)

Furthermore we fix

B = B0(x, y, z) + B
′

(3.64)

because, as was told above, the horizontal buoyancy variability (and then
the horizontal CAPE variability) seem to be important in the strong event
formation. Some word of attention should be spoken about. B0 is not the
buoyancy of mean state because in the mean state no vertical motion and
no perturbation of pressure from hydrostatic state are present (i.e. π = 0).
B0 is a sort of “latent buoyancy” that becomes available only when verti-
cal motion is present. To explain better this we should see radio-sounding
in figure (3.3): the chain-dash line is the virtual temperature13 of parcel,
Tvp, while solid line is the virtual temperature of surrounding, Tvs, obtained
from radio-sounding measure of temperature and of humidity. This radio-
sounding corresponds to a typical situation just before the occurrence of a
severe thunderstorm. The criterion for the stability of the air parcel can be
obtained from the difference of these two temperature14: if Tvp −Tvs is nega-
tive (positive), the parcel will fell a positive (negative) buoyancy. Watching
picture (3.3) if a parcel moves vertically , a restoring force near the ground,
where Tvp − Tvs is positive,will be felt. If the vertical displacement is suffi-
cient, a positive upward buoyancy will act to parcel. CAPE is defined as the
integral of this “latent buoyancy” from LFC (level of free convection) up to
LNB (level of neutral buoyancy)

CAPE = −R∗
d

∫ PLNB

PLFC

(Tvp − Tvs)d ln p (3.65)

The atmosphere contains a potential energy (CAPE) that can be used only
if an initial perturbation B

′

is able to win versus the initial low level restoring
force and moves a parcel above LFC.

There is another problem in the use of radio-sounding. Radio-sounding is
a Lagrangian measure: the curve of Tvs in figure (3.3) is, in reality, the virtual

12It is conserved the notation of partial differentiation instead of the use of the total
derivative along the vertical coordinate; the aim of this notation is to remark that hori-
zontal variability of mean state is smaller than vertical ones and not null even if all mean
quantities will be write as a function of only vertical coordinates.

13Virtual temperature is the temperature that air of given pressure and density would
have if the air were completely free of water vapor, see [8].

14A more rigorous description of stability into atmosphere can be found in [8]
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Figure 3.3: Early morning sounding at Fort Worth, Texas, obtained about 9
hours before a severe thunderstorm produced a tornado 150km north. The
thick solid line is the temperature of sounding Tvs that is assumed as the
temperature of surrounding while the virtual temperature of parcel Tvp fol-
lows a moist adiabatic profile due by chain-dashed line. It is important to
note the big value of CAPE available for convection.
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temperature of a parcel starting from the ground and moves upward. To ob-
tain the buoyancy from radio-sounding it is usually assumed in atmospheric
science that every parcel that moves upward follows the same temperature
profile and so B0 at a certain level will be given by the difference of the vir-
tual temperatures of surrounding and of parcel at that level. The deviation
from this profile will be given by perturbation B

′

.

Before to insert (3.60) into equation (3.47), (3.50), (3.51) and (3.59) ,
another useful approximation could be done. Considering a portion of fluid
(for example a big box of troposphere height and horizontal dimension of
about a hundred kilometers), we may suppose to put into it a certain struc-
ture (for example a mesocyclone vortex). This structure will evolve and,
after a certain time, will vanish into fluid; in fact this structure, during its
evolution, will break in smaller and smaller structure until it reaches a cer-
tain scale which its kinetic energy will be dissipated in. The breaking in
smaller and smaller scales is due to the non-linear term present in equation
(3.50) while the dissipation of the kinetic energy of this big structure into
heat is due to viscous dissipation15 [22], that is important only at sufficiently
small scale . In atmosphere the molecular kinematic viscosity is very low (
ν = µ/ρ ∼ 10−5m2s−1) and so Reynolds number Re = Lu0/ν are usually
very large Re = Lu0/ν ∼ 109 [66]. The distance between the scale of input
of kinetic energy and the scale in which this energy is dissipated is related to
the Reynolds number16. We can suppose that tornado event can be thought
as an accident during the dynamics of large structures that are destroyed
into smaller and smaller structure. The fact that the Reynolds number is so
high permits to assume that the viscous transport term of momentum and
of vorticity can be neglected. Furthermore, also the viscous dissipation of
energy can be neglected by our formulas because the scale which dissipation
occur to is very small compare to tornado and mesocyclone scale. This is
not an obvious assumption because no theory ensures us that the small dis-
sipative scale does not influence larger scales [68]; it is possible to postulate
the above because Reynolds number is very large (and so the scale of input
and dissipation of energy are very different). Furthermore mesocyclones are
structures characterized by an high value of helicity that, as we will see in
the third part of this work, inhibits the normal turbulent cascade of energy
from large to small scales. So, at this initial stage of our work, we neglect
viscous term. It is important to notice that, if the viscosity is neglected from
equations, the equations will change their order. For example, (3.51) third-

15The φµ into (3.59)
16The ratio of large scale, in which energy is put, and the dissipative scale is a power of

Reynolds number[16]; in homogeneous and isotropic turbulence this power is 3/4
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order equation in velocity; if viscosity is neglected we obtain a second order
equation (4.3). Therefore, it will be important to consider a suitable set of
boundary conditions.

There is also another reason to avoid viscous term. In fact, we would
like to try to insert the usual forecasting parameters, as CAPE, into our
equations and these parameters are obtained by vertical integration; so, a
vertical integration of our equation will be necessary. The vertical integration
destroys the information of very low level near the ground (because vertical
integration is a average operation) where the flow is highly intermittent and
the scales of motion could be so small to give a relevant viscous term.

A last comment; large Reynolds number present in atmosphere induce
that all atmospheric motion contains inevitably some turbulence17. So, the
mean wind U0 obtained from a real radio-sounding will never be so smooth
and so it is not possible to put it immediately into equations.

In reality, all real wind profile due to radio-sounding show a mean smooth
behavior and this mean behavior and its vertical integral will be introduced
into our equation as U0.

So, starting from (3.47), (3.50), (3.51) and (3.59) it is possible to construct
a set of equations for the description of the perturbation quantities. The
effects of radiation and heat transfer, ρJrad and ∇·Q in (3.59), can be forgot;
in facts it is possible to assume that these effects are important on the creation
of the mean state that is known from radio-sounding and it will be introduced
as input of our model. From appendix (I) a suitable set acting to describe
the evolution of perturbations as for the mean state is
Continuity equation

∇·u′

=
u

′

3

H
(3.66)

Motion Equation

∂u
′

∂t
+ u

′

3

∂U0

∂z
+ (u

′

+ U0)·∇u
′

= −∇π + (B0 + B
′

)k (3.67)

Vorticity Equation

∂ω
′

∂t
+ ∇·(L1 + L2 + N) = ∇× B

′

k (3.68)

17In atmosphere, the effects of stratification on turbulence must be taken in account
because, in some case, they are able to suppress turbulence motion, [43].
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where 



L1
i,j = ω

′

iU0,j − U0,iω
′

j

L2
i,j = ω0,iu

′

j − u
′

iω0,j

Ni,j = ω
′

iu
′

j − u
′

iω
′

j

(3.69)

Finally, using continuity equation (3.47) Energy equation

∂ρ̄B
′

∂t
+ ∇·(ρ̄(U0 + u

′

)(B
′

+ B0)) = 0 (3.70)

It is interesting to remark that the latent buoyancy B0 is a forcing term
in (3.70) and appear only in the presence of initial updraft motion u3. When
latent buoyancy is activated, it interact with mean and perturbative flow.
Obviously B0 change with time but, in this case, we study the initial tornado
formation and it can be assumed as constant in time.

3.7 Final Remarks

The innovative work of this chapter was to construct (3.66), (3.67), (3.68)
and (3.70) that are a suitable set of equation to study intense and rotating
updrafts as mesocyclone and tornado events. These equations were obtained
assuming a mean environment (or basic state) in which the troposphere is
in a dry and adiabatic state and where the mean pressure satisfies the hy-
drostatic equilibrium. The next step will be to introduce into our equation
a set of parameters strictly connected to usual forecasting parameters used
to characterize a certain pre-storm environment. This work will be done in
the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

A Toy model for Tornado
Formation

There is no great harm in the theorist who makes up a new theory
to fit a new event. But the theorist who starts with a false theory
and then sees everything as making it come true is the most dan-
gerous enemy of human reason.
The Flying Inn, Gilbert K. Chesterton

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we have obtained, starting from the general mo-
tion equations, a suitable expression for continuity, motion, vorticity and
energy equations. These equations are obtained using a set of approxima-
tions (anelastic approximation, adiabatic mean temperature profile etc.) and
they could be used to describe intense and rotating phenomena (i.e. tornado
and mesocyclone) in a defined pre-existence environment. From previous
chapter this set of equations is
Continuity equation

∇·u′

=
u

′

3

H
(4.1)

Motion Equation

∂u
′

∂t
+ u

′

3

∂U0

∂z
+ (u

′

+ U0)·∇u
′

= −∇π + (B0 + B
′

)k (4.2)

Vorticity Equation

∂ω
′

∂t
+ ∇·(L1 + L2 + N) = ∇× B

′

k + ∇× B0k (4.3)
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where 



L1
i,j = ω

′

iU0,j − U0,iω
′

j

L2
i,j = ω0,iu

′

j − u
′

iω0,j

Ni,j = ω
′

iu
′

j − u
′

iω
′

j

(4.4)

Energy equation

ρ̄
∂B

′

∂t
+ ∇·

(
ρ̄(U0 + u)(B0 + B

′

)
)

= 0 (4.5)

In this chapter we want to introduce an initial “shape-like mesocyclone
perturbation” and the usual forecasting parameters into our equations. It is
important to observe that the introduction of forecasting parameters in our
equation will be not a trivial point. Indeed, these parameters are obtained
from experimental observations and nowadays it is not very clear how they
could be linked with the terms that appears in the general motion equations.

4.2 Velocity and Buoyancy Decomposition

As a first step we define the meaning of perturbative and mean quantities
that appear in equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.5). As was told before, the
mean quantities are related to environmental pre-existing conditions that we
will consider as constants with time. In this environment, a perturbative
velocity and buoyancy field could be present and it can evolve with time.

In our model, the perutbative velocity will be the sum of two contribution:
a rotational contribution ur due by tornado and mesocyclone and another
due by a transfer field uT that “transport momentum and buoyancy from
environment to tornado or mesocyclone and viceversa” A suitable expression
for these perturbative velocities must be found. It is important to remark
two things:

• The atmosphere is anisotropy i.e. the vertical direction has different
characteristics as regards horizontal ones. This fact is due by the pres-
ence of gravity and rotational effects.

• The vertical gradient intensity in tornado and mesocyclones events is,
in general, equal or lesser than horizontal one.

It is important to investigate the above statements with some experimen-
tal values. For this propose, we use appendix E, [18], [21] and [50]. For a
mesocyclone event, the typical maximum horizontal velocity could arrive to
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u0 ≈ 25ms−1 and it is of the same order of the vertical one w0. The rotating
radius can be reach R ≈ 2km for most intense mesocyclones; usually, as
rotation of vertical updraft increase, the radius decrease: a mature supercell
stage can be though, in first approximation, as a vortex tube. The charac-
teristic supercell vertical length can be assumed as the typical scale of high
of atmosphere, see [33], H ≈ 8km; so mesocyclones horizontal gradients are
in general more intense than vertical ones. For a tornado event the typical
maximum horizontal velocity could be reach u0 ≈ 100ms−1 and it is again
of the same order of the vertical ones w0. Also in this case, a tornado could
be thought, in first approximation and far from the dissipative stage [18],
as vortex tube; the most intense tornadoes could be associated to smallest
radius, e.g. R ≈ 10m. The tornadoes sometimes reach a vertical high of
3km and then the vertical gradients are less intense than horizontal ones.
Some recent measurement obtained by Doppler on the wheel [6] show as the
maximum of vertical velocity could be reached just above boundary layer, in
some case at an high of nearly 100m. Also in this case, the vertical gradients
remain smaller than horizontals ones. The intense horizontal gradients are
a characteristic of tornado and mesocyclone events; in standard atmosphere
conditions, the vertical gradients are usually more intense as for horizontal
ones. These considerations permit us to assume that the rotating velocity
contribution ur, due by tornado and mesocyclone, presents a different behav-
ior along vertical axes as regards horizontals ones. So, the rotating part could
be written as the product of two functions: ones that depends by vertical
coordinate and the others by horizontal coordinates (“separation of variables
hypothesis”). This idea is not new and it was already used for less intense
phenomena as multicell storms [23].

We want that the initial condition of our model could be a suitable analyt-
ical representation of mesocyclone. A mesocyclonic system is a quasi-steady
structure in which the horizontal wind profile follows, in first approxima-
tion, a Rankine vortex profile [32]; when this storm moves into its tornadic
phase, significant alteration of the storm-scale structure occurs that disrupts
the nearly steady configuration of mesocyclone [41]. Furthermore, a tor-
nado shows a Rankine vortex profile for its horizontal velocity in its mature
stage. Then, for the all above reasons, we model the Rotating Horizontal
Velocity field as 




ur
1 = ũrσ ∂f

∂y

ur
2 = −ũrσ ∂f

∂x

(4.6)

where

f(x, y, t = 0) = e
1

2 e−
x2+y2

2σ2 (4.7)
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Equation (4.6) asserts that a mesocyclone structure, positionated in the cen-
ter of our frame of reference, is the initial rotating state of our system. In
this rotating system, the countour-clockwise velocity is identify by f , a ve-
locity scalar potential. ũr(z) is a vertical weight and it is function of only
vertical coordinate. For axes-symmetric nature of mesocyclone and tornado
this weight is equal for each horizontal component of velocity. This weight is
positive defined . σ is the root square of the variance of (4.7) and correspond
to the typical horizontal dimensional parameters of our mesocyclone: f is
defined in such a way that the horizontal velocity has a maximum at a σ
distance from the centre of mesocyclone storm. In this way the horizontal
velocity follows a Rankine Vortex profile. Intense spot of vertical vorticity,
i.e. tornado phenomena, rises as an evolution of function f(x, y, t) in space
and time. Indeed, at the initial time the scalar potential f represents a rotat-
ing updraft (i.e. supercell) but its evolution could give risen to formation of
local intense burst of vertical vorticity. These bursts of local vertical vorticity
must be identify by a suitable scale analysis of the solution as we will see in
the next chapter.

In the same time, it will be present also a Transfer Velocity field. This
velocity will be an important ingredient for the formation of intense and
local phenomena as tornado (tornado) starting from a steady mesocyclone.
For transfer velocity, we do not assume any separation between vertical and
horizontal variables; so





uT
1 = uT

1 (x, y, z, t)

uT
2 = uT

2 (x, y, z, t)
(4.8)

The presence of a initial rotating state in our system imply that

uT(x, y, z, t = 0) = 0 (4.9)

Finally, the perturbation velocity field u
′

will be represented as the su-
perposition of a rotating field and a transfer field





u
′

1 = uT
1 + ur

1

u
′

2 = uT
2 + ur

2

(4.10)

These superpositions must be put into equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.5).
The target of our research is to study the evolution of f(x, y, t) in space and
time starting from initial mesocyclone perturbation. Two final comments are
required about rotating perturbative velocity.
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• It is not necessary to define better ur
3: as we will see in the next steps,

the vertical velocity can be calculated using horizontal divergence of
velocity.

• At the initial time the scalar potential f is a Gaussian shape profile.
It is not very important if the initial scalar potential shape is exactly
Gaussian or not; as we told above, we are interested to make a scale
analysis of our solution. So, we will study our solution in reciprocal
space (Fourier space): the initial Gaussian shape will become, in re-
ciprocal space, a wave packet. As we will see in the next chapter, the
exactly packet shape will be not so fundamental.

As final step it is necessary to introduce also an expression for buoyancy
field. Following the same ideal path used for velocity, the perturbative buoy-
ancy will be the sum of two different components, one due by rotational part
Br, and one due by the transfer field BT

B
′

= BT + Br (4.11)

Luckily, in the following it will be not request to solve BT or Br explicitly but
only their sum: this will be a benefit because will not increase the number
of unknowns.

To summarize, the perturbative quantities for our models can be written
as 




ur
1 = ũrσ ∂f(x,y,t)

∂y

ur
2 = −ũrσ ∂f

∂x

u3 = ur
3 + uT

3

u
′

= uT + ur

B
′

= BT + Br

(4.12)

4.3 Adimensionalization of Equations System

In equation (4.12) a set of five unknowns is present: uT , B
′

and f(x, y, t).
A suitable numbers of equations must be used to solve them: three equation
comes from to vorticity, one from buoyancy (energy) equation and one from
continuity. It is important to note how the effect of the curl on motion
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equation is to eliminate the pressure term from our equations but a new
variable is now introduced. Indeed, the variable

∆ = ∇·u

cannot be calculate directly from vorticity. So, the continuity equation must
again taking into account. Fortunately, with the use of anelastic hypothe-
sis, the compressibility can be easily expressed in term of vertical velocity
(equation 4.1); this will be an important benefit to our works. More detailed
discussion on the transformation between vorticity and velocity fields can be
found into appendix (J). So, starting from the above considerations and from
equation (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.5), we focus our attention on the following
set of equations





∇·u′ − u
′

3

H
= 0

∂ω
′

∂t
+ ∇·(L1 + L2 + N) = ∇× B

′

k + ∇× B0k

ρ̄∂B
′

∂t
+ ∇·

(
ρ̄(U0 + u)(B0 + B

′

)
)

= 0

(4.13)

where our unknowns are uT , B
′

and f(x, y, t).
At this point it is necessary to adimensionalize the equations (4.13). The

adimensionalization process permits us to write this set of equations in a more
readable way. It is important to underline as the adimensionalization consists
in a simply change of unit measurement system; the physics of the problem
does not changed. We use the upper script ˜ to indicate the adimensional
quantities. First of all, we define the adimensional coordinate systems





x̃ = x
σ

ỹ = y
σ

z̃ = z
D

(4.14)

where σ is a typical horizontal length that we fix as the typical spatial di-
mension of mesocyclone (see equation 4.7) while D could be the tropospheric
depth or other typical vertical length. Furthermore, the horizontal and verti-
cal velocity are of the same order either in the case of supercell or in tornado,
as reported in appendix (E). So





Ũ0 = U0

U

ũ′ = u
′

U

(4.15)
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where U is the mesocyclone horizontal velocity reported in appendix (E). It
is important to underline as the same scaling is assumed for mean (environ-
mental), rotational and transfer velocities. From equation of motion (4.2),
we can seen how buoyancy is linked with the vertical variation of pressure

B
′ ≈ ∂π

∂z

where1

π ∼ U2

and then

B
′ ∼ U2

D
So, we decide to define an adimensional buoyancy as

B̃′ =
B

′

U2/D
(4.16)

We assume that the time scale is of the same order of advtection time.
As it was told before, the horizontal scale seem to have an important role
in local intense event where horizontal gradient are equal or greater than
vertical ones; for this reason

1

T
=

U

σ
(4.17)

Finally, we can neglect the upper script˜in adimensional quantities. Fur-
thermore, we left upper scripts ′ for perturbative quantities: the perturbative
velocity, vorticity and buoyancy will be indicated as u, ω and B respectively
while the mean (environmental) quantities are refereed with the lower scripts
02. We will use an indical expression for our equations. For this reason, we
left the traditional way to write coordinate system like (x, y, z, t), used above
and in the previous chapters, and we will use the indicial form (x1, x2, x3, t)
for our coordinate system. With these conventions, equations (4.13) become





∑2
j=1

∂uj

∂xj
− (γ − ∂

∂x3
)u3 = 0

∂ωi

∂t
+

∑2
j=1

∂Ti,j

∂xj
+ ξ ∂Ti,3

∂z
= ξǫi,j,3

∂(B+B0)
∂xj

ρ̄∂B
∂t

+
∑2

j=1

∂

(
ρ̄(U0,j+uj)(B0+B)

)

∂xj
+ ξ

∂

(
ρ̄(u3)(B0+B)

)

∂x3
= 0

(4.18)

1This is the typical scaling of pressure for atmospheric-turbulent flow [43].
2As it was told in the previous chapter, we preserve the notation B0 even if this is

not the buoyancy of mean (environmental) state but the latent buoyancy available when
initial updraft is present.
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where 



ur
1 = ũr(z)∂f(x,y,t)

∂x2

ur
2 = −ũr ∂f

∂x1

u = uT + ur

(4.19)

and 



T = L1
i,j + L2

i,j + Ni,j

L1
i,j = ωiU0,j − U0,iωj

L2
i,j = ω0,iuj − uiω0,j

Ni,j = ωiuj − uiωj

ω1 = ∂u3

∂x2
− ξ ∂u2

∂x3

ω2 = ξ ∂u1

∂x3
− ∂u3

∂x1

ω3 = ∂u2

∂x1
− ∂u1

∂x2

f(x, y, t = 0) = e
1

2 e−
x2+y2

2

ξ = σ
D

γ = σ
H

(4.20)

where H ≈ 8km is the typical vertical scale of height of atmosphere.

4.4 Vertical Integration and Boundary Con-

dition

We define the operator

Iz[ ] = D−1
∫ D

0
[ ]dz (4.21)

that in adimensional form becomes

Iz[ ] =
∫ 1

0
[ ]dz (4.22)
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This operator represents a vertical integration from the ground to the top of
the troposphere and it is applied on equations (4.18) with the aim to obtain
the usual forecasting parameters. Equations (4.18) are inviscid and so they
are of the second order for each component of velocity field. Therefore, two
boundary condition, one for the ground and one for the top, are required for
each velocity components. From impermeability condition

u3 = 0 on z = 0, z = 1

At the top of troposphere, no vorticity perturbation is present

ω3 = 0 on z = 1

[17] suggests that

ω3 =
∂u2

∂x
− ∂u1

∂y
= 0 on z = 0

The following two additional condition could be assumed

u1 = u2 = 0 on z = 0, z = 1

because these condition is a possible way to satisfy automatically the con-
ditions of zero vorticity field at the top and the ground of troposphere. So,
even if the problem is inviscid, we assume no slip condition at the the ground
and at the top of troposphere for the perturbative velocity. These assump-
tions have also a practical reason because we do not know the perturbative
vorticity at the ground; so, we do not use it as problem input. We notice
that no-slip condition are assumed for perturbative state but not for mean
(environmental) state: U0 increases wind high follows a thermal wind law
[25, ] and, at the top of troposphere, the mean velocity reaches its maximum
in magnitude.

As noted by [17],the zero ground vorticity condition is an hypothesis com-
monly used in numerical simulation but usually it is unrealistic. In any case,
this point is not so a relevant point for us. Indeed, the vertical integration
could be not so sensitive to the boundary conditions; the specific value at the
boundary could be not so important when vertical integration is performed
and average quantities over the depth of our fluid are considered. The ver-
tical variation along z-axes is killed by vertical integration and it constructs
horizontal maps of mean vertical quantities. For this reason, we will indicate
the vertical integration (in adimensional form) as a mean operator

<>= Iz[ ] =
∫ 1

0
dz (4.23)
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This is a relevant point: we will apply operator (4.23) to equations (4.18); we
will loose the information along vertical coordinate x3 and we will investigate
the formation of strong tornado event from 2-D maps.

One more thing could be assumed for the tornado and mesocyclone ver-
tical weights. It is possible to introduce integral conditions on the weights
defined into (4.6)





∫ 1
0 ũrdz = 1

∫ 1
0 w̃rdz = 1

(4.24)

These conditions are not so restrictive: tornado and mesocyclone velocity
profile could be different for a well defined quote but the vertical integration
of their vertical weights can be assumed the same. In general, a tornado is
more intense than mesocyclone near the ground but their intensity decrease
faster than mesocyclone ones with quote. Furthermore, the intensification of
tornado vertical vorticity in time, as for mesocyclone one, is in the horizontal
spatial-time part of solution i.e. in the scalar potential f . As it was told
above, the vertical integration will kill the information on the difference of
intensity between tornado and mesocyclone along vertical axes (and so the
difference between verticals weights) but the differences in horizontal scale
will be used to detect these two phenomena. This point will be fundamentals
in the study of our results in the next chapters.

Now, applying the (4.23) operator to (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) and, using
the no slip condition, it is possible to see





∑2
j=1

∂<uj>

∂xj
− γ < u3 >= 0

∂<ωi>
∂t

+
∑2

j=1
∂<Ti,j>

∂xj
= ξǫi,j,3

∂<B+B0>
∂xj

< ρ̄∂B
∂t

> +
∑2

j=1
∂<ρ̄(U0,j+uj)(B0+B)>

∂xj
= 0

(4.25)
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with 



< ur
1 >= ∂<f(x1,x2,t)>

∂x2

< ur
2 >= −∂<f>

∂x1

< u >=< uT > + < ur >

< ω1 >= ∂<u3>
∂x2

< ω2 >= −∂<u3>
∂x1

< ω3 >= ∂<u2>
∂x1

− ∂<u1>
∂x2

(4.26)

and 



< Ti,j >=< L1
i,j > + < L2

i,j > + < Ni,j >

< L1
i,j >=< ωiU0,j > − < U0,iωj >

< L2
i,j >=< ω0,iuj > − < uiω0,j >

< Ni,j >=< ωiuj > − < uiωj >

ξ = σ
D

γ = σ
H

(4.27)

Before to conclude this section we must note as the application of vertical
mean operator (4.23) on our equation will not change the dimensionless of
our problem because this operator is adimensional defined.

4.5 Mean Vertical Quantities

Starting from (4.25). In this system, the vertical variation of our unknowns is
lost and we have a “vertical average” two dimensional map. These equations
must be further develop. Indeed, a new problem is present in (4.25) and it
is the increase of number of unknowns. To understand this key problem, we
start with an example and we apply operator (4.23) to L1

1,2

< L1
1,2 >=< ω1U0,2 > − < ω2U0,1 >

where [L1
1,2 is present in the second equation of (4.25) and it is defined in (??).

From the above expression is evident as the operation of vertical average
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increases the number of unknowns because we are not able to estimate the
mean of the product quantities. For this reason is necessary an approximation
to close the problem. For example we could impose

< ω2U0,1 >≈< ω2 >< U0,1 > (4.28)

Mathematically speaking, the above expression is wrong. Indeed, using
(4.23), it is equivalent to ask

∫ 1

0
ω2U0,1dz =

∫ 1

0
ω2dz

∫ 1

0
U0,1dz

and this expression is, in general, not true. To understand better again the
error, we note that there is a theorem, [36], that asserts

Theorem 1 Mean Value Theorem:
Let f and g two continuous function on [a, b]. If g(x) ≥ 0 (or similarly
g(x) ≤ 0 ) for each x ∈ [a, b], then for some c∗ ∈]a, b[

∫ b

a
fg == f(c∗)

∫ b

a
g

So, if we apply this theorem on (4.28) we immediately note the presence
of two error. First of all is not true that U0,1 is, in general, positive define
because the wind usually turns clockwise near the ground and, after a certain
level, it increase its easterly component3. In figure () is reported an example
of wind rotating hodograph. Secondly, it is not true that, a priory, the mean
value of ω2 must be equal to the mean value defined with (4.23).

In any case, if we want to close our system, we will must use a separa-
tion of the mean of quantities products like (4.28). This is a key problem
and some reasons support this choice. First of all, the aim of our research
it is to detect the intensification of vertical vorticity at tornado horizontal
scale. The assumptions made above give us only a not exact estimation of
our vertical integrated quantities. The detection of the tornado onset (i.e.
early stage of tornado life) will be given by an increment of vertical vorticity
as for the initial mesocyclone ones, and this increment will be localized at
a horizontal scale lesser than mesocyclones one. So, it will be a local scale
increase of vertical vorticity that will give us the hint that tornado event
could be happen while the assumption used in (4.28) could give no strictly
corrected considerations on the obtained absolute value of vertical vortic-
ity. Secondly, there is a problem on radio-sounding measurements. We have
made a vertical integration of our equation with the scope to introduce into

3In the north Hemisphere, see [25]
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Figure 4.1: Hodograph of mean wind obtained from radio-sounding before
the intense event of 4 June 1999 in San Quirino (PN) Italy. In the axes are
reported the horizontal wind component along axes x and y. As it is possible
to see, the mean wind stopped to rotate at an high of nearly 850hPa that
correspond to a level of about 1500m above the ground. After this level, the
wind increase linearly.
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them the usual forecasting parameters that are obtained by radio-sounding.
A radio-sounding give us a vertical mean of atmospheric conditions in pre-
storm environment. The problem is that a radio-sounding measurement is
not in general the vertical integral of some Eulerian quantities that appears
in our equations or in more general equations. For example, a radio-sounding
launch of balloon give us a mean value of buoyancy (i.e.CAPE) in atmosphere
where this value is a Lagrangian measure i.e. the vertical integral of buoy-
ancy a parcel keep from a certain level and moves upward. Furthermore,
there are other experimental problem: the surface tension of balloon, the
role of ice phase in the measurement [32]etc. As it was already told in the
previous chapter discussing picture (3.3), we could estimate CAPE as the
vertical integration of mean buoyancy state < Bo > in (4.25) but it is not
strictly corrected. In other words, it is not a priory true that a better ana-
lytical estimation of our mean quantities could be more in agreement with
radio-sounding measurement than the estimation used in (4.28). Finally, in
equations (4.25) we have not the product of one velocity or vorticity com-
ponent with itself: we always have the product of perturbative/mean vortic-
ity components with another perturbative/mean velocity components or the
product of velocity with perturbative buoyancy. Imposing a decomposition
like (4.28) is equivalent to ask that these quantities are “vertical uncorre-
lated”. This is obviously not a priory true but, if the dynamics present a fast
horizontal variation, it could be appropriate. For example, in every horizon-
tal point, if horizontal gradients are important, one component of velocity
will be vertical uncorrelated to vorticity. For this reason we refer to (4.28) as
“vertical uncorrelated hypothesis”. A last, and more philosophic, considera-
tion is necessary. There are not good approximation or bad approximation
because all approximation are a simplify hypothesis. There are approxima-
tion that works well and other that not works wells. The ultimate test of a
theoretical model is the reality otherwise the error is the same reported in
Chesterton’s quotation at the beginning of this chapter; to force the reality
to fit our model (and not vice versa). To test and fit a model to reality, it
is necessary to answer on what we want to see with our model.This depend
on the degree of approximation that it was made during our work. So, in
our case, we do not expect to find a rigorous threshold or the correct of spot
vertical vorticity. We hope to observe a small scale intensification of verti-
cal vorticity (without a precise description of its magnitude), if it is present
some intrinsic behaviour (e.g. if there are bands or a continuous spectrum
of value of forecasting parameters for which a tornado starts to form), if it
is possible to give a comparison between our model threshold and reality
threshold (at least as order of magnitude), if horizontal variability of mean
(environmental) condition is important. Keeping in mind these points, we
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apply the vertical decomposition used for L1
1,2 in (4.28) to all other term in

(4.25) and then we will to check with real database the quality of our model.

Then, we define





(M1,M2) =< (U0,1, U0,2) >

(−β, α) =< (ω0,1, ω0,2) >

< Bo >= Φ(x, y)

(4.29)

these parameters are our analytical approximation of usual forecasting pa-
rameters. In fact, (M1,M2) is the mean wind integrated over the depth of
troposphere. Furthermore the mean state U0 is function of the only vertical
coordinate, then (α, β) is the adimensional wind at the top of troposphere
and gives us an estimation of mean shear present in the troposphere depth.
Indeed, the adimensional shear becomes

S = ξ(α, β) = ξ < (
∂U0,1

∂x3

,
∂U0,2

∂x3

) > (4.30)

and to obtain the dimensional quantities is suffienct to multiply by U/σ. As
it was already told Φ is an estimation of environmental CAPE: Φ has the
dimension of energy divied by a length and it is the CAPE 4 divied by the
vertical lenght used to integrate the buoyancy term.

Finally, equations (4.25) become





∑2
j=1

∂<uj>

∂xj
− γ < u3 >= 0

∂<ω1>
∂t

+ ∂<T1,2>

∂x2
= ξǫ1,2,3

∂(<B>+Φ)
∂x2

∂<ω2>
∂t

+ ∂<T2,1>

∂x1
= ξǫ2,1,3

∂(<B>+Φ)
∂x1

∂<ω3>
∂t

+ ∂<T3,1>

∂x1
+ ∂<T3,2>

∂x2
= 0

∂<B>
∂t

> +
∑2

j=1
∂(<(Mj>+<uj>)(Φ+<B)>

∂xj
= 0

(4.31)

4From previous chapter and from figure (3.3), Φ must be the difference between CAPE
and CIN but, for intense convective system, CIN is negligible compared to CAPE.
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where




< T1,2 >= M2 < ω1 > −M1 < ω2 > −ξβ < u2 > −ξα < u1 > + < N1,2 >

< T2,1 >= M1 < ω2 > −M2 < ω1 > +ξβ < u2 > +ξα < u1 > + < N2,1 >

< T3,1 >= M1 < ω3 > +ξβ < u3 > + < N3,1 >

< T3,2 >= M2 < ω3 > −ξα < u3 > + < N3,2 >
(4.32)

We must note that we have applied the “vertical uncorrelated hypothesis”
only to nonlinear term in buoyancy equation. As we will see in next section,
the nonlinear terms Ni,j can be neglected from (4.32).

4.6 Non Linearity

We want to study better the non linear terms < Ni,j > present in equations
(4.32). For simplicity, we initially focus our attention only on the term

< N1,2 >=< ω1u2 > − < ω2u1 >

where ω and u are the perturbative vorticity and velocity. From (4.20 ) and
(4.26) it is possible to see that there are different non-linear terms inside
< N1,2 >. These terms are the product of rotating field ur with itself or with
transfer field uT, and the product of transfer velocity with itself. All these
kind of terms are present in each Ni,j. It is important to observe that

• At the initial time, the product term of rotating field with itself gives
us a zero contribution. This fact is due by the initial pertubation shape
(4.7) chosen.

• Mesocyclone and tornado are structures with an high helicity as for
the usual storms ([47] and [41]). High helicity has the effects to delay
in time the formation of turbulent cascade of energy [2, ]. In our
works, we investigate the beginning of tornado formation starting from
mesocyclonic perturbation and then the trisect field is not present at
the initial time, (equation 4.9). This means that the spectrum of our
transfer fields uT is limited in band in early stage of our model life. The
terms that born from the interaction of one term with itself gives rise
to a convolution. If the original field is limited in band, the convolution
of this field with itself will be again limited in band. For this reason,
the interaction terms between the transfer field with itself could be
neglected in first approximation.
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• The buoyancy force seem to be the most important mechanism in the
formation of intense and localized rotating event. Furthermore, small
scale variation of buoyancy field seem to be important on tornado for-
mation [51, ]. For this reason the nonlinear term in buoyancy equation
seem to have an important role and it must be present.

For the above reasons, at this stage of our work, we neglect the nonlinear
term in vorticity equation and we preserve the nonlinear term in buoyancy
equation. So





∑2
j=1

∂<uj>

∂xj
− γ < u3 >= 0

∂<ω1>
∂t

+ ∂<T1,2>

∂x2
= ξǫ1,2,3

∂(<B>+Φ)
∂x2

∂<ω2>
∂t

+ ∂<T2,1>

∂x1
= ξǫ2,1,3

∂(<B>+Φ)
∂x1

∂<ω3>
∂t

+ ∂<T3,1>

∂x1
+ ∂<T3,2>

∂x2
= 0

∂<B>
∂t

> +
∑2

j=1
∂(<(Mj>+<uj>)(Φ+<B)>

∂xj
= 0

(4.33)

where





< T1,2 >= M2 < ω1 > −M1 < ω2 > −ξβ < u2 > −ξα < u1 >

< T2,1 >= M1 < ω2 > −M2 < ω1 > +ξβ < u2 > +ξα < u1 >

< T3,1 >= M1 < ω3 > +ξβ < u3 >

< T3,2 >= M2 < ω3 > −ξα < u3 >

(4.34)

The first equation of (4.33) suggests us the possibility to use the horizontal
divergence as a natural variable instead vertical velocity

∆ =
2∑

j=1

∂ < uj >

∂xj

=
2∑

j=1

∂ < uT
j >

∂xj

Indeed, the rotating velocity is horizontal nondivergence. This fact explains
us the importance to considered a trasfert velocity field in our model because
it will responsible of the formation of updraft zone due by convergence of
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fluid. So, we can introduce (4.26) and (4.34) in (4.33), and then





∆ =
∑2

j=1

∂<uT
j >

∂xj

∂

(
( ∂

∂t
+M·∇)<∆>

γ
−ξα<u1>−ξβ<u2>−ξ(<B>+Φ)

)

∂x2
= 0

−
∂

(
( ∂

∂t
+M·∇)<∆>

γ
−ξα<u1>−ξβ<u2>−ξ(<B>+Φ)

)

∂x1
= 0

( ∂
∂t

+ M·∇)(
∂<uT

2
>

∂x1
− ∂<uT

1
>

∂x2
−∇2 < f >) + (ξβ ∂

∂x1
− ξα ∂

∂x2
)<∆>

γ
= 0

∂<B>
∂t

+ M·∇(< B > +Φ)+

(
< ∆ > +(< uT

1 > +∂<f>
∂x2

) ∂
∂x1

+ (< uT
2 > −∂<f>

∂x2
) ∂

∂x2

)
(< B > +Φ) = 0

(4.35)

4.7 Boundary and Initial Condition

Starting from (4.35); this is an equation system for five unknowns (< uT
1 >

,< uT
2 >,< ∆ >,< B >,< f >) Equations (4.35) are a non-linear system of

third degree order in space and first order in time. A suitable set of boundary
conditions are requested for them. We request that all perturbative variables
and their derivatives vanish at infinity. The physically meaning of these
conditions is that storm effects are not felt far from the center of our storm.

These conditions seem to be the more natural boundary condition to
assume. Nevertheless there is a problem. If we assume that the CAPE
field Φ could be constant far from the storm center, the second and third
equation of (4.35) will be not independent. This fact does not come from
linearzization or by “vertical uncorrelated hypothesis” used in (4.28): it is
an effects of vertical integration made in section (4.4) as we can see also in
equations (4.25) and (4.26). Vertical integration kills the difference between
the two horizontal axes: this is a limitation of our model but, if the flow is
nearly axes-symmetric like in our case, this problem can be overtaking. For
this reason is necessary and additional equation i.e. an additional physical
condition. For our propose, we fix that the transfer velocity field do not have
vertical vorticity i.e.

∂ < uT
1 >

∂x2

=
∂ < uT

2 >

∂x1

(4.36)
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Condition (4.36) means that the vertical vorticity contribution due to transfer
field is negligible as for the contribution of rotating velocity field associated:
then the vertical vorticity of tornado and mesocyclonic events must be only
proportional to the Laplacian of scalr potential f . Furthermore (4.36) and
boundary condition can be used to simplify again system (4.33). Indeed, in
the the fourth equation (4.33), the horizontal derivatives of < ∆ > along
x1, x2 becomes the Laplacian of < qT

1 >, < qT
1 > respectively. Using the

properties of harmonic functions [27], we have





∆ =
∑2

j=1

∂<uT
j >

∂xj

( ∂
∂t

+ M·∇)<∆>
γ

− ξα(< uT
1 > +∂<f>

∂x2
) − ξβ(< uT

2 > −∂<f>
∂x1

) − ξ(< B > +Φ) = 0

∂<uT
1

>

∂x2
=

∂<uT
2

>

∂x1

−( ∂
∂t

+ M·∇)(< f >) + ξβ
γ

< uT
1 > − ξα

γ
< uT

2 >= 0

∂<B>
∂t

+ M·∇(< B > +Φ)+

(
< ∆ > +(< uT

1 > +∂<f>
∂x2

) ∂
∂x1

+ (< uT
2 > −∂<f>

∂x2
) ∂

∂x2

)
(< B > +Φ) = 0

(4.37)
Before to conclude this section, it is necessary to define better the initial

condition for our problem unknowns. As it was told before, the initial state
of our system correspond to an initial supercell state, see (4.7). This also
means that no transfer field is present at initial time and then (< uT

1 >,<
uT

2 >,< ∆ >) can be set zero at t = 0. Some words are required for the
< B > initial value. We start from the (4.2); the buoyancy term for strong
convective system (as mesocyclone) could be estimated with the advective
term [32]

B ≈ u3
∂u3

∂x3

+ u1
∂u3

∂x1

+ u2
∂u3

∂x3

=
∂w2

∂x3

+ u1
∂u3

∂x1

+ u2
∂u3

∂x2

Using (4.23)

< B > (t = 0) >≈< ur
1

∂ur
3

∂x1

+ ur
2

∂ur
3

∂x2

> (4.38)

because, at the initial state, there is only rotating velocity field and no trasfert
field is present (4.9). In mesocylone, the vertical velocity is horizontal cen-
tered with vertical vorticity [17], then at the initial time

ur
3(x1, x2, t = 0) ∝ −∇2f(x1, x2, t = 0)
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Now, using the above expression, equation (4.19) and equation (??) it is
possible to see, by explicit calculations, that

< B > (t = 0) >= 0

4.8 Moving Frame of Reference

As final step, we make a change of frame of reference and we will work on
the moving frame of reference with velocity M We define with ˆ the new
coordinates on the moving reference frame





x̂1 = x1 − M1t

x̂2 = x2 − M2t
(4.39)

where M is the constant mean wind vector. With this change of coordinate,
the center of our system moves with velocity M





< ∆ >=
∑2

j=1

∂<uT
j >

∂xj

1
γ

∂<∆>
∂t

− ξα(< uT
1 > +∂<f>

∂x2
) − ξβ(< uT

2 > −∂<f>
∂x1

) − ξ(< B > +Φ) = 0

∂<uT
1

>

∂x2
=

∂<uT
2

>

∂x1

−∂<f>
∂t

+ ξβ
γ

< uT
1 > − ξα

γ
< uT

2 >= 0

∂<B>
∂t

+ M·∇Φ+

(
< ∆ > +(< uT

1 > +∂<f>
∂x2

) ∂
∂x1

+ (< uT
2 > −∂<f>

∂x1
) ∂

∂x2

)
(< B > +Φ) = 0

(4.40)
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4.9 Final Equations System

We make a change of name to simplify the notation of our equations.





q1 =< uT
1 >

q2 =< uT
2 >

q3 =< ∆ >

q4 =< B >

q5 =< f >

(4.41)

Finally





q3 − ∂q1

∂x1
− ∂q2

∂x2
= 0

1
γ

∂q3

∂t
− ξα(q1 + ∂q5

∂x2
) − ξβ(q2 − ∂q5

∂x1
) − ξq4 = ξΦ

∂q1

∂x2
− ∂q2

∂x1
= 0

∂q5

∂t
− ξβ

γ
q1 + ξα

γ
q2 = 0

∂q5

∂t
= −M·∇Φ −

(
q3 + (q1 + ∂q5

∂x2
) ∂

∂x1
+ (q2 − ∂q5

∂x1
) ∂

∂x2

)
(q4 + Φ)

(4.42)

with the initial condition




q1(x1, x2, t = 0) = 0

q2(x1, x2, t = 0) = 0

q3(x1, x2, t = 0) = 0

q4(x1, x2, t = 0) = 0

q5(x1, x2, t = 0) = e
1

2 e−
x2
1
+x2

2
2

(4.43)

and damping boundary condition far from the centre of moving frame.
Equations (4.42) represent a nonlinear equations system for five unknowns.

In this system are present five parameters: M, Φ, α, β are an analytical repre-
sentation of characteristic environmental parameters like mean wind, CAPE,
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mean shear respectively. This set of equations contains a nonlinear term in
the last buoyancy equation. This nonlinear term comes from interaction be-
tween transfer field and buoyancy field. Finally, it is present a forcing term
associated to CAPE and its variability.

With this set of equations we want to investigate the formation of a small
scale increment of vertical vorticity as for the vertical vorticity associated to
the initial supercell given by (4.7). Notice that transfert field do not give
any contribution to vertical vorticity 4.36, this information will be given us
by the scalar potential q5 and its Laplacian

< ω3 >=< ωT
3 >= −∇2q5

In the next chapter we will study an interesting way to obtain this information
without solving (4.42).



Chapter 5

Resonant Wave Interaction

To reach the point that is unknown to you, you must take the road
that is unknown to you.–
St.John of the cross.

5.1 Introduction and Preliminary Concepts

Equations (4.42) are the first attempt to give a theoretical explanation on
the most commonly used tornado forecasting parameters. In this system
are present five quantities: M, Φ, α, β are an analytical representation of
characteristic environmental parameters like mean wind, CAPE, mean shear
respectively. In the following, we will refer to these quantities with the term
“model parameters”. This set of equations is nonlinear: this fact hint us
a first answer on the uncertainty on tornado forecasting. Indeed, if the
forecasting parameters are described by a nonlinear dynamics, the tornado
thresholds (i.e. value of forecasting parameters for which tornado appears)
will show a complicated behavior.

In this chapter we describe the evolution of our model in terms of its
parameters. To do that we could try to find a complete analytical solution of
(4.42). Unfortunately, this is not possible. Furthermore, we could try to find
a numerical solution our model. Also this kind of approach has some prob-
lem: we should find a suitable discretization scheme for our model equations
and this is not easy because every discretization scheme must satisfy some
condition like existence, convergence and stability of numerical solution. For
nonlinear problem, these condition are very difficult to verify. There is a last
possibilities to study the evolution of vertical vorticity in our model (4.42).
To do this, we must done some preliminary observations.

77
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x k

Figure 5.1: Fourier transform of Gaussian profile from real space to reciprocal
space: narrow profile becomes spread profile in reciprocal space and vice-
versa.

First of all, the integral transformation

f̂(p) = F [f ](p) =
1√
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
eipxf(x)dx

is define like 1-D Fourier Transformation, [3]. The validity of this transfor-
mation depends by the properties of the function f(x). If f(x) stays in the
class of square integrable function, this transformation exist, [3]. A Gaussian
profile stays in this function class, so

Ffg(x) = F [e−
x2

2σ2 ] = σe
−σ2p2

2

This expression and picture (5.1) say that a “narrow profile” in real space
becomes “spread profile” in reciprocal space and vice-versa. This is also
true for 2-D and 3-D Fourier transform. The initial condition for our model
is represented by a rotating supercell given by the scalar Gaussian potential
(4.7); in such a way, the initial wind profile of our supercell follows a Rankine
vortex profile. In reciprocal (or Fourier) space, our initial Gaussian profile
preserves its shape because and its variance is unitary. In reciprocal space
this Gaussian profile could be seen like a “supercell wave packet”; indeed,
the initial Gaussian profile excites a continuous set of modes. After the
initial time, this wave packet evolves with time following (4.42), it changes
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its shape in reciprocal space and the other transfert field q1, q2 and q3 and
buoyancy contribution q4 starts to appear. It is interesting to note how the
above considerations are independent from the exact shape of our initial
scalar potential (4.7) i.e. the form of our initial packet could be not an
exactly Gaussian but a very similar profile. The only key ingredient is that a
supercell profile stimulates a compact and continuous distribution of modes
close around zero wavenumber with variance of order one in the reciprocal
space.

Secondly, a tornado is local and intense rotating event. It is not necessary
to give a complete description of tornado wind profile but, if we would like
to do it, we could use a narrow Gaussian scalar potential in the real space in
the same way that we have done for mesocyclone. So, in Fourier space, tor-
nado appears like a very large (compared to mesocyclone ones) wave packet1.
We say that tornado wave packet is larger than mesocyclones ones because,
looking appendix (E), the ratio between tornado and mesocyclone horizontal
scale is very big, i.e.

Ltor

Lmeso

∈ (10−2, 10−3) (5.1)

This fact means that, in reciprocal space, a tornado phenomena is described
by modes with wavenumber ptor greater than wavenumber associated to su-
percell wave packet, i.e.

ptor

pmeso

≈ (102, 103) (5.2)

Another consideration: this work wants to focus his attention on supercell
tornado i.e. on tornado that grows in a supercell environment: a character-
istic of this tornado is that they are not associated to dissipative stage of
mesocylone. When a tornado has been formed, there is a mesocyclone up-
draft reduction2, sometimes there is a hook echo formation etc.; in any case,
the mesocyclone changes its shape but continues to exist. So, the mesocy-
clone vertical vorticity do not disappear. Furthermore, we are interested to
study the early stage of tornado life; then we can assume that the Fourier
transform of supercell Gaussian potential (4.7) do not change so much its
shape also in the presence of tornado formation. More precisely, the Fourier
transform of our supercell Gaussian potential could change its shape but its
variance remains close to one or of the order one also in the early tornado
stage life.

1It is not important if tornado potential scalar is in the center of our frame of reference
or not: this fact could give us only a phase shifting in Fourier space.

2See Ch.2 or [41].
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All the above considerations imply two things. First of all, we notice that
the ratio between the tornado and mesocyclone vertical vorticity, τtor and
τmeso is very large (see Ch.2)

τtor

τmeso

≈ (10, 104)

We want to investigate the formation, at tornado-scale, of an increment of
vertical vorticity as for the vertical vorticity associated to the initial supercell.
This information is given us by the scalar potential q5 and its Laplacian

< ω3 >= −∇2q5

The 2-D Fourier transform of this quantities is

F [< ω3 > (x1, x2, t)] = p2q̂5(p1, p2, t)

and in a similar way

< ω3 > (x1, x2, t) = F−1[p2q̂5(p1, p2, t)]

So, if tornado appears, it will be present an increase of vertical vorticity as
for the initial vorticity value; in other words, in some point of our domains
at a certain istant of time, we will have

1 ≪ | < ω3 > (x1, x2, t)|
| < ω3 > (x1, x2, t = 0)| ≤

F−1
[
|p2q̂5(p1, p2, t)|

]

| < ω3 > (x1, x2, t = 0)|

Tornado event is associated to a local variation of vorticity field and so tor-
nado is associated to high wavenumber modes in the Fourier trasform of
vertical vorticity. If this increase of vertical vorticity is associated to tornado
event, i.e. tornado vertical vorticity becomes orders of magnitude greater
than mesocyclones one, this means that

|q̂5(p1, p2, t)| t→+∞7−→ +∞ with p ≫ pmeso (5.3)

where ptor and pmeso are the modulus of tornado and mesocyclone wave-
vector respectively. This condition is a necessary condition: if there is a spot
of vertical vorticity, some high wavenumber component3 will grow with time

3In this chapter we are more interested to the modulus of wave-vector instead of each
component of it. For this reason we will make a little abuse of language and we will refer
as wavenumber the modulus of wave-vector instead of each different component of it.
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by (5.3). Furthermore (5.3) is also a sufficient condition in a “integral sense”:
in fact, if (5.3) is satisfied then, by Parseval theorem [3]

∫ +∞

−∞
p2q̂5(p1, p2, t)dp =

∫ +∞

−∞
< ω3 > (x1, x2, t)dx

the integral of < ω3 > (x1, x2, t) will explode as time increase. This mean
that in some point of our horizontal domain < ω3 > (x1, x2, t) becomes larger
and larger as for the initial reference value | < ω3 > (x1, x2, t = 0)| that, for
the definition give in (4.7), is of order one. In this way, we have shift the
problem from the identification of small scale structure of vertical vorticity in
(4.42) to a stability problem of harmonic component with high wavenumber.
As a final comment, if tornado is not present at the initial time, this means
that, in some way, it must be present a mechanism for which tornado wave
modes start to born from mesocyclone modes.

To summarize, in reciprocal space mesocylone is associated to a wave
packet and the associated modes are able to interact with itself or with other
external modes4. A tornado is associated, in Fourier space, to a wave-packet
larger than supercell ones. The formation of intense and small-scale spots
of vertical vorticity will be associated to the instability of high wavenumber
modes. So, the problem is shifted from the complete resolution of equations
(4.42) to the study of the condition in which high wavenumber modes form
and grow with time. How these modes will interact is matter of study of
the next section: the theory that explain the waves nonlinear interaction is
called the “Resonant Wave Interaction Theory”.

5.2 Resonant Wave Interaction Theory

The Resonant Wave Interaction Theory is a well know technique to treat
weakly nonlinear problem. This technique is used for fluid dynamics wave
instability [24], for wave instability in plasma [74] and in resonance phenom-
ena in nonlinear optics [9]. We start to describe the key idea of this method
in a very general way: for greater details see [24],[74] or [9]. Every physical
model is described by a set of equations and a suitable set of initial and
boundary conditions. Under a suitable regularity conditions, that they are
usually satisfied for all physical model, the solution of these equations can
be associated to a set of harmonic functions. This set of functions becomes
a base for system solutions i.e. every model solution can be expressed as
superposition of these functions. This is the basic idea of all analytical solv-
ing method using Fourier series or transform. These functions are usually

4We will be more precisely in the following of this chapter about this external modes
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called modes because each function is associated to a specific wave-vector and
frequency: they can form a continuous or discrete set of modes where each
mode is different from the other . For example, for waves in an unbounded
fluid there is not a finite number of modes but a continuous spectrum of
wavenumbers. Every harmonic component evolves independently one from
another if the model equations are linear: the link between frequency and
wavenumber is governed by a dispersion relation. The nonlinearity in the
model equations leads to wave interaction i.e. the interaction of waves with
different wavenumber and frequency. In weakly nonlinear theory, the non-
linear terms may be regarded as a small terms forcing the linear system and
so, the nonlinear terms can be neglect. There is only an expection: when a
nonlinear term falls in “resonance” i.e. when two (or more) waves are able
to interact to give a third (or more) waves. As we shall see, the resonance
properties are given by dispersion relation.

The first step is the identification of the linear system associated to (4.42)
and its dispersion relation. In equations (4.42), all nonlinear terms and
forcing terms are on the right side of these equations: the linear system
associated to our model is





q3 − ∂q1

∂x1
− ∂q2

∂x2
= 0

1
γ

∂q3

∂t
− ξα(q1 + ∂q5

∂x2
) − ξβ(q2 − ∂q5

∂x1
) − ξq4 = 0

∂q1

∂x2
− ∂q2

∂x1
= 0

∂q5

∂t
− ξβ

γ
q1 + ξα

γ
q2 = 0

∂q5

∂t
= 0

(5.4)

Put into (5.4) a solution set of the type

qn = Qne
i(ωt−K)·x with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

we will find the relation between wavenumber and frequency called dispersion
relation

ω =
γ

2

(k·S −
√

(k·S)2 + 4k2χ2(k)
γ2

k2

)
(5.5)

where S = ξ(α, β) is the mean shear vector defined in (4.30) and

χ2(k) = x̂3·k × S (5.6)
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is the third component of the vectorial product between wave-vector k and
S. The dispersion relation (5.5) is real defined because the square root argu-
ments is always positive. Our dispersion relation shows two different branch:
we focus our attention only on the lower branch on our dispersion relation
i.e. on

ω =
γ

2

(k·S −
√

(k·S)2 + 4k2χ2(k)
γ2

k2

)
(5.7)

that we will assume as our dispersion relation. There is a double reason for
this branch choice. First of all, this branch shows a realistic behavior for
group velocity in the limit of zero-wavenumber, as shown in appendix K and
in equation (K.8). Secondly, this branch permits a very simply resonance
condition as we shall see in next section.

The second step is to impose a solution for equations (4.42). We are
interested on the early stage of tornado life. This means, as it was told in
Ch.4, that nonlinear terms in motion equation could be neglect while they
are preserved in buoyancy equation. So, the nonlinear interaction becomes
stronger and stronger as time goes while we can assume a weakly linear
interaction between modes at the beginning times in our model evolution.
So, we can describe the nonlinear solution as

qn =
∫ +∞

−∞
q̂n(k, t)ei(ω(k)t−K·x)dk with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (5.8)

i.e. a continuous superposition of linear solution with no constant coefficient
q̂n. We must notice how the frequency ω is not free but it is given in terms
of k using (5.7). This method of solving nonlinear equations has been used
in nonlinear optics and it has been mathematically justified by [7].

The third step is the definition of the type of wave interaction. The res-
onance behavior will depend by the dispersion relation shape and by the
number of modes present in our system. More complicated is the dispersion
relation, richer are the character of interactions between the modes. Further-
more, a continuous spectra of wavenumbers permits a greater probability of
wave interactions. This is our case: a complicated dispersion relation and a
continuous spectra of modes. Two waves may interact to excite a third waves
(“triad interaction”) or three waves interact to give a fourth waves (“tetrads
interaction”) and so on. The numbers of available modes and dispersion re-
lation select the type of interaction. At this stage of work we choice a triad
interaction. This kind of interaction is the most simply interaction and we
will see that, with a reasonable choice of wavenumber, this kind of resonance
is possible also for dispersion relation like (5.7).
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The next step is the definition of the set of interacting waves. Tornado
modes start to born with the interaction of pre-existing modes and the in-
teraction must be a triad interaction (two waves give another wave). So, one
modes will be given by supercell wave packet and we call it l. This mode
must interact with another modes m; this modes could be associated to the
same supercell wave packet or it could be generated by an external forcing.
For example, this external forcing could be a fast variation of horizontal tem-
perature profile i.e. a fast variation of CAPE field, Φ. The interaction must
give rise to a third wave component p that is our tornado modes. The inter-
action is possible only when l, m and p are linked by the triad interaction
condition i.e. 




l + m = p

ω(l) + ω(m) = ω(p)
(5.9)

First equation in (5.9) means that the superposition of two waves can interact
if and only if their frequency add to give another typical frequency of our
system i.e. last condition of (5.9). This condition will be more clear at the
beginning of next section: it corresponds to the request of non oscillating
nonlinear terms.

From equation (5.2), it is clear that

|l|
|p| =

l

p
≪ 1

but, from (5.9) it is also true that

l

m
≪ 1

In the previous section we have said that supercell wave packet remains com-
pact and do not change so much its shape during first stage of tornado life.
This implies that m-mode cannot be associated to supercell wave packet if
we want to satisfy the first of (5.9) with the other l- mode. In weakly nonlin-
ear theory, the nonlinear terms are not yet sufficient to destroy mesocyclone
wave packet and to give high wavenumber component starting from initial
packet. This fact comes from to the variance of our supercell Gaussian pro-
file in reciprocal space that remains close to one; it implies that the m-mode
must have a different origin. Meteorological observation shows as supercell
tornado formation are associated to a fast variation of horizontal temperature
profile i.e. to a fast variation of buoyancy profile, see [50] and [51]. This is
for example the case of a recent tornado event of the 12 August 2008 Grado
(UD) in Italy where a pre-existing mesocyclone found a strong horizontal
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variation of temperature between sea and the hinterland. In mathematical
terms, CAPE field Φ has, in 2-D Fourier space, high and low wavenumber
contribution that correspond to low and fast horizontal CAPE variation. So,
in the frame of this weakly nonlinear theory we will assume that it is the fast
horizontal variation of CAPE field the responsible of m-mode. It is important
to remark that if we would like to work with another m-mode associated to
supercell, we must consider the full supercell nonlinear dynamics in order to
destroy our supercell wave-packet to obtain high wave-number components.
Also this hypothesis is reasonable but it is not practicable using only ana-
lytical instrument. Consider the full nonlinear supercell dynamics requires a
numerical approach: this kind of work will be done in the PART II of this
book.

The choice of a triad resonance (5.9) requires some assumption on l-mode.
Study on resonant conditions (5.9) with dispersion relation like (5.7) it is a
difficult task. For this reason we must simply the problem fixing the direction
of l-mode. Indeed, it must be pointed out that not all waves of a given
packet need participate to nonlinear interaction, because the condition (5.9)
might not be met for all waves. The initial supercell packet (4.7) stimulates a
isotropic set of l-mode and we choice only one of these to study the interaction
with other two modes. It is possible to use more sophisticated approach,
for example using a mean wavenumber value over all packet, see [74], but
for triad resonant condition we will consider only the interaction of three
different modes. For this reason we make a direction choice for our l-mode





l = lŜ

Ŝ = S
|S|

l = |l|

(5.10)

This mode selection will permit us to study the triad resonance given by
(5.9). Triad resonance is the simplest case that we can consider. Probably,
the relation dispersion (5.7) could show more complicated resonant conditions
(tetrad or higher order resonance): these kind of interactions could be matter
of future studies and we will give some hint in Ch. 10.

There is also an hidden reason for this choice: dispersion relation and
group velocity for this modes direction is zero as it is shown in equation
(K.8). If we suppose that our initial wave packet excites waves with the
same direction along mean shear; then, in our moving frame with mean wind
M, this packet is stationary. This is quiet consistent with a observation:
supercell are quasi-steady structure. We say that this is quiet consistent
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because, mature supecell has a velocity that deviates to the right as for
mean wind as shown in Ch.2. So, further study on group velocity associated
to (5.7) could be required. We can note that the wind direction at the top
of troposphere is due by the direction of mean shear vector S. The general
situation is a clock-wise rotating mean wind and so the wind at the top
of troposphere will be always at the right of mean wind as we can see, for
example, in picture (4.1). So, for example we can set velocity group along
mean shear vector. This choice is possible but the triad interaction becomes
not satisfied. Finally, if we want to treat triad resonant condition, the most
simpler case is to fix l-modes along shear vector and we left a deeper study
of resonant condition for different orientation of our wave packet in a second
moment, see Ch. 10. This is not a restriction for our work: triad resonance
does not required that all supercell modes satisfy resonance condition but
it is sufficient that that exist some modes that satisfy it. Furthermore it is
important to point out that the wavenumber p and l are free as the direction
of associated wave-vector. We have only fix the direction of l-mode and its
magnitude that remains close to one.

At this point it is possible to have three set of five equations: each set of
every modes. The calculations is quiet long and it is reported in appendix
(L). p-equations





q̂p
1 − ip1

p2 q̂
p
3 = 0

q̂p
2 − ip2

p2 q̂
p
3 = 0

i
ωpq̂p

3

γ
+

˙̂q
p

3

γ
− ξαq̂p

1 − ξβq̂p
2 − iχ(p)q̂p

5 − ξq̂p
4 = ξ

(
Ψ0 + Ψ1(m)e−iωmt

)

iωpq̂p
5 + ˙̂q

p

5 − ξβ
γ

q̂p
1 + ξα

γ
q̂p
2 = 0

iωpq̂p
4 + ˙̂q

p

4 = im·MΨ1(m)e−iωmt −
(
q̂p
3Ψ0 + τ(p + m,p)Ψ1(m)ei(ωp+m−ωp)t

)

−η(l,m)ei∆ωt

m + l = p

∆ω = ωm + ωl − ωp

(5.11)
m-equations
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q̂m
1 − im1

m2 q̂
m
3 = 0

q̂m
2 − im2

m2 q̂
m
3 = 0

i
ωmq̂m

3

γ
+

˙̂q
m

3

γ
− ξαq̂m

1 − ξβq̂m
2 − iχ(m)q̂m

5 − ξq̂m
4 = ξ

(
Ψ0 + Ψ1(m)e−iωmt

)

iωpq̂m
5 + ˙̂q

m

5 − ξβ
γ

q̂m
1 + ξα

γ
q̂m
2 = 0

iωpq̂m
4 + ˙̂q

m

4 = im·MΨ1(m)e−iωmt −
(
q̂m
3 Ψ0 + τ(2m,m)Ψ1(m)ei(ω2m−ωm)t

)

−η(−l,p)e−i∆ωt

m + l = p

∆ω = ∆ω = ωp − ωm − ωl

(5.12)
l-equations





βl1 = αl2

q̂l
1 − i l1

l2
q̂l
3 = 0

q̂l
2 − i l2

l2
q̂l
3 = 0

˙̂q
l

3

γ
− ξαq̂l

1 − ξβq̂l
2 − ξq̂l

4 = ξ
(
Ψ0 + Ψ1(m)e−iωmt

)

˙̂q
l

5 − ξβ
γ

q̂l
1 + ξα

γ
q̂l
2 = 0

˙̂q
l

4 = im·MΨ1(m)e−iωmt −
(
q̂l
3Ψ0 + τ(p, l)Ψ1(m)ei(ωp−ωl)t

)

−η(−p,−m)e+i∆
′

ωt

m + l = p

∆
′

ω = ωp + ω−m − ωl

(5.13)

The unknowns quantities are q̂k
j where

k = l,m, p
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indicate the associated modes while

j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

are the different mode contribution associated to mean transfert components,
mean divergence, mean buoyancy and mean scalar potential respectively as
shown in equation (4.41). It must be pointed out that every q̂k

j are complex
quantities but the real quantities (5.8) will impose some restriction on q̂k

j as
we will see in the next section. In these equations Ψ0 represents the constant
CAPE field value while Ψ1 is the Fourier transform of high wavenumber con-
tribution that we suppose centered on m-mode, see appendix L; as we shall
see later it is not so important the exact shape of Ψ1 for our porpoise. τ and
η are linear and nonlinear combination of the different harmonic component
q̂ and they are defined in (L.12) and (L.7) in appendix L. We have indicated
with

ωm = ω(m)

and the same is assumed for ωl and ωp.
Some comments are required. On l-equations (5.13) it is important to

observe that there are contribution of q̂l
1, q̂l

2, q̂l
3 and q̂l

4 i.e. contribution,
at mesocyclone scale, of mean transfer velocity, mean divergence and mean
buoyancy, even if at the initial time they are zero as imposed by (4.43).
Indeed, the (5.13) are weakly linear and so the initial Gaussian wave packet
excites all these quantities at the same wavenumber because the interaction
between different wavenumbers is due only by the nonlinear terms. It is not
correct suppose that q̂l

1, q̂l
2, q̂l

3 and q̂l
4 must be identical zero for every time.

The initial mesocyclone life is associated only to q̂l
5 i.e. the rotating part

of velocity field but its evolution creates the other contributions. The same
is true for m-equations (5.12): an initial anomaly in the buoyancy field is
able to create also contributions of mean transfer velocity, mean divergence
and mean buoyancy, at the same wavenumber because the nonlinear terms
becomes important only when we have interaction between different modes.
Finally equations (5.13), (5.12) and (5.11) represent a scheme in which the
Fourier components of the mean quantities (4.41) are transformed from one
mode to another with nonlinear terms and from one modes to itself with
linear terms.

5.3 Nonlinear Forcing Terms

We start to discuss the key ingredient for the nonlinear wave interaction. The
right side of equations (5.13),(5.12) and (5.11), contain all forcing terms, due
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by CAPE field, and all nonlinear interaction terms. We focus our attention
on the nonlinear interaction terms i.e. the terms in which are present differ-
ent wavenumbers. In particular the nonlinear terms oscillate with a phase
given by ∆′

ω for l-modes while in m-modes and p-modes the nonlinear terms
oscillate with ∆ω. As shown in [74], strong interaction is possible only if
these terms do no repeatedly change sign during a characteristic t0 time for
nonlinear interaction i.e.

∆ωt0 ≪ 1 (5.14)

and

∆′
ωt0 ≪ 1 (5.15)

This condition is often used for the analysis of problems in nonlinear optics
and it is called the “coherence condition”. Roughly speaking, it implies that
during the time of interaction the phase difference between the waves cannot
change so much as to allow the sign of nonlinear term interaction to change.
What is it the characteristic time for our problem? From equation (4.17) we
see that, one adimensional unit of time correspond to

1

T
=

U

σ

and using the typical velocity and mesocyclone scale, T corresponds to about
20 minutes. This means that we can assume for (5.14) and (5.15) a char-
acteristic t0 time of order or sligthy less of one adimensional unit. Indeed,
“although a supercell storm may persist in a nearly steady configuration for
up to several hours, the transition to the tornadic phase may take place in
less than about 10 minutes”, [41]. Furthermore, from equation (5.2),

l

p
≪ 1

and from (5.9)
l

m
≪ 1

sing appendix E, we can define

ǫ =
l

m
≈ l

p
∈ (10−2, 10−3) (5.16)

because from (5.9)
l

p
=

l

m
+ O(ǫ)
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Now, from equation (K.17) we see that

∆ω = O(ǫ2)

while, from (K.21)

∆′
ω = O(1)

So, (5.14) is satisfied while (5.15) is not satisfied. These implies that l-
modes equations (5.13) are linear while m-modes and p-modes equations are
nonlinear.

We must do another comments about direction of p-modes and m-modes.
We note that, from (5.16) and (5.9), the direction of p-modes and m-modes is
nearly the same. Suppose to fix also p-modes and m-modes along S direction.
In this case, it is possible to see with a simple substitution in (??) and (5.11)
that

˙̂q
m

5 = ˙̂q
p

5 = 0

So, modes associated to vertical vorticity field that are along S direction pre-
serve its initial shape: S direction seems to be a prefer direction for modes
conservation. In general, the direction of perturbation modes could be not
fixed along S; in this case tornado modes q̂p

5 starts to form. We will work
in this situation because we are interested in the formation of q̂p

5 modes that
they are associated to small spot of vertical vorticity. Furthermore, in this sit-
uation we have, from appendix K, a fast oscillation of forcing term associated
to high wavenumber component of CAPE field Ψ1 during our characteristic
time t0. Fast oscillation of forcing term means small forcing on our system
and so, in the similar way done for nonlinear terms, also forcing term associ-
ated to high frequency component of CAPE field can be neglected. Finally
equations (5.13), (5.12) and (5.11), become
p-equations





i
ωpq̂p

3

γ
+

˙̂q
p

3

γ
− iS·p

p2 q̂p
3 − iχ(p)q̂p

5 − ξq̂p
4 = ξΨ0

iωpq̂p
5 + ˙̂q

p

5 − iχ(p)
γ

q̂p
3 = 0

iωpq̂p
4 + ˙̂q

p

4 = −q̂p
3Ψ0 − η(l,m)

m + l = p

η(l,m) = q̂l
3q̂

m
4 + m1q̂

m
4

(
l1
l2

q̂l
3 − l2q̂

l
5

)
+ m2q̂

m
4

(
l2
l2

q̂l
3 + l1q̂

l
5

)

(5.17)
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m-equations





i
ωmq̂m

3

γ
+

˙̂q
m

3

γ
− iS·m

m2 q̂m
3 − iχ(m)q̂m

5 − ξq̂m
4 = ξΨ0

iωpq̂m
5 + ˙̂q

m

5 − iχ(m)
γ

q̂m
3 = 0

iωpq̂m
4 + ˙̂q

m

4 = −q̂m
3 Ψ0 − η(−l,p)

m + l = p

η(−l,p) = q̂−l
3 q̂p

4 + p1q̂
p
4

(
− l1

l2
q̂−l
3 + l2q̂

−l
5

)
+ p2q̂

p
4

(
− l2

l2
q̂−l
3 − l1q̂

−l
5

)

(5.18)
l-equations





βl1 = αl2

˙̂q
l

3

γ
− iS·l

l2
q̂l
3 − ξq̂l

4 = ξΨ0

˙̂q
l

5 = 0

˙̂q
l

4 = −q̂l
3Ψ0

m + l = p

(5.19)

5.4 Solution of l-equations

Equations (5.17) (5.18) and (5.19) are the new scheme for interaction of p, m,
and l-modes. The interested fact is that, noticing that q̂l

3(t) and q̂l
4 are zero

at the initial time, the l-modes equations can be solved explicitly because its
system becomes linear and do not depends from others modes. In particular
the solution of (5.19) gives us

q̂l
5(t) = q̂l

5(t = 0) = q̂l
5,0 (5.20)

i.e. the l-modes associated to the initial scalar potential (4.7) remain the
same. It is important to remember that is true for only modes along the
shear S-direction; for an arbitrary direction also supercell modes change with
time. The interesting fact of resonant wave interaction theory is that we do
not need to know q̂l

5(t = 0) because this value depends on the particular
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choice of l and the modulus of our l-wave-vector is free to varies along all
possibilities permits by the supercell packet.

The explicit solution of l-modes equations is fundamental because now
the nonlinear equations (5.17) and (5.18) become linear systems with time
variable coefficients. With the analytical steps reported in appendix M, it is
possible to define our new and complete system for (5.17) and (5.18)

|q̇〉(t) = J|q〉 + |C〉 (5.21)

We study with complex quantities, for this reason we will use Dirac vector
notation for complex vector: |q〉 is the column complex vector

|q〉 = (q̂p
3, q̂

p
4, q̂

p
5, q̂

m
3 , q̂m

4 , q̂m
5 )T (5.22)

while
〈q| = (q̂p∗

3 , q̂p∗
4 , q̂p∗

5 , q̂m∗
3 , q̂m∗

4 , q̂m∗
5 ) (5.23)

the row complex conjugate vector. The matrix J is

J =




i(γ S·p
p2 − ωp) ξγ iγχp 0 0 0

−Ψ0 −iωp 0 0 C2(t) 0
iχp

γ
0 −iωp 0 0 0

0 0 0 i(γ S·m
m2 − ωm) ξγ iγχm

0 C1(t) 0 −Ψ0 −iωm 0
0 0 0 iχm

γ
0 −iωm




(5.24)

where the time variable coefficients are C1 and C2. These coefficients contain
the solution of l-modes equations and they are defined in (M.5) and (M.6).
Furthermore, |C〉 is the real and time constant

|C〉 =




ξγΨ0

0
0

ξγΨ0

0
0




(5.25)

The initial condition for (5.21) is given by

|q〉 = |q0〉 =




0
0
0

qm
3,0 = qm

3 (t = 0)
qm
4,0 = qm

4 (t = 0)
qm
5,0 = qm

5 (t = 0)




(5.26)
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because the perturbation gives rise the formation of divergence, buoyancy
and vorticity modes (i.e. the m-modes) while the tornado modes (i.e. p-
modes) start to forms after initial time.

5.5 Is Tornado a Poincare Maps?

In this chapter we was able to connect the stability of high wavenumber
component with the formation of intense small scale rotating phenomena by
the system (5.21). The study of the stability of the solution of (5.21) will
give us the conditions for the formation of small and intense spot of vertical
vorticity. The study of system (5.21) is a difficult task; even if the system
is linear there is a retro-action in time due by the fact that the matrix J
changes with time. The behavior in time of the matrix (5.24) can be of two
different kinds. Indeed, the time variable coefficients in matrix J are C1

and C2 and they are defined in (M.5) and (M.6): they are the product of
two different harmonic function with two different oscillation period. Then,
the time behavior of matrix J is “quasi-periodic” if the ratio of periods is
irrational, while it is periodic if the ratio is rational. The two behavior gives
us different evolutions of our solution.

Our target is get in (5.3): for this reason we are not interested in a
complete solution of (5.21) but in the study of long-term behavior of our
solution. In other words, given the initial condition (5.26), we will study the
parameter conditions for which the modulus of our solutions explode or not
in time. A complete and general study of (5.21) is outside the possibilities
of modern dynamical system theory: there are two different time behavior
(one quasi-periodic and one periodic) for our matrix J and the problem is
in high dimensional space. For this reason, we will restrict our attention
on the periodic case i.e. in which matrix J shows a periodic behavior with
time. In this case, there is the possibilities to give a definitive answer to
our problem because the system (5.21) falls in the class of multidimensional
Poincare maps, see [34] and [72]. Then, we will see how only certain set (or
bands) of forecasting parameters, are able to give rise tornado: this work will
be performed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Tornado vs. Poincare Maps

Beauty is truth, truth beauty.
John Keats

Beauty will save the world.
The Idiot, F. M. Dostoevskij.

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we were able to reduce the problem of the formation of
intense and localized spot of vertical vorticity to a problem of the harmonic
component instability of the Fourier transform of vertical vorticity. This
problem becomes a study of the stability condition of (5.21). Unfortunately,
the identification of the conditions in which our solutions explode or not in
time can not be find in easy and general way for a system like (5.21).

In this chapter we will solve the stability problem only in one particular
case. We will study the case in which the matrix J defined in (5.24) is
periodic. In this case, it will be possible to identify the conditions in which
our system is unstable and then, the condition in which local and intense
spot of vertical vorticity are able to form. The general case in which our
matrix J is quasi-periodic will be briefly developed in the last chapter Ch.10.

6.2 General Solution and Coupling

We start with the study of system (5.21) with initial conditions (5.26). The
following expression

|q〉(t) = eU(t)
(
|q0〉 +

∫ t

0
e−U(s)ds|C〉

)
(6.1)

95
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is the general and explicit solution of (5.21): the matrix U is the time integral
of matrix J

U(t) =




i(γ S·p
p2 − ωp)t ξγt iγχpt 0 0 0

−Ψ0t −iωpt 0 0 K2(t) 0
iχp

γ
t 0 −iωpt 0 0 0

0 0 0 i(γ S·m
m2 − ωm)t ξγt iγχmt

0 K1(t) 0 −Ψ0t −iωmt 0
0 0 0 iχm

γ
t 0 −iωmt




(6.2)
and K1 and K2 are the time integral of C1 and C2 defined in (M.5) and (M.6).

At this stage it is important to observe how the terms K1 and K2 are
the off-diagonal block terms in matrix U . As it was told in the previous
chapter, in this model the evolution of l-modes, i.e. the modes associated
to the Fourier transform of our initial rotating supercell, is linear and it
give us a time-constant contribution of vertical vorticity, see (5.19). It is
important to underline that, even if the evolution of l-modes is linear, the
presence of l-modes is absolutely necessary for the interaction of p-modes
(i.e. the modes associated to tornado) with m-modes (the modes associated
to external perturbation). This interaction is necessary for the transfer of
energy and momentum from p-modes to m-modes. In fact, K1 and K2 are
coefficient that come from the nonlinear terms in (5.18) and (5.17). If we set
zero these coefficients, we will have a full linear model and then, the modes
will evolve independently one from another and it is possible to see that they
will show an oscillatory behaviour.

6.3 Periodicity Condition

We start to consider the condition in which our matrix J defined in (5.24)
is periodic in time. Starting from the definition of the C1 and C2 in matrix
J given in (M.5) and (M.6), the periodicity condition requires that the ratio
between the period of the two harmonic function defined in (M.5) and (M.6)
must be rational i.e.

γS·l
l2√

(γS·l
l2

)2 + 4γξΨ0

∈ Q (6.3)

with a time period of

T0 =
4πl2

γS·l (6.4)

This condition on our matrix J reduces the problem (5.21) to a multi-
dimensional forced Poincare maps, [34], in complex plane. In this case, due to
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periodicity of matrix J , the study of the stability of (5.21) becomes possible.
Indeed, it is possible to construct a map of the complex vector |q〉 with time
step multiple of the period T0. From appendix N, we have

|q〉(nT0) = enU(T0)
(
|q0〉 + n

∫ T0

0
e−U(s)ds|C〉

)
(6.5)

Furthermore, the periodicity condition permits us to write, in easier way,
the coupling terms in matrix U in (6.2), i.e.

K1(T0) = e
1

2 e−
l2

2
l1χ

p

α
T0 (6.6)

and

K2(T0) = −e
1

2 e−
l2

2
l1χ

m

α
T0 (6.7)

In our models the choice of the l-mode is free: different l-modes in supercell
wave packet produce different coupling between m-modes and p-modes by
(6.6) and (6.7). We will choice the l-mode in order to maximize the coupling.
Notice that the two component of

l = (l1, l2)

are linked by (5.19); we can choice l1 in order to maximize (6.6) and (6.7), i.
e.

K1(T0) = ξ
χp

S
T0 (6.8)

and

K2(T0) = −ξ
χm

S
T0 (6.9)

Some physical consideration are now necessary. S is defined in (4.30); the
modulus of shear vector gives us the amount of horizontal vorticity present in
the pre-storm environment available for tilting. The general meteorological
scheme says that a big value of low-level shear could be favorable for the
formation of tornado. Indeed, [60] asserts that the tilting terms in vorticity
equation (4.3) can be estimated as the product of the square root of CAPE
and the shear modulus S: this product is called Vorticity Generation Param-
eter (VGP). Our model seem to say that this is not completely true. In fact,
if the shear S is too much big, the p-modes and l-modes will not interact
and each modes will show an oscillatory behavior in time. If S is too much
small, the system (5.21) becomes strongly coupled. It is possible to see that
in this case the solution will give us a zero constant vertical vorticity field
for p-modes. So, only a certain set of values of shear S is reasonable for the
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formation of intense and local spot of vertical vorticity. We will return on
this point in the next section.

The maximization of coupling terms permits us to write (6.3) like Indeed,
we will have

T0 =
4πl2

γS·l =
4πα

γS2
(6.10)

and then (see appendix N)

4ξ
Ψ0

γS2
= r = 3, 8, 15, 25 . . . = n2 − 1 with n > 1, n ∈ ℵ (6.11)

where ℵ is the set of integer numbers. This condition is one of the key results
of our work and it will play an important role in the solutions instability of
(5.21).

We are interested to the third component of vector |q〉 that is the Fourier
components associated to local formation of vertical vorticity, see (5.3). From
appendix N, it is possible to see that

q̂p
5(nT0) = neiω

p
(n−1)T0〈0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0

∣∣∣e(n−1)LT0

(
eU(T0)|1 − n

n
q0 + q(T0)

)
〉(6.12)

where

L =




0 ξγ iγχp 0 0 0
−Ψ0 0 0 0 −ξ χm

S
0

iχp

γ
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ξγ iγχm

0 ξ χp

S
0 −Ψ0 0 0

0 0 0 iχm

γ
0 0




(6.13)

This equation will give us the final answer on the formation of intense and
local spot of vertical vorticity.

6.4 Instability Results

In the Ch.5 and in particular in equation (5.3) we have seen how instability of
high wave-number components of the Fourier transform of < ω3 > (x1, x2, t)
is associated to the formation of intense and local spot of vertical vorticity i.e.
tornado. From (5.16), q̂p

5 is an high wave-number contribution to the Fourier
transform of mean vertical vorticity < ω3 > (x1, x2, t): the time instability
of q̂p

5 will be associated to tornado formation.
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From (6.12) the time instability of q̂p
5 is connected to the eigenvalues of

matrix L in (6.13). Indeed, in the limit of n ≫ 1

q̂p
5(nT0) ≈ neiω

p
(n−1)T0〈0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0

∣∣∣e(n−1)LT0

(
− eU(T0)q0 + q(T0)

)
〉

with n ≫ 1 (6.14)

We notice how the vector

| − eU(T0)q0 + q(T0)〉 = eU(T0)
∫ T0

0
e−U(s)|C〉

does not depend from n and so, the time instability of q̂p
5(nT0) is connected

to the real part of eigenvalues of matrix L in (6.13). So the next step is to
find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix L. Unfortunately, it is not
an easy task to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a complex and no
symmetric matrix like L. Indeed, a small change in the terms of no-symmetric
matrix could give rise a big difference in their eigenvalues and eigenvectors
as it was pointed by [58]. Furthermore, the characteristic polynomial of a
complex 6X6 matrix is a polynomial of the six degree: there is not a general
expression for the solutions of six degree equation.

In any case we will try to perform a perturbation theory, [5] and [59],
in order to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix L. All analytical
step are reported in appendix O. From this appendix we observe that

• The matrix L can be divided into two part, one hermitian and another
anti-hermitian . It is possible to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of L applying perturbation theory on the hermitian part of matrix L
and using anti-hermitian part like perturbation.

• At the zero order of perturbation theory, our matrix L shows three
eigenvalues with degeneracy two. The three eigenvalues are





λ1 = 0

λ2 = −
√

(χp)2(γ − 1
γ
) + (γ + Ψ0)2

λ3 =
√

(χp)2(γ − 1
γ
) + (γ + Ψ0)2

(6.15)

and the vector
〈0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0|

has components along eigenvectors concerning all three eigenvalues. We
notice that, at least one eigenvalues has a positive real part.
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• At the first order of perturbation theory, the corrections to our eigen-
values are pure imaginary while the eigenvectors do not change.

All the above points permit us to make some conclusion. In the case of

4ξ
Ψ0

γS2
= r = 3, 8, 15, 25 . . . = n2 − 1 with n > 1, n ∈ ℵ (6.16)

the matrix J in (5.24) is periodic. If (6.16) is satisfied, the Fourier component
q̂p
5 of our vertical vorticity < ω3 > will be unstable with time i.e.

|q̂p
5(t)|

t→+∞7−→ +∞ (6.17)

Furthermore, from (5.16), q̂p
5 and q̂m

5 are high wave-number contribution to
vertical vorticity fields. A tornado event is associated to a local variation of
vorticity field and so, a tornado is associated to high wave-number modes in
the Fourier transform of vertical vorticity as we already seen at the beginning
of Ch.5. Finally, this model asserts us that formation of intense and local
spot of vertical vorticity is possible only in the case in which CAPE and shear
follow the relations given in (6.16). Indeed, we can write the (6.16) in their
dimensional form and obtain

4
HCAPE

Dσ2S2
= r = 3, 8, 15, 25 . . . = n2 − 1 with n > 1, n ∈ ℵ (6.18)

where H is the typical scale height of atmosphere connected to mean density
profile (3.22), D is the vertical depth of Troposphere that we have use to
perform our vertical average (4.21), σ is the horizontal dimension of supercell.

At this point it is important to underline a crucial point in the currently
research of an optimal set of tornado forecasting parameters. Nowadays the
research on tornado events try to study the mechanism of their formation and
to improve their predictability. In particular the study of the predictability of
tornado events is focused on the identification of the best set of environmental
parameters acting to identify an environment with a big likelihood to give
tornado. This kind of research, based on statistical and data analysis, has
asserted that a big value of CAPE or of shear or of storm relative helicity
could be a strong indicator of an environment in which a tornado could be
able to form, [60]. From our model this do not seem completely true; it
is important also to identify the set of values for which these parameters
works. In fact, (6.18) asserts that not all value of shear and CAPE are
available but only certain “band”. The nature of this band comes from to
complexity of tornado phenomena that it is reflected in the non-linearity
of its governing equations. The formation of these bands could be one of
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the reason of the nowadays uncertainty in the operational use of tornado
forecasting parameters.

Before to conclude, it is important to remark how this conclusion is af-
fected by the uncertainly of the calculation of eigenvalues of matrix L in
(6.13). This mean that, probably, relation (6.16) could be only a necessary
condition for the formation of intense spot of vertical vorticity. This fact is
also suggest by (6.8) and (6.8). As we have told above, if the shear is too
big, the modes coupling becomes zero and modes instability is not possible;
if the shear is too less, tornado vertical vorticity is not able to form. For this
reason, a better analytical evaluations of the eigenvalues of matrix L and
their real part could give us a better definition of the instability bands in the
plane CAPE-shear.

Finally, we can provide another expression for equation (6.18). Indeed,
(6.18) could be written as

2η
CAPE

U2/2
= r = 3, 8, 15, 25 . . . = n2 − 1 with n > 1, n ∈ ℵ (6.19)

where

η = 4
HD

σ2
(6.20)

and while U2 is the modulus square of mean velocity field. In this form it is
possible to see two different contribution one related to supercell environment
η and another to mesoscale environment. In particular the

CAPE

U2/2
= BRN

where BRN is the Bulk Richardson Number defines as in [77]. The bulk-
Richardson number is an important parameter also for the study of storms
evolution (see among others [77]) since it has been shown that this quantity
determines the evolution of a single storm in multi-cell storm or supercell.
Equation (6.19) suggests that this number could be able to discern the evo-
lution of supercell to its tornadic phase.

In the next section we will test (6.19) for a set of selecting case.

6.5 Testing of the Instability Results

To test this hypothesis, we will use the expression (6.19). Relation (6.19) is
a link between the horizontal dimension σ of our supercell, a vertical scale
D, the characteristic high of troposphere H defined in (3.26), the CAPE
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Event Data and time Fujita Scale Radiosounding
San Quirino, IT (A) 4 June 1999, 0900 UTC ? 99060400.UDI
Strassoldo, IT (B) 26 August 2008, 0715 UTC F2 04082600.UDI
Friuli Plan, IT (C) 26 March 2001, 1545 UTC F0 01032612.UDI
Coseano, IT (D) 15 April 2000, 1330 UTC ? 00041512.UDI

Kellerville, USA (E) 8 June 1995, afternoon F5 95060812.AMA

Table 6.1: A list of supercell event with relatives horizontal dimension σ, top
of Troposphere, velocity at the top of troposphere (in nodes) and CAPE.

and the shear. So to test (6.19) we needs to obtain these data from radio-
sounding database. As we already mention in the previous chapter, and in
particular in section (3.6) and section (4.5), this is not an easy task. Indeed,
the comparison between our theoretical result is affected by the difficulty
to find an exact link between our theoretical quantities and observational
value. For example, the CAPE in (6.19) is the integral of buoyancy from the
ground to the top of troposphere (see equation 4.29); in reality the CAPE is
calculated from the Level of Free convection and the equilibrium level. This
means that our CAPE is an underestimation of real case. Furthermore, there
is also an intrisinc uncertainty in radio-sounding measurements (for example,
it is difficult to determine the exact velocity at the top of troposphere). This
uncertainty produces a big uncertainty in the comparison between theory
and database due to inaccurance of radio-sounding database.

In the next pages we will provides a χ2-test and a hypothesis-test: [73]
Even if future work will be necessary, these test are able to give us a first
check of our work. Indeed, if the theory is completely wrong, a strong signal
of its insubstantiality must be appear from the comparison with database.
As we will see, this is not the case.

6.5.1 Data Set

To check our result, we consider five case of real supercell tornado that gives
rise to tornado formation. Keeping in consideration the pre-storm condition
of these events, we want to check if (6.19) is satisfied. The five events and
relatives radio-sounding are reported in table (6.1) and (6.2)

For each of this events we calculate, using (6.19), their r-ratio and we
compare them with the theoretical values provides by (6.19). The results are
in table 6.5.1
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Event σ(m) D U(D)(nodes) CAPEJ/Kg
A 2500 ± 500 10640 ± 500m 60 ± 3 556. ± 50
B 5000 ± 500 11531 ± 500m 61 ± 3 1573 ± 50
C 4500 ± 500 7629 ± 500m 41 ± 3 298 ± 50
D 3000 ± 500 5864 ± 500m 21 ± 3 26 ± 26
E 3500 ± 500 11582 ± 500m 72 ± 3 2032 ± 50

Table 6.2: A list of supercell event with relatives horizontal dimension σ, top
of Troposphere, velocity at the top of troposphere (in nodes) and CAPE.

Event η r rteo

A 58 ± 23 34 ± 14 24, 35, 48
B 15 ± 3 25 ± 6 24
C 13 ± 3 9 ± 3 8
D 22 ± 8 5 ± 5 3, 8
E 32 ± 9 49 ± 14 35,48

6.5.2 Statistical Test

First of all we will provide a χ2-test: assuming the exactness of our model, the
χ2-test calculate the probability that our observated distribution could be in
agreement with our model. The presence of big uncertainty in radio-sounding
measurements produces a non-biunique association between our events and
their r-ratio. Let’s start to assume that our experimental r are normal dis-
tributed around its (unknown) mean value. If we assume the exactness of
our model, the mean value of such distribution must coincide with one of
the theoretical value. So, each of our experimental r must be associated to
the normal distribution centered to the closer theoretical value because, in a
Gaussian distribution, the values closer to the center of distribution are the
most probably values. In this way table (6.5.1) becomes Using table (6.5.2),

Event η r rteo

A 58 ± 23 34 ± 14 35
B 15 ± 3 25 ± 6 24
C 13 ± 3 9 ± 3 8
D 22 ± 8 5 ± 5 3
E 32 ± 9 49 ± 14 48
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Figure 6.1: Scatter diagram of sounding representing supercells with sig-
nificant tornado (solid circle), without significant tornado (open circle) and
nonsupercell thunderstorms (dots). Labeled curves are lines of constant VGP
i.e. the product of mean shear and

√
CAPE. [From [60]]

we can make a χ2-test with five degree of freedom

χ2
ν=5 = (1/5)

5∑

1

(
r − rteo

σ(r)
) = 0.2

The probability
P (χ2

ν=5 ≥ 0.2) ≥ 0.96

is the probability that an experiment produces a χ2
ν=5greater or equal to the

observed value assuming that our measurement follow the assumed theoret-
ical distribution. As we can see, the agreement is very strong: the propose
set of events to not permit us to throw out the assumed model.

6.6 Conclusion

One of the most scientific challenge of these years is to provide a suitable
scheme to predict the formation of intense spot of vertical vorticity in at-
mosphere i.e. tornado. Even if there are a lot of phenomenological scheme,
there is no a physical explanation (at the best of our knowledge) that could
be able to provide a sufficient confidence degree of their validity. This first
part of PhD work wants to be a contribution for a major understanding of
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such problems. Indeed, this works has provided a theoretical model for one
of the most common tornado forecasting scheme: the CAPE-Shear scheme.
The validity of this scheme is still based on some qualitatively consideration
on tilting and stretching term present in vorticity equation [60]. Our work
provides a more quantitatively theoretical model for its validity even if it
is affected, as all theoretical model, by some constrains. For example this
model does not take in account the complexity of boundary layer dynamics
(that, in any case, do no enter in the operational definition of forecasting
parameters) or the orography effects. In any case, our model could be able
to explain the complex behavior of tornado onset and why very similar pre-
storm conditions are able to give very different scenario pattern. Indeed, in
picture 6.1 is represented a CAPE-Shear plot for a set of tornado events.
In this picture, some high density regions seems to be present, in agreement
with our works. In any case, the pattern in picture 6.1 is not so clear to assert
a final answer. Maybe, the supercell storm structure properties presents in
(6.19) could be able to give the final answer on the presence of a certain well
defined bands of value in pre-storm environment. We are optimistic on this
target for two reason. First of all, a preliminary statistical analysis seems to
be not in disagreement with this hypothesis. Indeed, even if radio-sounding
data are affected by big uncertainty and the numbers of considerate events
in our statistical study is small, the present statistical analysis is not able
to un-validate our hypothesis. This is a good signal because if a theory is
completely wrong, small data set could be able to un-validate that theory.
In any case, a deeper data analysis will be required. Finally, our theoreti-
cal model is very elegant and beauty: the possibility to link tornado onset
to a Poincare maps is an intriguing matter for which further study will be
required.
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PART II



Chapter 7

Fine Scale of Atmospheric
Fields

We need theory to organise and interpret facts, even to know what
we can and might observe. And we need facts to validate theories
and give them substance. Sthepen Gould, from [39].

In the last years the attention of the atmospheric physicists is focused on
a major understanding of storm environment and, in particular, to its fine
structure. Perhaps, some of the fine-scale variability of atmospheric fields
(wind, buoyancy etc.) could explain why some supercells produce tornadoes
and others do not in seemingly similar environments [50]. This fact is also
suggested by the work done in the first part of this thesis: the fine scale
structure of atmospheric fields could affect, in heavy way, the storm dynam-
ics. In the first part of our work, the small scale variability of atmospheric
fields is originated by an external perturbation: the supercell dynamics was
considered, in first approximation, as linear while the interaction between
supercell-external perturbation was non-linear. This theory has provided a
theoretical explanation of how a zone with an important horizontal temper-
ature gradient (like gust front, sea breezes zone etc.) could be favorable for
intensification of strong rotating event.

In this second part (PART II ) we want to study the role of fine scale of
atmospheric fields from a different point of view in which the dynamics of our
supercell is non-linear and the mean (environmental) condition are fixed. To
do that, we will use numerical simulation; indeed, the fine scale resolution
of meteorological fields can not be directly observable during mesocyclone
events and in pre-existent environments (i.e. in the mean state conditions).
Furthermore, with numerical tools we are able to consider the full non-linear
dynamics of our supercell storms (that in the analytical model we were not

107
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able to done). We are not able to consider, as was done for analytical model
develop in PART I, the effects of external forcing on supercell dynamics:
to do that we must impose on our numerical model a mean environmental
quantities that change in time and space. This will be not yet possible if we
want to force our numerical model to work with high horizontal resolution.
So, in the following chapters, the atmospheric fields variability creates by the
intrinsic non-linear dynamics of our supercell: this variability will be study
to detect tornado onset.

It is important to say something about numerical model to understand
better the role of the following work in the frame of this PhD thesis. A
numerical weather model is more accuracy than an analytical model because
a numerical models permits us to keep in touch a lot of effects e.g.radiative
effects, land surface properties, topography etc. All these “including effects”
are called “parametrizations of numerical model”. In principle, if we added all
possible parametrizations, we should seen in our screen the formation of small
scale intense vortex. So, the temptation is to perform numerical simulation
with a big number of parametrization and waiting to see a tornado formation
in on our video. This is not possible. Indeed, tornado horizontal scale is less
or equal 100m; nowadays there are not computers that they are able to
reach this degree of resolution using a sufficient number of parametrizations
because every parametrization has a computational cost. Fortunately, it is
possible to increase the resolution of our simulation with a smart choice of
parametrizations using the work done in the previous chapters. In any case
the tornado horizontal resolution is not reachable also for a parametrization
set sufficiently smart. How do we see tornadoes if we do not reach their
resolutions? As was noted by Stephen Gould at the beginning of this chapter,
theory and experiment are deeply linked: theories gives us the object of our
observation while experiment permit us to maintain contact with reality.
Thus Newton urged theoreticians to study nature and experimentals to be
familiar with theories so that “the former shall not entirely spend their time
in speculations of no value for human life , nor shall the latter while working
assiduosly with an absurd method, perpetually fail to reach their goal” [54]
This is also true for numerical experiment: a theoretical study will permit
us to detect which information are useful in our numerical output. In other
words, tornado onset left some sign: a clever theory could be able to detect
its presence without reach the tornado horizontal resolution. In the next we
will see how this is possible.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of a resonance between updraft and
horizontal vorticity.

7.1 Fine Scale Structure and Wavelet

Before to start to use and set our numerical model, we must ask us what
we want exactly to see. Reviews [50], [60] and [70] show as some large scale
condition could be favorable to the onset of tornado event: for example
a mesocyclone that moves in an environment with large CAPE seems to
have a greater likely-hood to produce tornadoes. [60] reports an important
climatology work on supercell and tornado forecasting parameters, but, some
thresholds of such parameters are not sufficient to ensure us that a certain
environment will give a tornado event. The horizontal fine structure of these
parameters seem to have a crucial role, as was seen in the first part of this
thesis work. We can understand better this fact using a personal and very
simple analysis of the vertical component of vorticity equation.

We start from the equation of vertical vorticity 3.51, where viscous diffu-
sion is neglected: 




dτ
dt

= ωH·∇Hw + τ ∂w
∂z

dωH

dt
= ω·∇uH + ∇× B

(7.1)

These equations say that the vertical vorticity is created by tilting from the
horizontal one or by stretching from a pre-existent vertical vorticity. As
we already seen in Ch.2, equation (7.1) is able to describe the development
of supercells and therefore we can assume that it is still valid to explain the
formation of a local intense rotating updraft, i.e. a tornado. We suppose that
a mature supercell moves on a region in which a warm front or a sea breeze
is present or, in similar way, the complex dynamic of supercell up-draft and
down-draft creates an horizontal gradient of temperature. This horizontal
gradient of temperature will give us an horizontal gradient of buoyancy. The
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baroclinic term ∇×B can create a localized anomaly of horizontal vorticity
inside the supercell environment, as shown in (7.1). At the same time, a
localized intense updraft of horizontal scale δ, appears into mesocyclone as
shown in figure (7.1). This “local” updraft could be originated by complex
supercell dynamics or by the presence of orographic obstacles. We suppose,
for simplicity, that all variables are functions of only horizontal coordinate
x. If the horizontal scale of vorticity anomaly, σ, is lesser than δ, the tilting
term is negligible

ωH
∂w

∂x
≈ 0

in facts the horizontal derivative of vertical velocity is small where the hori-
zontal vorticity is non zero (figure 7.1a) . Otherwise, if the horizontal scale
of vorticity anomaly is greater than updraft size the tilting creates a positive
and negative pair of vertical vorticity (figure 7.1b). As shown in [41] and in
the Ch.2, the presence of vertical vorticity τ yields a deficit of pressure π

π ∝ −τ 2

and so a negative downdraft appears (green curve in the figure 7.1b). If the
horizontal vorticity was not completely tilted by the initial updraft because
the scale δ and σ are different, a negative and positive additional vertical
vorticity is created and the initial rotation is destroyed. So, we can assert
this new sort of “resonant principles”:

“ Only updraft and vorticity of the same scale, located in the
same position, are able to create an intense localized rotating
updraft.”

Furthermore the atmosphere presents also a vertical structure that must be
considered; phenomenological parameter as CAPE, mean shear etc. are, in
approximated way, the vertical integration of some quantities as buoyancy,
shear etc. So, the previous discussion about updraft velocity and horizontal
vorticity can be repeated for their mean quantities as CAPE and mean shear
or some evolution of them1.

Suppose that it is possible to simulate an evolution of supercell storm in
a very fine horizontal scale. In this way, there will be available maps of a
wide set of these phenomenological parameters used for forecasting purposes.
Now, an instrument to detect the horizontal scale of such quantities is needed
and, at the same time, to determine where these structures are located,
because only structures of the same dimension and position are able to fall in

1For example, [60] and [52] suggest that a better estimation of updraft velocity could
be done dividing the CAPE by the height of the lifting condensation level (LFC).
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resonance. A suitable mathematical instrument is the Wavelet transform
and a very good introduction to this instrument can be found in [1]. So,
intense and localized phenomena occur if two forecasting fields show more
and more resonant structures, i.e. the product of their wavelet transforms is
higher and higher in some point.

As was mentioned above, the numerical resolution can not be improved
until scale comparable with horizontal dimension of tornado. In any case, as
we will see in the next section, we will able to arrive to scale quiet compa-
rable to tornado scale: if the maps of 2-D forecasting parameters will show
more and more resonant structure with dimension greater or comparable
with tornado horizontal scale, this could be a sign of tornado onset. To test
this hypothesis the database could be useful, because it contains past radio-
sounding of tornado events. So, using a set of selected radio-sounding will be
possible to obtain a set of two-dimensional maps of forecasting parameters
in which to test the resonance hypothesis. In the next section will must set
our numerical tools, its input and output quantities.

7.2 WRF Set-Up

We will perform a set of numerical simulation of supercell evolutions using
a new numerical tools of recent development: the Weather and Regional
Forecasting model (WRF). This model is suitable to describe mesoscale phe-
nomena and it contains a default packet for supercell evolution called ideal
case supercell. This packet simulated the mesocyclone evolution with a flat
orography, with a default pre-storm wind and temperature profile (i.e. radio-
sounding) using a specific set of parametrizations list. We will modify the
parametrizations list and radio-sounding to use this packet in the simulation
of real radio-sounding.

7.2.1 WRF Input

We will perform a three WRF simulation using three different radio-sounding.

• Ideal radio-sounding: it is the default radio-sounding used for simula-
tion of ideal case. It is a very smooth sounding with the a smoothly
clock-wise rotating wind.

• Radio-sounding of pre-storm condition of the San Quirino Tornado
Event of 4 June 1999.

• Radio-sounding of pre-storm condition of the Strassoldo Tornado of 26
Agust 2004.
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This last two sounding are available from the website of University of Wyoming2.
We have choice these two event because they were born in a quiet flat zone
and then, we can use the mesocyclone WRF ideal packet without orography.
This is a benefit for our simulations cost. We will perform simulation with
horizontal solution of 2000, 250m, 200m and 100m. For every simulation,
vertical step size is 500m: the vertical top is fixed at 20000m. The time
resolution of our simulation is defined in function of horizontal resolution to
stabilize our code3. Horizontal dimension of domains and simulation time
will depend by storm velocity and it changes with radio-sounding.

7.2.2 WRf Parametrizations List

We must fix a set of parametrizations suitable for our WRF simulations. In-
deed, the increase of resolution and the specific matter of our study (i.e. the
fine scale structure of atmospheric fields) requests to change parametrization
list as for the default parametrizations list. All possible parametrization are
describe on WRF tutorial available at official WRF Website. For Micro-
physics, i.e. the description of water phase behaviour, we use a WSM6
scheme that is a scheme with ice, snow and graupel. This scheme is suitable
for high resolution simulation and it is useful to identify intense and localized
event. For example, [40] has used this scheme to study a selected real case
as a mesocyclone convective system between North and South Korea on 15
July 2001: he has found that with WSM6 scheme the rainfall amount be-
comes larger and rain distribution becomes narrow, more close to observed
distribution. Major details on this scheme are in [69]. We do not use any
Radiative Scheme for shortwave or long-wave radiation. Indeed, we make
the hypothesis that, for mesocyclone scale life, these contribution could be
not fundamental. This approximation is used to avoid radiation scheme that
they are usually computationally expensive. In agreement with the ideal
supercell case of WRF model we do not use any Land-Surface scheme
to parametrization the ground properties and we do not use any Cumu-
lus Parametrization. Cumulus parametrization are useful for large scale
simulation (like mesoscale model, see[57]) but for high horizontal resolution
simulation, convection must be solve explicitly, [42]. We do not use any
Planetary Boundary Layer scheme. Turbulence becomes very impor-
tant in the boundary layer region [55] and the average of sub-grid quantities
must be expressed in terms of mean quantities to close the problem, see[57].
There are two approaches: one approach is called local closure and the other

2http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html
3The ideal rule is dt ≈ 510−3dx where dt and dx are calculated in second and meters

respectively.
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approach is called non-local closure. Local closure relates the unknown vari-
ables at nearby vertical grid points (e.g. the Reynolds stress at a certain
level is calculated using model variables within a small distance around this
level). In contrast, non-local closure relates the unknown variables to know
variables at any number of other vertical grid points. Planetary boundary
layer schemes are non-local schemes and they describe the major feature
of eddies in boundary layer. These schemes are one-dimensional diffusion
schemes i.e. the diffusion of momentum and energy is along vertical coor-
dinate. In non-local closure scheme the diffusion is 3-D: this is very useful
in our case where horizontal variation seem to be very important. We use a
Local Closure Scheme approach based on K-theory where K is diag-
nosed using a Smagorinsky Approach, [69]. Smagorinky approach permits
to keep in consideration the dissipative natural of sub-grid smaller scale that
is usually not well considered from other turbulent diffusion model scheme.

7.2.3 WRF Output

Numerical output of WRF model provide us a lot of output values: wind,
pressure, temperature, etc. We are interested in some derived field. To obtain
this field is request a work of data analysis. To do that, we will use the usual
post process tools (like ARWpost or Grads). In particular we are interested
in 2-D and 3-D fields. For 2-D fields, we will study

• LFL: the level of free convection.

• LFL: the condensation level.

• mCAPE: CAPE is calculated using equations (3.65) as the vertical
integral of parcel buoyancy; mCAPE is the CAPE value associated to
the particle with maximum CAPE.

• mCIN: CIN as the vertical integral of restoring force for low level parcel
(see picture 3.3); mCIN is the CIN value associated to the particle with
maximum absolute value of CIN.

• mSHEAR: The vertical derivatives of wind velocity is defined as SHEAR.
The modulus of vertical integral of shear vector is called mSHEAR. In
agreement with [60], we perform the vertical integration from ground to
3000m. Indeed, it is the low level shear that it is connected to low level
horizontal vorticity and it appears as the major ingredient for intense
rotating phenomena formation, [41].
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• H: Helicty H is the vertical integral of the scalar product between ve-
locity and vorticity performed from ground to a certain level. This
quantities is related to available vorticity to tilting. In agreement with
[60], we perform the vertical integration from ground to 3000m. In-
deed, it is the low level helicity that appears as the major ingredient
for intense rotating phenomena formation, [41].

For 3-D fields we will study

• umet,vmet: the 3-D velocity components.

• VORT: the vertical vorticity field.

We will use a scale analysis using wavelet approach for 2-D maps of
mCAPE and mSHEAR. Indeed, in equation (7.1), the horizontal vorticity
is linked to the mean value of shear i.e. mSHEAR while vertical updraft w
is proportional to mCAPE1/2.

7.2.4 WRF Performance on Parallel computer

An high performance computer is request for our high resolution simulations.
We want thank the e-Lab groups of Sissa and in particular Ing. Piero Calucci
and Dr.Stefano Cozzini: this collaboration is to allow at WRF numerical
model to run on parallel computing machines i.e. on a high performance
Opteron Celestica/Sun/Supermicro Oxyria cluster computer. A conspicuous
amount of time was spent to installation of WRF on this parallel computer,
to find the optimal configuration and to verify the WRF performance i.e. the
scalability of WRF in function of processor number. All these data belong
to e-Lab groups of Sissa and they are available on e-Lab groups web site.

In the next chapter we will proceed with data analysis of our results.



Chapter 8

Preliminary Results

As preliminary results, in this chapter we will show the evolution of vorticity
and vertical velocity fields in three different simulations using three differ-
ent pre-storm sounding: two of them are associated to the real pre-storm
environment of tornado events as indicated in the previous chapter Ch.7. In
fact, the three simulations show the evolution of initial axially symmetric
thermal perturbation in i) an ideal sounding environment i. e. the ideal
WRF supercell package sounding, ii) the pre-storm environment sounding of
the San Quirino Supercell Tornado Event of 4 June 1999, iii) the pre-storm
sounding of Strassoldo Supercell Tornado of 26 Agust 2004. The vorticity and
vertical velocity are computed at a level of 1500m, just above the boundary
layer. We have made this choice because the vorticity and vertical velocity
are suitable fields to identify the mesocyclone stage of life, see Ch.2, and to
detect the evolution of supercell environment in high resolution simulation.
In particular, the aim of these preliminary tests is to study the efficiency of
our numerical code with the parametrization list proposed in the previous
chapter. Indeed, the horizontal resolution that we want to reach is a not
yet explored frontier for WRF model simulations. So, we must understand
better the behaviour of our model with the selected set of parametrization
in the range of high resolution simulations.

8.1 dx2000

In this section we will investigate the our numerical output for simulations
performed with an horizontal step of 2000m. In the pictures 8.1 and 8.2
are reported the vertical velocity and vorticity for the simulation with ideal
sounding. In Ch.2 we have seen how, after 30minutes-1 hour, the initial
warm thermal plume is split into two part in order to creates a positive and
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negative rotating updraft in the early stage of life of supercell. This feature is
reproduced by our numerical model as reported in picture 8.1.a, 8.1.b, 8.2.a,
8.2.b.

Our numerical model shows problem after one hour of simulation time.
Indeed, after one hour the cell is split and the two updraft move away one
from the other. So the velocity field between the two updrafts must be vanish
with time. Our model is not able to reproduce this velocity damping and zone
of high and low vertical velocity are present between the two updrafts, see
picture 8.1.d. This situation becomes dramatic in the vorticity fields because
the vertical vorticity is a derivative quantity and then it is more sensible to the
velocity spatial variability. So, low values of horizontal velocity1 with intense
horizontal gradient is able to create non realistic value of vorticity between
the two updrafts: values of the order of 10−1s−1 are reached in picture 8.2.c.
Vorticity value of 10−1s−1 are characteristic of tornado event that they cannot
be associated to this storm phase. This no perfect dissipative mechanics gives
rise to a code instability: the next time steps show unrealistic value of vertical
velocity and vorticity.

We can try to understand better the origin of this instability. The picture
8.3 shows as this instability is not present in the simulation of ideal supercell
case with its defaults namelist. The differences between our namelist and the
default namelist could be able to explain the different long term behaviour
between the two cases. The namelist contains the set of parametrization
used in weather model: the most important difference between our namelist
and default namelist is the presence of different turbulent parametrization.
As shown in Ch.7, we have set our namelist using a local closure scheme
based on K-theory where K is diagnosed with a Smagorinsky Approach, [69]:
this parametrization is not present in default namelist. Indeed, Smagorinsky
scheme is useful for high horizontal resolution simulation because it uses a
three dimensional diffusion scheme that it is able to reproduce better the
spatial evolution of our fields. So, the discrepancy between the supercell
evolution with default namelist and our namelist could be explained by the
low efficiency of turbulent parametrization at larger horizontal step.

In picture 8.5 is evident how, also in this case, a instability phenomena i.e.
big and fast oscillation of vorticity field is present in the simulation using the
pre-storm environment of San Quirino tornado. On the other hands, the ver-
tical velocity seems to be under-estimated. Indeed, picture 8.4 shows vertical
velocity of the order 0.5ms−1 and these values are unrealistic for supercell
updrafts. The interesting things is that, even if the values of vertical velocity
seems to be under estimated, the qualitatively pattern seems to be not so

1In supercell, vertical velocity is the same order of vertical velocity, see appendix E.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.1: Vertical velocity field at a level of z = 1500m for ideal sounding
simulation. Horizontal step is 2000m.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.2: Vertical vorticity field at a level of z = 1500m for ideal sounding
simulation. Horizontal step is 2000m.
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Figure 8.3: Plot of vorticity field at 1500m for ideal supercell computed with
ideal sounding and namelist. The plot is refereed at one hour time with an
horizontal step of 2000m. The namelist use a simply prognostic equation for
turbulent kinetic energy and K is based on TKE.
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wrong: after one hour we have a two updraft system and after two hours, pic-
ture 8.4.d, an updraft associated to its downdraft. After three hours, picture
8.4.f, another downdraft appears. This other downdrafts could be associ-
ated to the Forward Flank Downdraft that appears in mature supercell, see
Ch.2, but this conclusion it is strongly affected the uncertainly on vertical
velocity values. In any case, if Foward Flank Downdraft appears after three
simulation hour, as reported in picture 8.4.f, we will must perform our high
horizontal resolution for several hour. This fact could be rise to problem of
data storage in the case of very fine mesh: this problem could be solved and
some hint on how to do that are reported in the next section. Finally, it
seems that there is a problem with the fine scale structure of vorticity 8.5 .
Indeed, even if the vertical velocity field is small, vorticity shows high values.
This means that the velocity is small but its horizontal gradients are intense.
This fact hints that the problem should be connected to closure scheme of
turbulent.

The vertical velocity and vorticity patterns for Strassoldo event are re-
ported in the pictures 8.4 and 8.7. Also in this case it is present a problem
of dissipation of fine scale structure of velocity and vorticity between the two
updrafts. The other point is that the simulation with pre-storm sounding of
Strassoldo event presents some thecnical problem. The pre-storm sounding
of Strassoldo event is characterized by an high value of mean wind and this is
reflected in an high storm velocity. So, in order to obtain a description of su-
percell evolution for several hour, it is requested to put our initial plume near
the boundary or to increase the dimension of our horizontal domain. In this
stage of work, we have adopted the first solution. In this case our result seem
to be affected by the closeness of our initial plume with horizontal boundary:
a boundary instability is created and it is propagated in all domain. This
is evident in picture 8.7.a where at the boundary there are an alternation of
positive and negative value of vorticity. This alternation is sign of numerical
instability, see [37]. The next step will be to perform Strassoldo simulation
with a bigger domain. As we shall see in the next section, this is not an
easy task if we want to perform high resolution simulation. Finally, also in
this case the pattern of vertical velocity evolution in supercell life seems to
be reproduce (there is a storm splitting after about one hour of the initial
starting thermal plume) even if it is quantitatively wrong.

8.2 dx200

Now, we investigate our numerical result for a horizontal step of 200m: the
outputs for 250m-resoulution simulation present the same features of 200m-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 8.4: Vertical velocity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of San Quirino event. Horizontal step is 2000m.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.5: Vertical vorticity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of San Quirino event. Horizontal step is 2000m.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.6: Vertical velocity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of Strassoldo event. Horizontal step is 2000m.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8.7: Vertical vorticity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of Strassoldo event. Horizontal step is 2000m.
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resoulution simulation results. In picture 8.8 is reported the vertical velocity
for the ideal sounding simulation. The difference between the this velocity
pattern and the pattern obtained with an horizontal step of 2000m is visible
in the pictures 8.1.b and 8.8.d: the vertical velocity is described with a greater
details in 200m-resolution simulation and the strom splitting is present in the
early stage of supercell life. Unfortunately, it is not been possible to force our
simulation for a time greater of one hour of spupercell life. This is a problem
of all high resolution simulations: high resolution requires a lot of memory to
store the data. As we already discussed in the previous section, to simulate
our supercell life it is required a simulation time of several hours. Indeed,
it is necessary to reach the supercell mature stage to detect the variation of
supercell structure at tornadic scale useful to tornado detection by wavelet
(see previous chapter, Ch.7). Furthermore, the transition of supercell from
its quasi steady state to tornadic phase takes place in a time step of the
order of ten minutes. So, it is necessary to store a lot of data for a important
number of time step. So, the next step of our work it will be to detect smart
way to store data. For example we could perform a nesting i.e. to create a
sub domain with a finer horizontal grid in a domain with a larger horizontal
step; in this way it will be not necessary to simulate all domain with the same
horizontal step. This solution is a benefit for storage problem but nesting
requires a major number of operational to exchange and adjust information
between the domains: the data storage benefit is paid with an increase of
number of operation i.e. an increase of Cpu time work. Another possibility
is to initially perform the simulation for a larger horizontal step and to later
decrease the step size. This solution has two problem. The thecnical problem
is to set WRF to change the step size after a certain time. The conceptual
problem is the solution obtained computing all simulation with a certain
horizontal step could be not the same computing the simulation with one
initial step and with another step size after a certain time. Indeed, the
accuracy of our parametrizations changes with the change of horizontal step.
The problem of storage of data must be further studied.

From 8.9.c and 8.2.b it seems to be confirm that the increase of resolution
could be a benefit for a better estimation of vorticity field: picture 8.9.c shows
the formation of two rotating zone, one positive and one negative. Also in
this case it appears a problem of dissipation of small scale vorticity structure.
From picture 8.9.c and 8.9.d it is clear how unrealistic values of vertical
vorticity appear between the two updrafts. The impossibility to perform the
simulation for more than one hour does not say us if the vorticity between the
two updraft will be dissipated. In any case, we can argue that the probability
to have instability is high due by the unrealistic value of vertical vorticity
between updrafts. So, also in this case there is a problem of dissipation of
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.8: Vertical velocity field at a level of z = 1500m for ideal sounding
simulation. Horizontal step is 200m.

small scale structure.

The problem of dissipation of small scale vorticity structure is confirmed
also by the vorticity field for San Quirino event with horizontal step of 200m.
The vorticity field in picture 8.11 is better defined than picture 8.5 in all
domain excepted between updrafts zone. The problem of no dissipation of
small scale vorticity structure remains and it creates some problem for the
formation of two updraft zone of positive and negative vertical vorticity as it
is possible to see in picture 8.11.d. This analysis gives us another point: the
selected parametrizations list is not bad in principle (because our results are
better in all domain) but it is not able to describe correctly the evolution of
positive and negative vorticity between the two updraft.

The same instability is present in the result of Strassoldo event 8.13 but
in this case there is also the propagation of boundary instability: the finer
horizontal step gives rise a faster instability propagation inside domain as we
can observe in 8.7.

The boundary instability is present also in the vertical velocity pattern
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.9: Vertical vorticity field at a level of z = 1500m for ideal sounding
simulation. Horizontal step is 200m.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.10: Vertical velocity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of San Quirino event. Horizontal step is 200m.

for Strassoldo event, picture 8.6, while the vertical velocity pattern for San
Quirino event is finer than the velocity pattern of 2000m-resolution simula-
tion.

8.3 dx100

The problem of dissipation of velocity and vorticity persist also for horizontal
step of 100m. This feature is present in the vertical velocity field for ideal
sounding, picture 8.14.e, and it is reflected in its vorticity pattern, picture
8.15.e. Also in this case the increase of resolution gives us a better estimation
of vorticity and velocity updraft zone except between updrafts.

The same is true for vertical velocity and vorticity fields of San Quirino
case, picture see 8.16 and 8.17, and for Strassoldo case, pictures 8.18 and
8.19.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.11: Vertical vorticity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of San Quirino event. Horizontal step is 200m.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.12: Vertical velocity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of Strassoldo event. Horizontal step is 200m.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.13: Vertical vorticity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of Strassoldo event. Horizontal step is 200m.

8.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have made a preliminary study about the evolution of
supercell storm in high resolution model. To test this, we have performed
the simulation of three pre-storm environment: one of this comes from to the
default ideal supercell package of WRF while the others two are pre-storm
environment of supercells that give rise formation of tornado in flat zone.
The key result are:

• The increase of resolution gives rise to a better definition of velocity and
vorticity fields outside updrafts zone. On the other hand, our numerical
simulations presents some dissipative problem of velocity and vorticity
between the two updrafts in the early stage of supercell life.

• The lack of dissipation gives rise to a formation of a zone between
updrafts with high positive and negative values of vorticity and velocity.
This is a typical sign instability. This instability is propagated in all
domain.

• The vorticity seem to felt more this instability problem. Vorticity is a
derivative field from velocity: low values of vertical velocity associated
to high value of vorticity between updrafts zone could be explained by
an fast spatial variability in the velocity field.

• The increase of resolution gives us a better definition of our fields in
all domain except between updrafts where this instability persists.

• For all simulations, this instability between the two updrafts is prop-
agated in all domain and invalidate the results in the long term. It
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 8.14: Vertical velocity field at a level of z = 1500m for ideal sounding
simulation. Horizontal step is 100m.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 8.15: Vertical vorticity field at a level of z = 1500m for ideal sounding
simulation. Horizontal step is 100m.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.16: Vertical velocity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of San Quirino event. Horizontal step is 100m.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.17: Vertical vorticity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of San Quirino event. Horizontal step is 100m.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8.18: Vertical velocity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of Strassoldo event. Horizontal step is 100m.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8.19: Vertical velocity field at a level of z = 1500m for pre-storm
sounding of Strassoldo event. Horizontal step is 100m.
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seems that the increase of resolution propagates faster the instability.

• The increase of resolution creates problem of data storage.

All the above points requires a further study on the behaviour of our parametriza-
tions set for high resolution simulation. We could suppose that the major
rule on fine scale distribution structure of vertical velocity and vorticity is
played by closure scheme. The adopted closure scheme using Smagorinsky
approach seem to be not able to describe the dissipation between two updraft
even if it is able to give a better definition of considered fields outside up-
drafts zone. Further tests are required on this point. Finally, a suitable way
to storage the huge amount of data is necessary: the use of nesting domain
or of different time step size could be a possible solution.
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PART III
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Chapter 9

Helicity Role in the
Atmospheric Evolution.

Giunsero in questi luoghi, ov’or vedrai
sorger la gran cittade e l’alta rcca
de la nuova Cartago, che dal fatto
Birsa nomossi, per l’astuta merce
che, per fondarla, fer di tanto sito
quanto cerchiar di bue potesse un tergo.

. . .

They sailed to the place where today youll see
Stone walls going higher and the citadel
Of Carthage, the new town. They bought the land,
Called Drumskin [Byrsa] from the bargain made, a tract
They could enclose with one bulls hide

Virgilio, I book, The Aeneid.

In this last part of our work we want to investigate our atmospheric
system from a different point of view. In part I and part II of this book,
we have studied the evolution of intense atmospheric vortexes starting from
the general equation of state, motion, vorticity and energy. In the previous
chapter, we have forced our system with an initial rotating perturbation
(supercell) and we have studied its evolution analytically, in the first part,
and numerical in the second part. Now we want to approach the problem in
a more general way. We start from two questions. Why does atmosphere like
so much vertical rotating structures? Is it possible to explain this “taste”
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starting from a general physical principles?
To answer at these questions we must start with some considerations.

Every fluid system is described by a set of fields: temperature, velocity,
pressure etc. It is possible to divide each fields in two components: a mean
and perturbative fields. The definition of mean and perturbative quantities
is not so easy, see [16], but we will try to give an intuitive explanation with an
example. The flow in a agriculture channel could be a very useful example. If
we look an agriculture channel, we can observe the superposition of two type
of flow. One flow is smooth and its velocity is parallel to channel direction
and it does not change rapidly in time. The other flow is chaotic and give
rise to the formation of vortex and recirculation of fluid near the boundary
of our channel. To detect these two contribution is sufficient to observe a
velocity measurement in a particular point of our channel: this signal will be
the sum of a constant mean value and a fluctuations that changes fast (as for
mean flow) in time. This is true for velocity field but it is true for all other
field (temperature, pressure etc.).

So, the energy of a fluid dynamics system is the sum of an energy as-
sociated to mean organized smooth flow and an energy associated chaotic
motion that quickly change in time. These two kind of flow interact one with
the other. The direction of this flux of energy is given by the second law of
thermodynamics [38]. This transfer of energy is called turbulent cascade of
energy: energy of mean organized motion (usually associated to large scale
fluid motion) pass to small scale chaotic and unpredictable motion [43]; at
the small scale kinetic energy is lost by dissipation. In all this consideration
there is a key point: the entropy principles gives us information about the
final point of our system but not about the the way in which the final state
is reached.

We can observe another facts. Helicity, defined as scalar product of vor-
ticity and velocity, seems to have an important role in supercell dynamics.
Indeed [46] and [47] have demonstrated that a supecells storm is associated
to high helicity and they have proposed, starting from a work of [2], that this
helicity promotes the longevity and transverse propagation of these storms.
In fact, highly helical eddies are found to decay more slowly than those with
low helicity and eventually become dominant in the flow. [47] have pro-
posed that high helicity reduces the turbulent dissipation, i.e. the normal
turbulent cascade of energy from large to small scales. This seems to be a
general features in fluid dynamics system, and not only in supercell system,
as was already notice [2]. In other word, it seem that a fluid dynamics system
evolves in such a way to delay, as much as possible, the turbulent dissipa-
tion of kinetic energy of its big order structure or of its mean state. This
is commonly assumed in the study of supercell dynamics to avoid turbulent
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dissipation terms from motion equations, as in [17].

Finally, i) if a system evolves to increase its helicity in order to preserve
the energy of its organized structure from turbulent cascade, ii) if supercell
system shows high helicity features, then vertical rotating structure could be
associated to the maximization of helicity in order to preserve the loosing
of kinetic energy of organized structure from turbulent dissipation. Even
if this conjecture is an intriguing issue, it is not further investigated in the
last twenty years. In fact, [41] notices as the concept of optimizing helicity,
to reduce turbulent dissipation, is difficult to test; it implies that a whole
set of structures exist (each with different helicity) and that the stabilizing
influence of helicity selects the optimal structure.

In this last part of our work we want to investigate further the rule of
minimization of dissipation of kinetic energy, and then the maximization
of helicity in the formation of local and intense rotating updraft. Indeed,
if supercells are high helicity structure (i.e. structure in which the volume
integral of helicity is high as for mean condition), then the formation of
intense and local spot of vertical vorticity can be associated to the evolution
of helicity field between different scale structure.

9.1 Helicity Equations

In the Ch.3, a set of suitable equations is present and it will permit us to
obtain a simple and useful expression for helicity field. Let’s start from
equation (3.51) and the definition of T given into (3.52). In particular T in
(3.52) is an antisymmetric tensor originated by the nonlinear terms in the
equation of motion. To better understand the rule of this term it is sufficient
to note that, for every antisymmetric tensor

Ti,j = −Tj,i

it is true

Ti,j = −ǫi,j,kGk

and

Gk = −1

2
ǫi,j,kTi,j (9.1)
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From (3.52) then1




G1 = ω3u2 − ω2u3

G2 = ω1u3 − ω3u1

G3 = ω2u1 − ω1u2

(9.2)

So the i-component Gi seem to represent a transfer of velocity and vorticity
from the j, k direction to i direction. This G vector comes from inverse
relation between vorticity and velocity called by Biot-Savart law2. Introduce
(9.1) into (3.51) and neglecting viscous diffusion of vorticity (see section 3.6),
it is possible to see

∂ω

∂t
= ∇× G + ∇B × k (9.3)

This equation can be multiplied by velocity, appendix (P). Helicity is defined
as H = u·ω; it is possible to obtain

∂H

∂t
= ω

∂u

∂t
+ ∇·

(
G × u + Bk × u

)
+ Bω3 (9.4)

Now, considering a fluid that is a superposition of a mean state and a
perturbation, as defined in (3.61). As it was done for equations of vorticity,
motion and energy, we can construct an equation for the description of per-
turbative helicity. Indeed, the introduction of a perturbation into a mean
state defined by (3.60) gives rise to the formation of helicity anomaly H

′

:

∂H
′

∂t
= ω0·

∂u
′

∂t
+ ω

′·∂u
′

∂t

+ ∇·
(
G

′ × u
′

+ G
′ × U0 + G0 × u

′

+ B
′

k × U0 + B
′

k × u
′

+ B0k × u
′

+ B0k × U0

)

+ (B
′

+ B0)ω3 (9.5)

Using the fact that the helicity associated to mean state is conserved, see
appendix P, we will refer to perturbative quantities in (9.5) neglecting the
upper-scripts ′ for every perturbative quantities with the aim to avoid heavy
notation. We must remember how B0 is not the buoyancy present in the mean
state but the latent buoyancy available for convection, as it was noted in Ch.4.
In the next section we apply this equation to make some consideration on
tornado and mesocyclone event.

1The vector G could be also directly obtained from motion equation (3.50), using the
decomposition (G.1) of nonlinear term indeed G = −u × ω.

2For more details see [76]
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9.2 Helicity and Supercell

[47] proposes that helicity reduces the turbulent dissipation in supercell storm
and gives the mesocyclone’s longevity. We can propose an enlargement of
this statement as follows:

“ Given a certain atmospheric fluid system, in a certain steady
mean state and we perturb it. The system will evolve in such a
way to minimize, as faster as possible, the kinetic energy dissipa-
tion i.e. to maximize the time derivative of helicity.”

We try to check if this is true for troposphere and if a mesocyclonic
event could be explained as a maximization of time rate of helicity. To
do that, consider an atmospheric system consisting of a box of horizontal
dimension typical of the mesoscale (L ≈ 100km) and height equal to the
height of troposphere (D ≈ 10km). In this box a mean state, as defined into
(3.61), is assumed. This system is perturbed and an anomaly of helicity H
is created; this anomaly follows equations (9.5). We can integrate (9.5) over
the volume of this tropospheric box and we can suppose that at the boundary
no perturbations are present. Then

ḢT =
∫

V

∂H

∂t
dV =

∫

V
ω0·

∂u

∂t
+ ω·∂u

∂t
dV

+
∫

V
(B + B0)ω3dV (9.6)

The system will evolve to maximize ḢT .
The equation (9.6) present two terms. The first term in (9.6) is

∫

V
ω0·

∂u

∂t
+ ω·∂u

∂t
dV (9.7)

This term requires that velocity field becomes more and more aligned to
vorticity in order to maximize helicity. We must notice that this terms acts
immediately after the introduction of a perturbation in the mean state. In-
deed, if we perturb our system, our system will re-organized itself in order to
maximize its perturbative helicty: this term says us that a way to do this is
to turn the velocity along vorticity. This is the case of initial stage of super-
cell formation reported in picture 2.2: the initial plume of warm air creates
an updraft that tilts up the horizontal vorticity along the vertical velocity.

The second term in (9.6) is

∫

V
(B + B0)ω3dV (9.8)
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From (9.8) we see how a suitable buoyancy field spatially superimposition
with vertical vorticity field, i.e. an updraft centered to vertical vorticity
maximum, maximizes ḢT . This is the case of mesocyclone event in its mature
stage as shown [17].

The first conclusion is that all mesocyclone evolution, described in Ch.2,
can be explained in terms of the maximization of helicity time derivative.
Indeed, if a steady system is perturbed, for example with a warm plume, the
system evolves to maximizes (9.6). To do that, the tilting and the stretching
acts to increase (9.7) and horizontal vorticity must be tilted upward along
updraft. Our system try to organize the initial perturbation to a rotating
updraft: this configuration shape maximizes (9.6) and then time variation
of helicity is greater. It is important to notice, from [46], how our rotating
supercell continues to extract energy from mean flow but, from the above
proposed study, this configuration delay in time the turbulent cascade of en-
ergy. Then, our rotating cell can survive for a lot of times (supercell survives
for many hours). It is important to underline how all this consideration are
referred to an idealized situation in which only a steady state and supercell
exist. In reality, in a real atmosphere a lot of other phenomena simultane-
ously occur and these phenomena give contributions to the helicity volume
integral (9.6). In any case, our idealized experiments permits us to give a
possible explanation of why a certain initial perturbation evolves in a super-
cell.

The other interesting things of (9.6) is that it imposes a constraint on the
sign of helicity. Helicity could be positive or negative. Suppose to have a
rotating updraft in a nearly steady situation. The situation is “nearly steady
” because a rotating updraft could be able to move in our volume and to
change the configuration of its proximity, like a passage of rotating supercell.
In this case

ḢT ≈
∫

V
(B + B0)ω3dV (9.9)

If we consider a cyclonic rotating updraft, from (9.9) the time derivative of he-
licity will always positive because ω3 is positive and B+B0 is positive. In the
case of anticyclonic rotating updraft, the time derivative of helicity becomes
more and more negative because ω3 is negative. So, anti-mesocyclone and
anticyclonic-tornado seem to connected to a formation of negative helicity.
Now we can invert the sentences: to have anticyclonic rotating system, nega-
tive helicity must be created. So, the (9.6) seem to say that anti-mesocyclone
and anti-tornado they must be associated to mechanism of negative helicity
formation.

To conclude, maximization of (9.8) and (9.7) seem to say that mesocy-
clone anomaly is the perturbation shape that maximizes the equation (9.6)
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and then minimizes the the transfer of energy from large scale order motion
to small scale chaotic motion. It is important to underline how this consider-
ation is made for a atmospheric fluid system but these considerations could
be exported for a general fluid dynamics system.

9.3 Helicity and Tornado Event: a possible

explanation

In the previous section we have seen how the perturbation of a fluid steady
system evolves in order to maximize the time rate of helicity in a typical
mesoscale box. In the above section, we have studied the volume helicity;
in this section we will enter in more details. Indeed, as was noted by [41],
“a range of structures exist, each with a specif helicity, and the optimal
one is selected by the stabilizing influence of helicity”. Now, we want to
investigate the helicity distribution between the all range of different scale in
an atmospheric system.

Suppose for a while that our atmospheric system would be a set of “ide-
alized boxes” and each of these boxes contains the helicity amount of a par-
ticular scale. Furthermore, we perturb a steady atmospheric system; this
perturbation evolves and helicity is able to form by (9.5). This helicity will
initial fill a set of our “idealized boxes” . The helicity of different boxes will
start to interact with the helicity of its neighbouring box. In the previous
section, we have seen how our system evolves to maximizes global helicity.
Now, we can also assume that the system evolves minimizing the kinetic
energy loose of each these structures i.e. to maximize the time variation of
helicity of this box. In this way, if we maximize the time variation of box
helicity, we will maximize the global helicity budget. In other words, we can
assume that

“The system evolves to maximize not only the volume integral of
helicity but also to maximize the helicity of its internal structures
with the aim to minimize, as faster is possible, the kinetic energy
loss of each structure.”

It is necessary now to express this concept in mathematical way: the
Fourier transform is the mathematical tools that it is able to give us the the
different scale helicity contribution. We define the Fourier transform as

f̂(p) =
1

(2π)3/2

∫ +∞

−∞
d3xeip·xf(x) (9.10)
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and we apply the operator (9.10) to (9.5). Equation (9.5) becomes

∂Ĥ(t,p)

∂t
= Φ̂ (9.11)

where Φ̂ is the Fourier Transform of the right side of (9.5). We notice that
Φ̂ is a complex variable. The above assumed principles requires to maximize
the time variation of helicity contents at every scale i.e. to maximize, for
every p

∂|Ĥ|2
∂t

→ maximum (9.12)

At this point of our work the solution of (9.12) is not available. The next
step will requires a bit of work to pass from (9.5) to (9.12). After that, it
will be necessary to study a problem of functional maximization. Indeed,
the products present in the right side of (9.5) will give us a convolution:
the maximization of a functional in higher dimension and more unknown
functions will probably appear, [65]. From all this work, an evolution law
between different scale helicity will probably appear. If this result will be
possible, we could have a possible explanation for tornado formation. In fact,
tornado are localized and intense event; this means that they concern a specif
scale very different from mesocyclone scales (see Ch. 5). If an evolution law
for helicity transfer from one scale to another is available we can test if, for
particular initial conditions, the transfer of helicity from one scale to another
is able to create an intense and fast localization of vorticity to a specif scale.

9.4 Final Remark and Starting Points

In this chapter we have tried to understand because rotating updraft are so
important and so peculiar in atmospheric evolution. [46] and [47] observe
that supercell storm are associated to high value of helicity and this could be
an explanation of its their longevity. In fact [2] observe how helicity inhibits
the energy transfer from large to small scale and so it increase the longevity
of high helicity structure.

Starting from these two fact we have tried to formulate a general principle
for all fluid dynamics system: the perturbation of a steady fluid dynamics
system will evolve in such a way to preserve its energy and the mean energy
from the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation. To do this, our perturbation
transforms itself in order to maximize the time variation of helicity fields.
Indeed, our perturbation will extract energy from the mean state and the
new state is the best “safeguard”configuration of its and mean energy. This
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configuration delay in time the transfer of energy from large to chaotic small
scale motion. This assumption is very general end it seem confirm in the case
of supercell evolution. The important result is that, in this kind of view of
atmospheric evolution, supercell shape seems to be the best configuration to
conserve energy from turbulent dissipation and this could be a possible expla-
nation of why rotating updraft are so common in atmosphere. Furthermore,
maximization of helicity has given us some hint about anti-mesocyclone and
anti-tornado because they seem to be connected to negative helicity forma-
tion. Further study on this topics will be necessary.

As a last step we have proposed another general principle. If maximiza-
tion of time variation of volume integral of helicity is true then it will be
true for every specific scale of our fluid. In other words, fluid system evolves
in such a way to maximize the helicity time variation of every its internal
structure. If this is true, we will have the possibility to construct laws that
govern the transfer of helicity from one scale to another. These laws could
be able to explain us why certain environment are favorable for formation of
intense and local rotating event like tornado.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

Sotto l’azzurro fitto del cielo
qualche uccello di mare se ne va
ne’ sosta mai
perch tutte le immagini portano scritto
pi in la’ !

. . .

Beneath the dense blue sky
a few seabirds fly by
never pausing
as all the images below say
”farther away!”
Eugenio Montale, Cuttlefish Bones

Mesocyclones and Tornadoes are intense atmosphere vortexes and are im-
portant in human’s activities because they are often associated with the most
large and dangerous wind speeds. Moreover mesocyclones are often associ-
ated with heavy precipitation and horizontal wind speeds larger than U ≈
25 ms−1 while tornadoes have horizontal velocities larger than 30 ms−1

up to 120 ms−1 (see, [29] and [31]). The (thermo)dynamics of these phe-
nomena is still not completely understood and, nowadays, it still represents
a major scientific challenge because mesocyclones and tornadoes high vortic-
ity concentration often springs out from initial conditions characterized by
low vorticity. Moreover, from the forecasting point of view, the predictabil-
ity of these phenomena is still quite poor even if some phenomenological
diagrams have been developed (e.g., CAPE-SHEAR diagrams) but their ef-
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fective forecasting realiability in different climatic areas is still a matter of
debate,(among the wide literature [12] and [11]). In this work, a theoretical
and analytical investigation on mesocyclones and tornadoes is presented; the
aim is to provide a better understanding of mesocyclone and tornado genesis
(i.e., vorticity intensification), keeping in account the variability of atmo-
spheric mesoscale and micro-scale fields. Even if complex three-dimensional
numerical models are naturally more realistic in their representation of meso-
cyclones and tornadoes, the dynamical explanations of how vortices intensify
within them is still based on relatively simple conceptual models that fit
numerical results and diagnostic computations [19]. Furthermore, in this
work, we try to provide a theoretical validation of the most commonly used
forecasting parameters and schemes.

The two initial chapters of this thesis are devoted to the topic introduction
and review (Chapter 1 and Chapter 2) while from Chapter 3 to Chapter 6 a
theoretical interpretation of the most adopted phenomenological forecasting
parameters used for tornadic supercell forecasting is presented, starting from
the general equation of motion. Indeed, there are a lot of phenomenological
schemes usually adopted in tornado forecasting, [60], but each of them misses
a theoretical model able to explain their frame of validity and complex be-
haviour. In order to provide a theoretical model, this work starts (Chapter
3) from the general equations of motion (Navier-Stokes equation) and from
the work of Lilly [45] to construct a suitable representation by which it might
be possible to a) describe the intense dynamics of such phenomena; b) reduce
the set of variables to a minimum sub-set useful for frecasting purposes. In
particular, a remarkable point is represented by the construction of a buoy-
ancy equation that takes into account the ice, vapor and liquid phase of water
(Section 3.5). Furthermore, a decomposition of velocity and buoyancy fields
in a mean and perturbated state is performed: the mean reference state is
associated to a basic state of our troposphere, while the perturbative state
refers to an initial rotating velocity profile that evolves in time. The newly
developed equations are reported in Section 3.6.

During this phase, attention is focused on the formation of tornadic su-
percells (i.e. tornadoes that are originated by a pre-existing supercell); then,
with the use of an appropriate scalar potential, the initial perturbative ve-
locity is able to represent the initial supercell rotating velocity (Section 4.2).
Furthermore, a vertical average over all the tropospheric depth is introduced
to obtain in the equations the usual forecasting parameters (Section 4.4 and
4.5). The final result is a non-linear adimensional equations system (Section
4.9) in which the vertical average of perturbative velocity and buoyancy are
the new unknown fields. Furthermore, this set of equations contains three
quantities that can be assumed as CAPE (Φ) and the two component of
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mean shear (α and β).

Two point of caution are necessary in the use of this set of equations.
First of all, to obtain a close set of equations for the new vertical integrated
variables, it is necessary to impose vertical uncorrelation in the fields, i.e. the
average of the product of two quantities is the product of their mean values.
Furthermore, the forecasting parameters (predictors) are the result of the
vertical integration of the Lagrangian quantities (e.g., CAPE is the vertical
integrated parcel buoyancy). The connection between the vertical average of
Eulerian and Lagrangian quantities is not straightforward (Section 3.6); this
introduces a certain degree of approximation when a comparison with real
data is performed (Section 6.5). The net effect of the two above mentioned
approximations is that the proposed theoretical model should be used only
in a restricted appropriate way. It is not devoted to explain the complex evo-
lution of tornado but only its initial stage of life, i.e. the conditions in which
an intense small scale rotating phenomena begins to form from a rotating
tornadic supercell system in a fixed pre-storm environment characterizated
by specific values of mean shear and CAPE.

Through the above developments, the problem of tornado-genesis is then
mapped into a problem of non linear stability of a rotating supercell sys-
tem in a fixed pre-storm environment. In Chapter 5 this stability analysis is
developed. Tornadoes are intense and small scale events compared to meso-
cylones: their velocity profiles (and then their vorticity) are associated to
high wave-number component in the Fourier space (Section 5.1). Another
key ingredient is the presence of small scale perturbations in our system
(Section 5.2): the importance of small scale variability of atmospheric fields
seems to be confirmed by recent works discussed in [50], [51] and in recent
events like that of 8th August 2008 in Grado (Italy) where a pre-existing
mesocyclone crossed a strong horizontal temperature gradient between sea
and the hinterland (Stel and Giaiotti, article in preparation). Resonant in-
teraction theory (for more details see [9]) permits to describe the non-linear
resonance mechanism in which small large-scale component of vorticity field
(associated to mesocyclones) and small small-scale perturbations are able to
generate high wavenumber vertical vorticity components (Section 5.4). Tor-
nadoes are small scale intense peaks of vertical vorticity, then it is possible
to consider that the instability of high wave-number components of vertical
vorticity is related to a tornado formation (Section 5.5). The instability of
high wave-number component of vorticity fields is connected to the stability
of the solutions of a Poincare Map (Section 6.3). In section (Section 6.4) it
is then shown that the formation of an intense peak of vertical vorticity is
possible only when the environmental parameters are linked by the following
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relationship

4
HD

σ2

CAPE

U2
= r = 1, 3, 8, 15, 25 . . . = n2−1 with n > 0, n ∈ ℵ (10.1)

in which σ is the horizontal scale lenght of the supercell, D is the vertical scale
lenght of the system, and U2 is the squared modulus of the mean velocity
of pre-storm environment. H is the typical vertical height of troposphere
connected to vertical density gradient. We have chosen to fix it as H = 8550m
following [8]: this values fits very well the usual condition of standard USA
tropospheric condition (see page 56 of [8]).

Equation (10.2) is a new remarkable results. Indeed, the set of equations
(10.2) gives a theoretical explanation of the usual scheme Shear-CAPE or
VGP (see, among others, [60], page 1156) usually used for tornado forecast-
ing. Furthermore, the difficulty of the identification of thresholds in Shear-
CAPE diagrams for tornado events can be understood with the correction
of Shear-CAPE diagrams by the supercell parameters contained in (10.2).
Finally, the bulk-Richardson number (the ratio between CAPE and squared
modulus of mean wind) appears in the set of equations (10.2). The bulk-
Richardson number is an important parameter also for the study of storms
evolution (see among others [77]) since it has been shown that this quantity
determines the evolution of a single storm in multi-cell storm or supercell.
This PhD thesis suggests that bulk-Richardson number could be able to dis-
cern the evolution of supercell to its tornadic phase. Finally, in this work,
the developed theoretical model has been tested with the aid of a tornado
database. Even if the comparison between the parameters present in the
theorethical model and radiosounding derived parameters is sometimes diffi-
cult (Section 6.5) and should be matter of further work and discussion, there
is a strong signal on the validity of the theorethical model results shown in
(10.2).

While in the first part of this work the formation of intense and circum-
scribed vertical vorticity (“vorticity spot”) is originated by the interaction of
a supercell system with an external perturbation. In the second part of this
work another mechanism for the formation of the vertical “vorticity spot” is
investigated. Indeed, starting from the vertical vorticity equation, (section
7.1), through the wavelet analysis technique (for more details see [1]) it is
shown how formation of vertical vorticity and velocity anomalies are able to
create intense vertical vortexs. This happens when these spots are located
in the same real space position and they have a similar shape, i.e. when the
product of their wavelet transform grwos in time (“resonant wavelet assump-
tion”). These anomalies could be connected to the non-linear dynamics of
supercells (and not only to an external forcing) and, because of the impossi-
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bility to analytically describe the full non-linear behaviour of a supercell, the
use of an high resolution numerical model is required for the simulation of
these phenomena. In this work the WRF (weather research and forecasting)
model is used and the ideal supercell case is simulated using the pre-storm
conditions of two real supercell tornadoes (section 7.2). A suited choice of
the parameterizations of WRF model has permitted to reach an horizontal
resolution of 100m even if the preliminary results (Chapter 8) show that the
numerical model is not able to realistically dissipate small scale fields. In
particular, the formation of high spatial variability in the velocity field dur-
ing the early splitting stage of supercell is responsible of the instability that
propagates in all the simulation domain. This instability affects the validity
of the results (in particular for vorticity fields, which is a derived quantity)
and the instability propagation is faster when the horizontal resolution de-
creases (section 8.4). The problem of small scale dissipation, then, does not
permit the check of the “resonant wavelet assumption”; a better understand-
ing of WRF parameterizations (and in particular of Smargorinsky closure
scheme) for high resolution simulation is required.

In the third part of this work the physical reasons for the importance of
rotation in updraft is investigated. Previous works (see among others [46]
and [47]) show how such phenomena are associated to high value of helicity
and this could be an explanation of their longevity. In fact, other works (see
[2]) observe how helicity inhibits the energy transfer from large to small scale,
increasing the longevity of high helicity structures.

Starting from these two facts in this work we tried to test the idea that
the perturbation of a steady fluid dynamics system will evolve in such a way
to preserve its energy and the mean energy from the turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation. To achieve this result, the perturbation transforms itself in order
to maximize the time variation of helicity fields. Indeed, the perturbation
extracts energy from the mean state and the new state will be that with the
configuration that better “safeguard” the perturbation mean energy. This
configuration delaies in time the transfer of energy from the ordered large
scale to disordered small scale. This assumption is very general and it seems
to be confirmed in the case of supercell evolution.

The important result is then that, under this point of view of atmosphere
evolution, supercell shape is the best configuration to conserve energy from
turbulent dissipation. This is a possible explanation of why rotating updrafts
are so common in atmosphere. Furthermore, the maximization of helicity, is
able to give some hints on the meso-anticyclones and anticyclonic tornadoes
formation because they should be connected to negative helicity formation
(Section 9.2). Further exploration of this topics is neded to confirm the
preliminary results.
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As a final point another attempt to apply a general principle of fluid
mechanics on small scale intense vertical atmospheric vortexes is made. In
particular, if the maximization of the time variation of helicity volume inte-
gral holds, then this fact might be applied at every scale of the fluid. In other
words, fluid systems evolve in such a way to maximize the time variation of
helicity at all scales in its internal structure. If this is true, we will have the
possibility to obtain a law that drives the transfer of helicity from one scale
to another (Section 9.3). This law should be able to explain why specific
environments are favourable for the formation of intense and local vortexes
like tornadoes.

Mesocyclones and Tornadoes are rotating updrafts and are important in
human’s activities because they are often associated with the most intense
and dangerous wind speeds. Moreover mesocyclones are often associated with
heavy precipitation and horizontal wind speeds larger than U ≈ 25ms−1

while tornadoes have horizontal velocities larger than 30ms−1 and up to
120ms−1 (see, [29] and [31]). The (thermo)dynamics of these phenomena
is still not completely understood and, nowadays, it still represents a ma-
jor scientific challenge because mesocyclones and tornadoes high vorticity
concentration often springs out from initial conditions characterized by low
vorticity. Moreover, from the forecasting point of view, the predictability of
these phenomena is still quite poor even if some phenomenological diagrams
have been developed (e.g., CAPE-SHEAR diagrams) but their effective fore-
casting capability in different climatic areas is still a matter of debate,(among
from the others [12] and [11]). In this work, a theoretical and analytical in-
vestigation of mesocyclones and tornadoes is presented; the aim is to provide
a better understanding of mesocyclone and tornado genesis (i.e., vorticity
intensification), keeping in account the small scale variability of atmospheric
mesoscale and local-scale fields. Even if complex three-dimensional numerical
models are naturally more realistic in their representation of mesocyclones
and tornadoes, the dynamical explanations of how vortices intensify within
them is still based on relatively simple conceptual models that fit numerical
results and diagnostic computations [19]. Furthermore, in this work, we try
to provide a theoretical validation of the most commonly used forecasting
parameters and schemes.

The two initial chapters of this thesis are devoted to the topic introduction
and review (Chapter 1 and Chapter 2) while from Chapter 3 to Chapter 6 a
theoretical interpretation of the most adopted phenomenological forecasting
parameters used for tornadic supercell forecasting is presented, starting from
the general equation of motion. Indeed, there are a lot of phenomenological
schemes usually adopted in tornado forecasting, [60], but each of them misses
a theoretical model able to explain their frame of validity and complex be-
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haviour. In order to provide this theoretical model, this work starts (Chapter
3) from the general equations of motion (Navier-Stokes equation) and from
the work of Lilly [45] to construct a suitable representation in which it might
be possible to a) describe the intense dynamics of such phenomena; b) reduce
the set of variables to a suitable set useful for frecasting purposes. In par-
ticular, a remarkable point is represented by the construction of a buoyancy
equations that takes into account the ice, vapor and liquid phase of water
(Section 3.5). Furthermore, a decomposition of velocity and buoyancy fields
in a mean and perturbated state is performed: the mean reference part is
associated to a basic state of our troposphere, while the perturbative part
refers to an initial rotating velocity profile that evolves in time. The newly
developed equations are reported in Section 3.6.

During this phase, attention is focused on the formation of tornadic su-
percells (i.e. tornadoes that are originated by a pre-existing supercell); then,
with the use of an appropriate scalar potential, the initial perturbative ve-
locity is able to represent the initial supercell rotating velocity (Section 4.2).
Furthermore, a vertical average over all tropospheric depth is introduced to
obtain in the equations the usual forecasting parameters (Section 4.4 and
4.5). The final result is a non-linear adimensional equations system (Section
4.9) in which the vertical average of perturbative velocity and buoyancy are
the new unknown fields. Furthermore, this set of equations contains three
quantities that can be assumed as CAPE (Φ) and the two component of
mean shear (α and β).

Two point of caution are necessary in the use of this set of equations.
First of all, to obtain a close set of equations for the new vertical integrated
variables, it is necessary to impose vertical uncorrelation in the fields, i.e. the
average of the product of two quantities is the product of their mean values.
Furthermore, the forecasting (predictors) parameters are the result of the
vertical integration of the Lagrangian quantities (e.g., CAPE is the vertical
integrated parcel buoyancy). The connection between the vertical average of
Eulerian and Lagrangian quantities is not straightforward (Section 3.6); this
introduces a certain degree of approximation when a comparison with real
data is performed (Section 6.5). The net effect of the two above mentioned
approximations is that the proposed theoretical model should be used only
in a restricted appropriate way. It is not devoted to explain the complex
evolution of tornado but only its initial stage of life, i.e. the conditions
in which an intense small scale rotating phenomena begins to form from a
rotating supercell system in a fixed pre-storm environment characterizated
by specific values of mean shear and CAPE.

Through the above developments, the problem of tornado-genesis is then
mapped into a problem of non linear stability of a rotating supercell sys-
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tem in a fixed pre-storm environment. In Chapter 5 this stability analysis is
developed. Tornadoes are intense and small scale events compared to meso-
cylones: their velocity profiles (and then their vorticity) are associated to
high wave-number component in the Fourier space (Section 5.1). Another
key ingredient is the presence of small scale perturbations in our system
(Section 5.2): the importance of small scale variability of atmospheric fields
seems to be confirmed by recent works discussed in [50], [51] and in recent
events like that of 8th August 2008 in Grado (Italy) where a pre-existing
mesocyclone crossed a strong horizontal temperature gradient between sea
and the hinterland (Stel and Giaiotti, article in preparation). Resonant in-
teraction theory (for more details see [9]) permits to describe the non-linear
resonance mechanism in which small large-scale component of vorticity field
(associated to mesocyclones) and small small-scale perturbations are able to
generate high wavenumber vertical vorticity components (Section 5.4). Tor-
nadoes are small scale intense peaks of vertical vorticity, then it is possible
to assume that the instability of high wave-number components of vertical
vorticity is related to a tornado formation (Section 5.5). The instability of
high wave-number component of vorticity fields is connected to the stability
of the solutions of a Poincare Map (Section 6.3). In section (Section 6.4) it
is then shown that the formation of an intense peak of vertical vorticity is
possible only when the environmental parameters are linked by the following
relationship

4
HD

σ2

CAPE

U2
= r = 1, 3, 8, 15, 25 . . . = n2−1 with n > 0, n ∈ ℵ (10.2)

in which σ is the horizontal scale lenght of the supercell, D is the vertical scale
lenght of the system, S2 is the squared modulus of mean vertical shear and
U2 is the squared modulus of the mean velocity of pre-storm environment.
H is the typical vertical height of troposphere connected to vertical density
gradient. We have chosen to fix it as H = 8500m following [8]: this values
fits very well the usual condition of standard USA tropospheric condition
(see page 56 of [8]).

Equation (10.2) is a new remarkable results. Indeed, the set of equations
(10.2) gives a theoretical explanation of the usual scheme Shear-CAPE or
VGP (see, among others, [60], page 1156) usually used for tornado forecast-
ing. Furthermore, the difficulty of the identification of thresholds in Shear-
CAPE diagrams for tornado events can be understood with the correction
of Shear-CAPE diagrams by the supercell parameters contained in (10.2).
Finally, the bulk-Richardson number (the ratio between CAPE and squared
modulus of mean wind) appears in the set of equations (10.2). The bulk-
Richardson number is an important parameter also for the study of storms
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evolution (see among others [77]) since it has been shown that this quantity
determines the evolution of a single storm in multi-cell storm or supercell.
This PhD thesis suggests that bulk-Richardson number could be able to dis-
cern the evolution of supercell to its tornadic phase. Finally, in this work,
the developed theoretical model has been tested with the aid of a tornado
database. Even if the comparison between the parameters present in the
theorethical model and radiosounding derived parameters is sometimes diffi-
cult (Section 6.5) and should be matter of further work and discussion, there
is a strong signal on the validity of the theorethicla model results shown in
(10.2).

While in the first part of this work the formation of intense and circum-
scribed vertical vorticity (“vorticity spot”) is originated by the interaction of
a supercell system with an external perturbation. In the second part of this
work another mechanism for the formation of the vertical “vorticity spot” is
investigated. Indeed, starting from the vertical vorticity equation, (section
7.1), through the wavelet analysis technique (for more details see [1]) it is
shown how formation of vertical vorticity and velocity anomalies are able to
create intense vertical vortexs. This happens when these spots are located
in the same real space position and they have a similar shape, i.e. when the
product of their wavelet transform grwos in time (“resonant wavelet assump-
tion”). These anomalies could be connected to the non-linear dynamics of
supercells (and not only to an external forcing) and, because of the impossi-
bility to analytically describe the full non-linear behaviour of a supercell, the
use of an high resolution numerical model is required for the simulation of
these phenomena. In this work the WRF (weather research and forecasting)
model is used and the ideal supercell case is simulated using the pre-storm
conditions of two real supercell tornadoes (section 7.2). A suited choice of
the parameterizations of WRF model has permitted to reach an horizontal
resolution of 100m even if the preliminary results (Chapter 8) show that the
numerical model is not able to realistically dissipate small scale fields. In
particular, the formation of high spatial variability in the velocity field dur-
ing the early splitting stage of supercell is responsible of the instability that
propagates in all the simulation domain. This instability affects the validity
of the results (in particular for vorticity fields, which is a derived quantity)
and the instability propagation is faster when the horizontal resolution de-
creases (section 8.4). The problem of small scale dissipation, then, does not
permit the check of the “resonant wavelet assumption”; a better understand-
ing of WRF parameterizations (and in particular of Smargorinsky closure
scheme) for high resolution simulation will be required.

In the third part of this work the physical reasons for the importance of
rotation in updraft is investigated. Previous works (see among others [46]
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and [47]) show how such phenomena are associated to high value of helicity
and this could be an explanation of their longevity. In fact, other works (see
[2]) observe how helicity inhibits the energy transfer from large to small scale,
increasing the longevity of high helicity structures.

Starting from these two facts in this work we tried to test the idea that
the perturbation of a steady fluid dynamics system will evolve in such a way
to preserve its energy and the mean energy from the turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation. To achieve this result, the perturbation transforms itself in order
to maximize the time variation of helicity fields. Indeed, the perturbation
extracts energy from the mean state and the new state will be that with the
configuration that better “safeguard” the perturbation mean energy. This
configuration delaies in time the transfer of energy from the ordered large
scale to disordered small scale. This assumption is very general end it seem
to be confirmed in the case of supercell evolution.



Appendix A

Mixture of Perfect Gas

In this appendix is obtained an equation of state for a mixture of perfect
gases. We start from kinetic theory [8]: a perfect (or ideal) gas satisfies

PV = NKT (A.1)

where N is the number of molecules inside the volume V , K is the Boltzmann
constant, T the absolute temperature and P is the pressure of gas. Dividing
(A.1) by Avogadro’s number Na, it is possible to obtain

PV = NaK(N/Na)T = nRT (A.2)

where n is the number of moles contained into volume V and R is the uni-
versal constant of perfect gas.

If a mixture of m gas species is present, Dalton’s law states that

P =
m∑

l=1

Pl (A.3)

where l identifies the l-specie from all the m-species present into the volume
V . If all species behave as ideal, then

P =
m∑

l=1

Pl =
m∑

l=1

nl

V
RT =

m∑

l=1

ml

V

R

Ml

T (A.4)

where ml is the mass of l-specie contained into volume V and Ml is the molar
mass of l-species of gas. Finally

P = ρ(
m∑

l=1

ρl

ρ

R

Ml

)T = ρR∗T (A.5)

where

R∗ =
m∑

l=1

ρl

ρ

R

Ml

(A.6)

is the gas constant for this particular mixture of perfect gas.
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Appendix B

Heat Capacity of Ideal Gas

From thermodynamics ([28] and [8]) the internal energy U of a certain
amount of perfect gas is due by

U = CvT (B.1)

where Cv is the heat capacity at constant volume (i.e. obtained from a
constant volume transformation). Similarly, the internal enthalpy is due by

H = CpT = U + PV (B.2)

where Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure (i.e. obtained from a
constant pressure transformation).

Now, the internal energy, for mono-atomic ideal gas, is given by the prod-
uct of mean kinetic energy of each particle and the number of particles present
inside the volume. Using the theorem of equipartition of energy and the def-
inition of R given in (A.2), it is possible to see

U = N <
1

2
mv2 >=

3

2
NKT =

3

2
nKNaT =

3

2
nRT (B.3)

In the same way

H = U+PV = N <
1

2
mv2 > +nRT =

3

2
NKT+nRT =

3

2
nRT+nRT =

5

2
nRT

(B.4)
So the heat capacities for mono-atomic perfect gas will be





Cv = 3
2
nR

Cp = 5
2
nR

Cp − Cv = nR

(B.5)
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It is possible to define, dividing the (B.5) by mass M , the specific heat
capacity 




cv = CV /M

cp = CP /M

cp − cv = nR
M

= MR
MMm

= R
Mm

= R∗

(B.6)

R∗ is the gas constant, defined as in (A.6), in the case of only one specie with
molar mass Mm. In the same way, it is possible to define the specific molar
heat 




cv,m = CV /n

cp,m = CP /n

cp,m − cv,m = R

(B.7)

Finally, it is important to define

γ =
Cp

Cv

=
cp

cv

=
cp,m

cv,m

=
5

3
(B.8)

For bi-atomic gas the construction of heat capacity is quite similar but
we must pay attention on the fact that the number of degree of freedom are
more than three. The mean kinetic energy < ET > for each particle can be
write [35, ] as

< ET >=
fKT

2
(B.9)

where f is the number of degree of freedom. For mono-atomic gas there are
only three degrees of freedom due to translation For bi-atomic gas there are
three further degree of freedom: two given by rotation of molecule around
its center of mass and one due to vibrational of molecule. In the Earth’s
atmosphere the temperature are not so high and vibrational degree of freedom
can be forget [25]. So, the mean kinetic energy for bi-atomic perfect gas is
given by

< ET >=
5KT

2
(B.10)

Following the same procedure used above for mono-atomic gas, it is possible
to see that the heat capacities for bi-atomic ideal gas are given by





Cv = 5nR
2

Cp = 7nR
2

Cp − Cv = nR

(B.11)
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while the definitions of specific heat and specific molar heat are the same of
(B.6) and (B.7) respectively. The only properties that change for bi-atomic
gas as regards mono-atomic ones is

γ =
Cp

Cv

=
cp

cv

=
cp,m

cv,m

=
7

5
(B.12)

The heat capacity for a mixture of perfect gas is the sum of the heat
capacity of all species because internal energy and enthalpy are additive

U =
m∑

l=1

Ul =
m∑

l=1

CvlT (B.13)

similarly, diving by mass

U/M =
m∑

l=1

Ul

M
=

m∑

l=1

ml

M
cvlT (B.14)

or, dividing by the number of moli n

U/n =
m∑

l=1

Ul

n
=

m∑

l=1

nl

n
cv,mlT (B.15)

So, for a mixture m species of ideal gas





Cv =
∑m

l=1 Cvl

Cp =
∑m

l=1 Cpl

cv =
∑m

l=1 qlcvl

cp =
∑m

l=1 qlcpl

cv,m =
∑m

l=1 χlcv,ml

cp,m =
∑m

l=1 χlcv,ml

(B.16)

where
χl = nl/n (B.17)

is the molar fraction while

ql = ml/M = ρl/ρ (B.18)

is the specific humidity of l-specie.
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For example, we consider an ideal mixture of Nitrogen (nearly 80% in
mass) and Oxygen (about20% in mass). These two gas are bi-atomic and
the molecular mass of this mixture is given by

Mm = 0.8MN2
+ 0.2MO2

= (0.8 + 28 + 0.2 ∗ 32)10−3 = 28.8 · 10−3Kg(mol)−1

So following (B.6), the specific heat capacity at constant volume for this
mixture is

cv =
5R

2Mm

= 721.7J(Kg)−1K−1

that is close to the experimental value [26] obtained for dry atmosphere

cv = 719.0 ± 2.5J(Kg)−1K−1



Appendix C

Adiabatic Process

The first law of thermodynamics for an ideal gas undergoing an adiabatic
process1, is [8]

Q =
dU

dt
+ P

dV

dt
= 0 (C.1)

where the internal energy is

U = CvT (C.2)

Q is the heat transfer that for adiabatic process is imposed equal to zero.
Put (A.2) into (C.1)

Cv
dT

dt
= −nRT

V

dV

dt
(C.3)

We divide (C.1) for the molar number n and we note that the air parcel
mass is conserved2, then

cv,m =
Cv

n

1

V

dV

dt
= −1

ρ

dρ

dt

therefore

cv,m
dT

dt
=

RT

ρ

dρ

dt
(C.4)

1In an adiabatic process the system (for us the parcel) does not exchange energy with
its surroundings by virtue of a temperature difference between them.

2It is important to note that an internal heat generation or subtraction, due by con-
densation or evaporation of water, must be contained into the internal energy term. In our
case, the gas is perfect and then no change of phase occur into it. The Q term is related
only to heat transfer given by difference of temperature between parcel and sour roding.
So the air mass is conserved in the parcel because no liquid water fall can be occur.
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Now, by integration of (C.4)

ρ = ρ0

( T

T0

)cv,m/R

(C.5)

where ρ0 and T0 are the temperature and density at a certain initial level.
It is convenient to express the exponent into (C.5) with the ratio of heat
capacities γ. From (B.8)

cv,m

R
=

1

γ − 1

that put into (C.5)

ρ = ρ0

( T

T0

) 1

γ−1

(C.6)

and from (A.5)

P = P0

( T

T0

) γ
γ−1

(C.7)

γ is the ratio of heat capacity (or specific heat) at constant pressure and con-
stant volume and depends by the characteristics of considered gas. Relation
(C.6) and (C.7) sometimes are called Poisson’s equation.

The potential θ of the air at a certain level is defined as the temperature
that a parcel would have if it were brought adiabatically and reversibly to a
reference height. From (C.7)

θ = T0

( P

P0

) γ−1

γ (C.8)

Neglecting effects of pressure perturbation from (3.33), it is possible to see

θ
′

θ̄
=

T
′

T̄
(C.9)



Appendix D

Table of Specific Humidity and
Heat Capacity

In this appendix are reported some value of specific humidity of water vapor
qv, of liquid water ql and of ice qi content into troposphere.

Temperature (C) qv

0 0.003767
5 0.005387
10 0.007612
15 0.010620
20 0.014659
25 0.019125
30 0.027125

This data comes from to the regional weather service database of Friul
Venezia Giulia. [45] suggests that in the worsts case could happen that

ql ≈ 10−3

Usually
qi ≪ ql

because “. . . most cloud water remains liquid until the temperature fall below
−10C to −20C”[45]. So, from (3.4)

qd ≈ 1 (D.1)

Furthermore

cvd = 719JKg−1K−1 (D.2)

cvv = 1410JKg−1K−1 (D.3)

cvl = 4190JKg−1K−1 (D.4)

cvi = 2106JKg−1K−1 (D.5)
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where cvd is the specific heat capacity at constant volume for dry air, cvv for
water vapor, cvl for liquid water and cvi for ice phase. Following (B.16) and
the data reported into this appendix, the specific heat in the troposphere

cv = cvd

[
qd + qv

cvv

cvd

+ ql
cvl

cvd

+ qi
cvi

cvd

]
≈ cvd (D.6)



Appendix E

Scale analysis

It is important to define some typical scales in mean state condition, in
mesocylone environment and in tornado environment. Indicating the
adimensional quantities with˜

(u, v) = u0(ũ, ṽ) (E.1)

(x, y) = L(x̃, ỹ) (E.2)

w = w0w̃ (E.3)

z = Dz̃ (E.4)

from [41]

Mean state
L(mesoscale) 10km - 100km
u0 5ms−1 - 10ms−1

w0 ∼ 0
Mesocyclone
L 2km - 10km
T 0.5h - 5h
u0 5ms−1 - 25ms−1

w0 ∼ u0

Tornado
L 10m - 200m
T 120s - 1h
u0 30ms−1 - 100ms−1

w0 ∼ u0

In the troposphere or during strong events (i.e. tornadoes or mesocyclones)
is true that [50]

T
′

T̄
≈ 0.05 (E.5)
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From [26]
∣∣∣
P

′

P̄

∣∣∣ = γ
u2

0

c2
(E.6)

where c = 344ms−1 is the sound’s velocity and γ is the ratio of constant
pressure and constant volume heat capacity. Furthermore, we define Ψ as
(3.36) and following appendix (D)

Ψ = qv

(R∗
v

R∗
d

− 1
)
− ql − qi = qv

(R∗
v

R∗
d

)
−

(
1 − qd

)
∼ 10−2 (E.7)

Ideal gas satisfies (A.5) and then

P
′

P̄
≈ ρ

′

ρ̄
+

T
′

T̄
(E.8)

Finally, in atmosphere is true that

P
′

ρ̄
∼ u0

2 (E.9)

and, at T ≈ 300K, the sound speed is

c ≈ 350ms−1 (E.10)

For mean state condition the contribution of pressure perturbation to
buoyancy may be neglected so long as

γ
u2

0

c2
≪

∣∣∣
T

′

T̄

∣∣∣ (E.11)

then, from (E.8)
T

′

T̄
≈ −ρ

′

ρ̄
(E.12)

For mesocyclone event
P

′

P̄
∼ 10−3 (E.13)

So, from (E.8) and (E.5)
ρ

′

ρ̄
≈ −T

′

T̄
(E.14)

Furthermore
∇

(
P

′

/ρ̄
)

g
∼ u0

2

gL
∼ 10−3 (E.15)
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If H ≈ 8.5km is the typical scale of height in atmosphere, we see that

P
′

(gHρ̄)
∼ u2

0

gH
∼ 10−3 (E.16)

For tornado event
P

′

P̄
≈ 0.04 (E.17)

and so
ρ

′

ρ̄
=

P
′

P̄
− T

′

T̄
(E.18)

because
∣∣∣
P

′

P̄
/
T

′

T̄

∣∣∣ ∼ 1

Furthermore
∇

(
P

′

/ρ̄
)

g
∼ 10 (E.19)

P
′

(gHρ̄)
∼ u2

0

gH
≈ 0.05 (E.20)
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Appendix F

Calculation of Pressure Force
Term

First of all
R∗

v

R∗
d

≈ 1.6 (F.1)

We start from equation (3.11)

∇P

ρ
=

[
1 + Ψ

]
R∗

dT
∇P

P
(F.2)

where

Ψ = qv

(R∗
v

R∗
d

− 1
)
− ql − qi = qv

(R∗
v

R∗
d

− 1
)
−

(
1 − qd

)
≪ 1 (F.3)

Now, from (3.27), (3.28) and (3.29)

∇P

ρ
=

[
1 + Ψ

]
R∗

d

(
T̄ + T

′
)∇

(
P̄ + P

′

)

(
P̄ + P ′

) (F.4)

then

∇P

ρ
=

[
1 + Ψ

]
R∗

d

(
T̄ + T

′

)

P̄

1 − P
′

P̄

1 −
(

P
′

P̄

)2

(
∇P̄ + ∇P

′
)

(F.5)

neglecting O(ǫ2)1

∇P

ρ
≈

[
1+Ψ

]
R∗

d

(
T̄ + T

′

)

P̄

(
1−P

′

P̄

)(
∇P̄+∇P

′
)
≈

[
1+Ψ

]
R∗

d

T̄

P̄

(
1+

T
′

T̄
−P

′

P̄

)(
∇P̄+∇P

′
)

(F.6)

1ǫ is define in (??).
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Assuming that
∣∣∣
∇P

′

∇P̄

∣∣∣ ≈ ǫ (F.7)

it is possible to write

∇P

ρ
=

[
1 + Ψ

]
R∗

d

T̄

P̄
∇P̄

(
1 +

T
′

T̄
− P

′

P̄
+

∇P
′

∇P̄

)
(F.8)

that it is correct until O(ǫ2). Furthermore, neglecting O(ǫ)O(Ψ)

∇P

ρ
= R∗

d

[ T̄

P̄
∇P̄ +

T̄

P̄
∇P

′

+ Ψ
T̄

P̄
∇P̄ +

T
′

P̄
∇P̄ −−P

′

P̄

T̄

P̄
∇P̄

]
(F.9)

From (3.18)
∇P̄

P̄
= − g

T̄R∗
d

k (F.10)

where k is the vertical unit vector. Put (H.10) into (F.9)

∇P

ρ
= R∗

d

[
− g

R∗
d

k +
T̄

P̄
∇P

′ − Ψk
g

R∗
d

− T
′

T̄

g

R∗
d

k +
P

′

P̄

g

R∗
d

k
]

(F.11)

so
∇P

ρ
= −gk +

R∗
dT̄

P̄
∇P

′

+ gk
(P

′

P̄
− T

′

T̄

)
− gΨk (F.12)

Using (E.8)
∇P

ρ
= −gk +

∇P
′

ρ̄
+ g

(ρ
′

ρ̄

)
k − gΨk (F.13)

Furthermore, from (3.25)

∇P
′

ρ̄
= ∇

(P
′

ρ̄

)
+ P

′ P
′∇ρ̄

ρ̄2
= ∇P

′

ρ̄
− P

′

H

k

ρ̄
(F.14)

Finally
∇P

ρ
= −gk + ∇

(P
′

ρ̄

)
− P

′

Hρ̄
k + gk

(ρ
′

ρ̄

)
− gΨk (F.15)



Appendix G

Vorticity equation

Let start from (3.50), and we note that

∇×
[
u·∇u

]
= ∇×

[
∇(u2/2) − u × ω

]
= −∇× (u × ω) (G.1)

and
−∇× (u × ω) = ω∇·u + u·∇ω − ω·∇u

The curl of motion equation (3.50) becomes, using (3.47)

∂ω

∂t
+ω∇·u+u·∇ω−ω·∇u = ∇×(Bk)∇×

[µ

ρ̄

(
∇2u+

1

3
∇(∇(w/H))

)]
(G.2)

Noticing that

ω∇·u + u·∇ω − ω·∇u
∣∣∣
i
= ωi

∂uj

∂xj

+ uj
∂ωi

∂xj

− ωj
∂ui

∂xj

=
∂(ujωi)

∂xj

− ωj
∂ui

∂xj

and that ∇ω = 0, we have

∇·u + u·∇ω − ω·∇u = ∇·T (G.3)

with the tensor T
T|i = ωiuj − ωjui (G.4)

Noticing that
∇× (Bk) = ∇B × k

and

Υ = ∇×
[µ

ρ̄

(
∇2u +

1

3
∇(∇(w/H))

)]

Finally
∂ω

∂t
+ ∇·T = ∇B × k + Υ (G.5)
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Appendix H

Energy equation

We start from conservation of internal energy for a Newtonian fluid [15, ] in
indicial form

ρ
DU

Dt
=

(
− Pδi,j + 2µei,j −

2

3
µδi,j

)∂ui

∂xj

+ ρJ − ∂Qi

∂xi

(H.1)

where repeat index summation is assumed. From the symmetric properties
of ei,j

ei,j
∂ui

∂xj

= ei,jej,i (H.2)

and therefore

ρ
DU

Dt
= −P

∂ui

∂xi

+ 2µei,jej,i −
2

3
µ

(∂ui

∂xi

)2
+ ρJ − ∂Qi

∂xi

(H.3)

Using the vectorial notation

ρ
DU

Dt
+ P∇·u = φµ + ρJ −∇·Q (H.4)

where

φµ = 2µe : e − 2

3
µ(∇·u)2 (H.5)

and

e : e = ei,jej,i (H.6)

Now, we develop the first left-hand of (H.4) using (D.6) that becomes

ρ
DU

Dt
+ P∇·u = ρ̄

(
1 +

ρ
′

ρ̄

)D
[
cvT̄

(
1 + T

′

T̄
Big)

]

Dt
+ P̄

(
1 +

P
′

P̄

)
∇·u
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P̄
[(

1 +
ρ

′

ρ̄

)cvρ̄

P̄

(DT̄

Dt
+

DT
′

Dt

)
+

(
1 +

P
′

P̄

)
∇·u

]

Using (A.5) and (B.9)

P̄

γ − 1

[(
1 +

P
′

P̄

)( 1

T̄

DT̄

Dt
+

1

T̄

DT
′

Dt

)
+ (γ − 1)

(
1 +

P
′

P̄

)
∇·u

]
(H.7)

It is important to note that

(γ − 1)
(
1 +

P
′

P̄

)
∇·u +

(
1 +

P
′

P̄

) 1

T̄

DT̄

Dt
= 0 (H.8)

in fact, from (3.47) the (H.8) becomes

(
1 +

P
′

P̄

)[
(γ − 1)

w

H
+

1

T̄

DT̄

Dt

]

and from (3.13), (3.15) and (3.25)

(γ − 1)
w

H
+

1

T̄

DT̄

Dt
= w

[
(γ − 1)

T0

T̄

1

γ − 1

1

T0

∂T̄

∂z
− 1

T̄

∂T̄

∂z

]
= 0

So, (H.7) becomes

P̄

γ − 1

[(
1 +

P
′

P̄
− T

′

T̄

) 1

T̄

DT
′

Dt
− T

′

T̄

DT̄

Dt

]

and neglecting O(ǫ2)

ρ
DU

Dt
+ P∇·u =

P̄

γ − 1

D

Dt

(T
′

T̄

)
(H.9)

Finally equation (H.1) becomes

ρ̄R∗
dT̄

γ − 1

D

Dt

(T
′

T̄

)
= φµ + ρJ −∇·Q (H.10)



Appendix I

Equations for Mean and
Perturbation State

In this appendix, starting from (3.47), (3.50), (3.51) and (3.59), equation for
the evolution of perturbation quantities are obtained.

Continuity Equation: starting from (3.61) and notice that

∇·U0 = 0 (I.1)

equation (3.47) becomes

∇·u′

=
u

′

3

H
(I.2)

Motion Equation: We can see that

U0·∇U0 = 0

and from the definition of π due at the end of section (3.2), a motion equation
for velocity anomaly is

∂u
′

∂t
+ u

′

3

∂U0

∂z
+ (u

′

+ U0)·∇u
′

= −∇π + (B0 + B
′

)k (I.3)

Vorticity Equation: From the definition of T gave in (3.52)

Ti,j = L0
i,j + L1

i,j + L2
i,j + Ni,j (I.4)

where 



L0
i,j = ω0,iU0,j − U0,iω0,j

L1
i,j = ω

′

iU0,j − U0,iω
′

j

L2
i,j = ω0,iu

′

j − u
′

iω0,j

Ni,j = ω
′

iu
′

j − u
′

iω
′

j

(I.5)
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and
∇·L0 = 0 (I.6)

equation (3.51) becomes an equation for the evolution of vorticity anomaly

∂ω
′

∂t
+ ∇·(L1 + L2 + N) = ∇× B

′

k (I.7)

Energy Equation: the effects due by radiation ρJrad and of heat transfer
∇·Q are connected to large scale dynamics and these effects can be incor-
porated on the mean state given as input. So, starting from (3.59), we have
that

∂B
′

∂t
+ (U0 + u

′

)·∇B
′

+ u
′

3

∂B0

∂z
= 0 (I.8)



Appendix J

Vorticity and Velocity
Retro-action

The general fluid dynamics problem consists of six unknowns: three velocity,
pressure, density, and temperature (or buoyancy). For this six unknowns
there are six equation: three equation of motion, one energy equation, one
equation of state and continuity equation. In some special case1, the curl
of motion equation are able to eliminate the pressure variable from our set
and a new unknowns set could be obtained: three vorticity, density and
temperature. In reality this is wrong and the unknowns are again six because
the compressibility of fluid velocity

∆ = ∇·u

cannot be obtained directly from the divergence of vorticity (that is zero)
and so must be include as additional variable.

To understand better 2 starting from the definition of vorticity and com-
pressibility

∆ = ∇·u

ω = ∇× u

and define

u = ul + uv + v (J.1)

1For example in our case but also in the case of homogeneous density.
2We follow the procedure proposed by [4].
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with 



∇·ul = ∆

∇·uv = 0

∇·v = 0

∇× ul = 0

∇× uv = ω

∇× v = 0

(J.2)

A possible way to define the three velocities into equation (J.1) that satisfies
(J.2) is 




ul = ∇Φ

uv = ∇× B

v = ∇Ψ

(J.3)

where Φ and Ψ are scalar potential filed while B is a vector potential field.

From equation (J.2) we can see that

∇2Φ = ∇·ul = ∆

and then a solution is known as integral over all domain

Φ(x, t) = − 1

4π

∫

V

∆(x
′

, t)

|x − x′|dx
′

(J.4)

that exist if ∆ satisfy a suitable regularity conditions3.

Furthermore

∇× uv = ∇(∇·B) −∇2B = ω

but the potential vector B is defined unless to a gradient of scalar field; we
can use this gauge to fix ∇·B = 0 and so

−∇2B = ω (J.5)

3The existence condition for integral (J.4) are strictly connected to the shape of domain.
See [27] and [25]
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and then

B(x, t) =
1

4π

∫

V

ω(x
′

, t)

|x − x′|dx
′

(J.6)

Moreover

uv(x, t) = − 1

4π

∫

V

(x − x
′

) × ω(x
′

, t)

|x − x′|3 dx
′

(J.7)

Also in this case, the existence of (J.7) require that vorticity field satisfy a
suitable condition; in particular, its normal component at the boundary must
be zero [4, ]. This condition is not so restrictive4 and, in practical situation
as numerical simulation, can be overtaking using a larger domain [4, ].

Finally, from equation (J.2) follows

∇2Ψ = 0

and thsat
∇·(Ψv) = v·∇Ψ + Ψ∇·v = v·∇Ψ = v2

then ∫

V
v2dV =

∫

V
∇·(Ψv) =

∫

S
ΨvdS

So, if the fluid dynamics problem has periodic boundary condition or no-slip
condition or infinite domain with velocity that damps to zero at infinity, then

∫

V
v2dV = 0

that means that v = 0 in all domain. To conclude, taking the curl of mo-
tion equation the set of equation continuity-motion with unknowns (u, π) is
equivalent to the set vorticity-continuity with unknowns (ω, ∆ = ∇·u). The
transformation from one set of unknowns to the others is given by (J.2), (J.4)
and (J.7).

4In our work, this condition is automatically satisfied by the imposed boundary condi-
tion.
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Appendix K

Dispersion Relation Properties

Dispersion Relation
Consider the linear system associated to (4.42)





q3 − ∂q1

∂x1
− ∂q2

∂x2
= 0

1
γ

∂q3

∂t
− ξα(q1 + ∂q5

∂x2
) − ξβ(q2 − ∂q5

∂x1
) − ξq4 = 0

∂q1

∂x2
− ∂q2

∂x1
= 0

∂q5

∂t
− ξβ

γ
q1 + ξα

γ
q2 = 0

∂q5

∂t
= 0

(K.1)

Put
qn = Qne

i(ωt−K)·x with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

in (K.1); the only possibilities to have a non trivial solution is

ω =
γ

2

(k·S ±
√

(k·S)2 + 4k2χ2(k)
γ2

k2

)
(K.2)

that represent our dispersion relation.

Zero Wavenumber Limit for dispersion Relation
To better understand the behaviour of (K.2) we use a polar coordinate system
instead of K. We define ρ = |k| and θ the angle between k and S. Then

ω(ρ, θ) =
γ

2

(ρS cos θ ±
√

(ρS cos θ)2 + 4ρ4S2 sin2 θ
γ2

ρ2

)
(K.3)
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where, for easier notation

S = |S| (K.4)

It is possible to see that

lim
ρ→0

γ

2

(ρS cos θ −
√

(ρS cos θ)2 + 4ρ4S2 sin2 θ
γ2

ρ2

)
=

{
0 if θ 6= π

2
+ nπ,n ∈ Z

−S if θ = π
2

+ nπ,n ∈ Z
(K.5)

while

lim
ρ→0

γ

2

(ρS cos θ +

√
(ρS cos θ)2 + 4ρ4S2 sin2 θ

γ2

ρ2

)
=

{
+∞ if θ 6= nπ,n ∈ Z

0 if θ = nπ,n ∈ Z
(K.6)

Group velocity
We calculate the group velocity associated to (K.2) using polar coordinate
expression (K.3).

vg = ∇ω(ρ, θ) = (
∂ω

∂ρ
,
1

ρ

∂ω

∂θ
)

=
γS

2

(
±

4 sin2 θ
γ2√

cos2 θ + 4ρ2 sin2 θ
γ2

−
cos θ ±

√
cos2 θ + 4ρ2 sin2 θ

γ2

ρ2

,

− sin θ ∓ cos θ sin θ(1+ 4ρ2

γ2 )√
cos2 θ+ 4ρ2 sin2 θ

γ2

ρ2

)
(K.7)

If θ = 0 then

lim
ρ→0

vg = lim
ρ→0

γS

2

(
− 1 ± 1

ρ2
, 0

)
=

{
(+∞, 0)

(0, 0)
(K.8)

that it shows how the only lower branch of disperions relation (K.2) admits
reasonable group velocity in the limit of zero-wavenumber fields.

Infinity Wavenumber limit for Dispersion Relation
We focus our attention only on the lower branch

lim
ρ→∞

γ

2

(ρS cos θ −
√

(ρS cos θ)2 + 4ρ4S2 sin2 θ
γ2

ρ2

)
= −S

√
sin2θ (K.9)
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Value of ∆ω We define

ǫ =
|l|
|m| =

l

m
≪ 1 (K.10)

where

l = l
S

S
= lŜ (K.11)

Then
1

(l + m)2
=

1

m2
(1 − 2ǫ cos θ) + O(ǫ2) (K.12)

with θ the angle between S vector and m. If l satisfy (K.11) and remembering
(5.6)

∆ω = ∆ω = ω(l + m) − ω(m) − ω(l) (K.13)

For l-modes,
ω(l) = 0

then

∆ω =
γS

2

(m cos θ + l

(l + m)2
−

√
(l + m cos θ)2 + 4(l+m)2m2 sin2 θ

γ2

(l + m)2
−cos θ

m
+

√
cos2 θ + 4m2

γ2

m

)

(K.14)
Furthermore
√√√√(l + m cos θ)2 +

4(l + m)2m2 sin2 θ

γ2
= m

√√√√cos2 θ +
4m2 sin2 θ

γ2

(
1+ǫ cos θ

)
+O(ǫ2) ∀θ ∈ R

(K.15)
Using (K.12) and (K.15)

∆ω =
γS

2
(1 − 2ǫ cos θ)

(m cos θ + l

m2
−

m
√

cos2 θ + 4m2 sin2 θ
γ2 (1 + ǫ cos θ)

m2
)

+
γS

2

(
− cos θ

m
+

√
cos2 θ + 4m2 sin2 θ

γ2

m

)
+ O(ǫ2) (K.16)

and then

∆ω =
γS

2l
(1 − 2ǫ cos θ)

(
ǫ cos θ + ǫ2 − ǫ

√√√√cos2 θ +
4m2 sin2 θ

γ2
(1 + ǫ cos θ)

)

+
γS

2l

(
− ǫ cos θ + ǫ

√√√√cos2 θ +
4m2 sin2 θ

γ2

)
+ O(ǫ2)
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=
γS

2l

(
ǫ cos θ − ǫ

√√√√cos2 θ +
4m2 sin2 θ

γ2
− ǫ cos θ + ǫ

√√√√cos2 θ +
4m2 sin2 θ

γ2

)
+ O(ǫ2)

= 0 + O(ǫ2) (K.17)

Value of ∆′
ω

∆′
ω = ω(l + m) + ω(−m) (K.18)

then

∆′
ω =

γS

2

(m cos θ + l

(l + m)2
−

√
(l + m cos θ)2 + 4(l+m)2m2 sin2 θ

γ2

(l + m)2
+

cos (π − θ)

m
−

√
cos2 (π − θ) + 4m2

γ2

m

)

(K.19)
and so

∆′
ω =

γS

2
(1 − 2ǫ cos θ)

(m cos θ + l

m2
−

m
√

cos2 θ + 4m2 sin2 θ
γ2 (1 + ǫ cos θ)

m2
)

+
γS

2

(
− cos θ

m
−

√
cos2 θ + 4m2 sin2 θ

γ2

m

)
+ O(ǫ2) (K.20)

and then

∆′
ω =

γS

2l
(1 − 2ǫ cos θ)

(
ǫ cos θ + ǫ2 − ǫ

√√√√cos2 θ +
4m2 sin2 θ

γ2
(1 + ǫ cos θ)

)

+
γS

2l

(
− ǫ cos θ − ǫ

√√√√cos2 θ +
4m2 sin2 θ

γ2

)
+ O(ǫ2)

=
γS

2l

(
ǫ cos θ − ǫ

√√√√cos2 θ +
4m2 sin2 θ

γ2
− ǫ cos θ − ǫ

√√√√cos2 θ +
4m2 sin2 θ

γ2

)
+ O(ǫ2)

= −γS

l
ǫ

√√√√cos2 θ +
4m2 sin2 θ

γ2
= −γS

ǫ
ǫ

√√√√cos2 θ

m
+

4 sin2 θ

γ2
= O(1) (K.21)

where ǫ is defined in (5.16) as

ǫ =
l

m
≈∈ (10−2, 10−3)

Oscillation of CAPE high wavenumber componet We want to
give an estimation of the oscillation of the forcing term associated to high
wavenumber componet of CAPE field Ψ1. Starting from (K.9)

L = lim
ρ→∞

ω(ρ, θ) = −S
√

sin2θ (K.22)
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and from (5.16), we note that

l

m
≈∈ (10−2, 10−3) (K.23)

If we impose
l ≈ 0(1)

then
m ≥ 10−2

Furthermore
|ω(m, θ) − L| ≤ 10−2 (K.24)

So, if we multiply by a typical characteristic time t0

|ω(m, θ)t0 − Lt0| ≤ 10−2t0 (K.25)

To evaluate the |ω(m, θ)t0| we observe that

|ω(m, θ)t0| − |Lt0| ≥ |ω(m, θ)t0 − Lt0|

and then
|ω(m, θ)t0| ≤ |Lt0| + 10−2t0

The phase oscillation of high wavenumber component of CAPE field must be
considered only if

|ω(m, θ)t0 ≪ 1

but
|Lt0| + 10−2t0 ≈

For example, if we fix a wind of 45ms−1 at the top of troposphere, we have
in adimensional quantities that

sin2 θ ≪ t0/4.5 (K.26)

For a characteristic time t0 ∼ 0(1), we must have

θ ∈ (−12◦, 12◦) (K.27)

in order to have a significant interaction of high CAPE wavenumber compo-
nent.
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Appendix L

Nonlinear Wave Interaction

First of all we must notice that the no vertical vorticity condition (4.36)
for transfert field permits us to write the two velocity componet in term of
derivatives of divergence field i.e.

∂q3

∂x1

= ∇2q1 (L.1)

and

∂q3

∂x2

= ∇2q2 (L.2)

So, using the two new equation, our equation system (4.42) become





∂q3

∂x1
= ∇2q1

∂q3

∂x2
= ∇2q2

1
γ

∂q3

∂t
− ξα(q1 + ∂q5

∂x2
) − ξβ(q2 − ∂q5

∂x1
) − ξq4 = ξΦ

∂q5

∂t
− ξβ

γ
q1 + ξα

γ
q2 = 0

∂q5

∂t
= −M·∇Φ −

(
q3 + (q1 + ∂q5

∂x2
) ∂

∂x1
+ (q2 − ∂q5

∂x1
) ∂

∂x2

)
(q4 + Φ)

(L.3)
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We apply to (L.3) the sostitution (5.8) of our unknows





L[ik1q̂
k
3 − k2q̂k

1 ] = 0

L[ik2q̂
k
3 − k2q̂k

2 ] = 0

L[i
ωk q̂k

3

γ
+

˙̂q
k

3

γ
− ξαq̂k

1 − ξβq̂k
2 − iχkq̂k

5 − ξq̂k
4 ] = ξΦ

L[iωkq̂k
5 + ˙̂q

k

5 − ξβ
γ

q̂k
1 + ξα

γ
q̂k
2 ] = 0

L[iωpq̂p
4 + ˙̂q

p

4] =

−M·∇Φ − L[q̂k
3Φ + (qk

1 − ik2q
k
5)

∂Φ
∂x1

+ (qk
2 + ik1q

k
5)

∂Φ
∂x2

]

− ∫ ∫
η(r, s)ei(ωr+ωs)te−i(r+s)·xdrds

(L.4)

where

L[ ] =
∫

ei[ωkt−k·x]dk (L.5)

and we assume the notation

q̂k
j = q̂j(k, t) with j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (L.6)

Furthermore, ω(k) = ωk is defined in equation (5.7) and

η(r, s) = q̂r
3q̂

s
4 + s1q̂

s
4

(r1

r2
q̂r
3 − r2q̂

r
5

)
+ s2q̂

s
4

(r2

r2
q̂r
3 + r1q̂

r
5

)
(L.7)

Now we apply the operator

∫ 1

4π2
ein·x−iωntdx (L.8)

to (L.4). We define Fuorier transform like [3]

F [f ](p) =
1

2π

∫
eip·xf(x)dx (L.9)

and we note that

δ(k − n) =
1

(2π)2

∫
e−i(k−n)·xdx (L.10)
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equations (L.4) become





in1q̂
n
3 − n2q̂n

1 = 0

in2q̂
n
3 − n2q̂n

2 = 0

i
ωnq̂n

3

γ
+

˙̂q
n

3

γ
− ξαq̂n

1 − ξβq̂n
2 − iχnq̂n

5 − ξq̂n
4 ] = ξΨ

iωnq̂n
5 + ˙̂q

n

5 − ξβ
γ

q̂n
1 + ξα

γ
q̂n
2 = 0

iωnq̂n
4 + ˙̂q

n

4 ] =

ξ i
2π

e−iωntn·M
− ∫ Ψ(n−k)

2π
ei(ωn−ωk)tτ(k,n, t)dk − ∫ ∫

η(r, s)ei∆ωtδ(r + s − n)drds
(L.11)

with

τ(k,n, t) = q̂k
3 − i(n1 − k1)(q̂

k
1 − ik2q̂

k
5) − i(n2 − k2)(q̂

k
2 + ik1q̂

k
5) (L.12)

and

Ψ = F [Φ](p) (L.13)

while

∆ω = ωr + ωs − ωn (L.14)

Now we can repeat the process for r-modes, and s-modes; it is sufficient to
change in the operator (L.8) the n-modes with r-modes and s-modes rispec-
tivily. The result will be three set of equations like (L.11) We can select a
particular modes in our packet making the change

q̂n
j = δ(n − p)q̂n

j with j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (L.15)

q̂r
j = δ(r − l)q̂r

j with j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (L.16)

q̂s
j = δ(s − m)q̂s

j with j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (L.17)

and integrating respectivily over n, r, s respectivily.
Now, we can focuse our attention (L.13) and we divide the contribution of

CAPE field Φ in two component, one a constant behaviour and a fast spatial
behaviour

Ψ =
1

2π

∫
eip·xΦ0(x)dx +

1

2π

∫
eip·xΦ1(x)dx = 2πΦ0δn + F [Φ1] (L.18)
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Suppose that F [Φ1] represents an isotropic narrow 2-D wave-packect with
variance of ∆Phi1 centered in m; imposing

Ψ1 =
F [Φ1]∆Phi1

2π
(L.19)

and

Φ0 = Ψ0 (L.20)

the constant CAPE field contribution, we have the final result p-equations





q̂p
1 − ip1

p2 q̂
p
3 = 0

q̂p
2 − ip2

p2 q̂
p
3 = 0

i
ωpq̂p

3

γ
+

˙̂q
p

3

γ
− ξαq̂p

1 − ξβq̂p
2 − iχ(p)q̂p

5 − ξq̂p
4 = ξ

(
Ψ0 + Ψ1(m)e−iωmt

)

iωpq̂p
5 + ˙̂q

p

5 − ξβ
γ

q̂p
1 + ξα

γ
q̂p
2 = 0

iωpq̂p
4 + ˙̂q

p

4 = im·MΨ1(m)e−iωmt −
(
q̂p
3Ψ0 + τ(p + m,p)Ψ1(m)ei(ωp+m−ωp)t

)

−η(l,m)ei∆ωt

m + l = p

∆ω = ωm + ωl − ωp

(L.21)
m-equations
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q̂m
1 − im1

m2 q̂
m
3 = 0

q̂m
2 − im2

m2 q̂
m
3 = 0

i
ωmq̂m

3

γ
+

˙̂q
m

3

γ
− ξαq̂m

1 − ξβq̂m
2 − iχ(m)q̂m

5 − ξq̂m
4 = ξ

(
Ψ0 + Ψ1(m)e−iωmt

)

iωpq̂m
5 + ˙̂q

m

5 − ξβ
γ

q̂m
1 + ξα

γ
q̂m
2 = 0

iωpq̂m
4 + ˙̂q

m

4 = im·MΨ1(m)e−iωmt −
(
q̂m
3 Ψ0 + τ(2m,m)Ψ1(m)ei(ω2m−ωm)t

)

−η(−l,p)e−i∆ωt

m + l = p

∆ω = ∆ω = ωp − ωm − ωl

(L.22)
l-equations





βl1 = αl2

q̂l
1 − i l1

l2
q̂l
3 = 0

q̂l
2 − i l2

l2
q̂l
3 = 0

˙̂q
l

3

γ
− ξαq̂l

1 − ξβq̂l
2 − ξq̂l

4 = ξ
(
Ψ0 + Ψ1(m)e−iωmt

)

˙̂q
l

5 − ξβ
γ

q̂l
1 + ξα

γ
q̂l
2 = 0

˙̂q
l

4 = im·MΨ1(m)e−iωmt −
(
q̂l
3Ψ0 + τ(p, l)Ψ1(m)ei(ωp−ωl)t

)
− η(−p,−m)e+i∆

′

ωt

m + l = p

∆
′

ω = ωp + ω−m − ωl

(L.23)
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Appendix M

Solution of l-modes

We start with the solution of system (5.19)





βl1 = αl2

˙̂q
l

3

γ
− iS·l

l2
q̂l
3 − ξq̂l

4 = ξΨ0

˙̂q
l

5 = 0

˙̂q
l

4 = −q̂l
3Ψ0

m + l = p

(M.1)

with the initial condition




q̂l
3(t = 0) = 0

q̂l
4(t = 0) = 0

q̂l
5(t = 0) = q̂l

5,0

(M.2)

The solution of this system is available using analytical tools. The reality of
(5.8) implies that 




q̂l∗
3 = q̂−l

3

q̂l∗
4 = q̂−l

4

q̂l∗
5 = q̂−l

5

(M.3)

where the asterix denotes the complex conjugate quantities.
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We focus our attention on q̂l
3 and q̂l

5





q̂l
3(t) = 2Ψ0γξ√

( γS·l

l2
)2+4γξΨ0

ei γS·l

2l2
t sin

√
( γS·l

l2
)2+4γξΨ0

2
t

q̂l
5(t) = q̂l

5,0

(M.4)

because they define

C1(t) = q̂l∗
3 + p1(−

l1
l2

q̂l∗
3 + l2q̂

l∗
5,0) + p2(−

l2
l2

q̂l∗
3 − l1q̂

l∗
5,0) (M.5)

and

C2(t) = q̂l
3 + m1(

l1
l2

q̂l
3 − l2q̂

l
5,0) + m2(

l2
l2

q̂l
3 + l1q̂

l
5,0) (M.6)

that they appear in (5.21).



Appendix N

Poincare’ Maps for Tornado
Model

In this appendix we will solve the stability problem of (5.21) in the case of
periodic matrix J in (5.24). Let’s to consider (M.5) and (M.6), the periodicity
of this function requires that

γS·l
l2√

(γS·l
l2

)2 + 4γξΨ0

∈ Q (N.1)

that implies a period of

T0 =
4πl2

γS·l (N.2)

The periodicity of matrix J permit to find a more easy expression for
solution of (5.21) in the case of time step multiple of Tp. Indeed, using the
periodicity of J

U(nT0) =
∫ nT0

0
Jdt = n

∫ T0

0
Jdt = nU(T0)

where

U(t) =




i(γ S·p
p2 − ωp)T0 ξγT0 iγχpT0 0 0 0

−Ψ0T0 −iωpT0 0 0 K2(T0) 0
iχp

γ
T0 0 −iωpT0 0 0 0

0 0 0 i(γ S·m
m2 − ωm)T0 ξγT0 iγχmT0

0 K1(T0) 0 −Ψ0T0 −iωmT0 0
0 0 0 iχm

γ
T0 0 −iωmT0




(N.3)
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and then ∫ nT0

0
e−U(s)ds|C〉 = n

∫ T0

0
e−U(s)ds|C〉

So, the solution (6.1) at the time nT0 with n integer number is

|q〉(nT0) = enU(T0)
(
|q〉0 + n

∫ T0

0
e−U(s)ds|C〉

)
(N.4)

where |q〉0 is defined in (5.26).
The periodicity condition permit us to write is easy way the coupling

terms K1 and K2 in matrix U

K1(T0) =
∫ T0

0
C1(t)dt =

∫ T0

0
p1l2q̂

l∗
5,0 − p2l1q̂

l∗
5,0dt = q̂l∗

5,0(p1l2 − p2l1)

Furthermore it is possible to obtain an explicit expression for q̂l∗
5,0. Indeed, if

we remember (L.10) and we apply the operator

1

2π

∫
e−i(l·x)dx

to (5.8) we will have

q̂l
5(t) = q̂l∗

5,0 =
1

2π

∫
e−i(l·x)ql

5(t = 0)d3x = e1/2e−
l2

2 (N.5)

and finally

K1(T0) = e
1

2 e−
l2

2
l1χ

p

ξα
T0 (N.6)

and

K2(T0) = −e
1

2 e−
l2

2
l1χ

m

ξα
T0 (N.7)

We choice l1 in order to maximize the coupling. Notice (5.10)

l1β = l2α

then the value of l1 that maximizes the coupling is

l1 =
ξα

S

K1(T0) =
ξχp

S
T0 (N.8)

and

K2(T0) = −ξχm

S
T0 (N.9)
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With this position our matrix U becomes

U(T0) =




i(γ S·p
p2 − ωp)T0 ξγT0 iγχpT0 0 0 0

−Ψ0T0 −iωpT0 0 0 −ξ χm

S
T0 0

iχp

γ
T0 0 −iωpT0 0 0 0

0 0 0 i(γ S·m
m2 − ωm)T0 ξγT0 iγχmT0

0 ξ χp

S
T0 0 −Ψ0T0 −iωmT0 0

0 0 0 iχm

γ
T0 0 −iωmT0




(N.10)
The maximization of couplings terms permit us to write in easy way the

periodicity condition (N.1). In this case

l2 = l21 + l22 = (
ξα

S
)2 + (

ξβ

S
)2 = 1

(S·l)2 = S2l2

and then
1√

1 + 4ξ γΨ0

S2

∈ Q (N.11)

that means

4ξ
Ψ0

γS2
= r = 3, 8, 15, 25 . . . = n2 − 1 with n > 1, n ∈ ℵ (N.12)

We can obtain the dimensional expression of (N.12). Notice (4.27), the adi-
mensional quantities indicates with ∗ are

S∗ =
U

σ

and, from (4.17)

Ψ∗
0 =

∫ D
0 B∗
D

=
CAPE

D
=

U2

D
Ψ0

we see that

4
HCAPE

Dσ2S2
= r = 3, 8, 15, 25 . . . = n2 − 1 with n > 1, n ∈ ℵ (N.13)

We can develop further expression (N.4) We notice that

|q〉(T0) = eU(T0)
(
|q〉0 +

∫ T0

0
e−U(s)ds|C〉

)
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and using this expression, (N.4) becomes

|q〉(nT0) = ne(n−1)U(T0)
(
eU(T0)(

1

n
− 1)|q〉0 + |q〉(T0)

)
(N.14)

We multiply (N.14) by the vector

〈0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0|

then

q̂p
5 = n〈0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0

∣∣∣e(n−1)U(T0)
(
eU(T0)(

1

n
− 1)q0 + q(T0)

)
〉 (N.15)

Starting from (N.10) and notice we can write

U(T0) = DT0 + LT0

where matrix D is the diagonal part of matrix U while and matrix L is the
off diagonal element of U . The interesting things is that matrix L and U
commute and then, [44]

e(n−1)U(T0) = e(n−1)DT0e(n−1)LT0

So (N.15) becomes

q̂p
5(nT0) = n〈0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0|e(n−1)D∗T0

∣∣∣e(n−1)LT0

(
eU(T0)(

1

n
− 1)q0 + q(T0)

)
〉

= neiω
p
(n−1)T0〈0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0

∣∣∣e(n−1)LT0

(
eLT0(

1

n
− 1)q0 + q(T0)

)
〉(N.16)

where

L =




0 ξγ iγχp 0 0 0

−Ψ0 0 0 0 − ξχm

S
0

iχp

γ
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ξγ iγχm

0 ξχp

S
0 −Ψ0 0 0

0 0 0 iχm

γ
0 0




(N.17)



Appendix O

Eigenvalues of Matrix L

Starting from matrix L defined in (N.17). Every square matrix can be divided
in two part, [59] one hermitian

H =
1

2
(L + L∗) (O.1)

and another anti-hermitian (also called skew hermitian)

H1 =
1

2
(L − L∗) (O.2)

where the ∗ indicates the matrix transposition and complex conjugate.

Furthermore, from (5.16) it is possible to see that

χm = χp + O(ǫ) (O.3)

and this approximation is requested to obtain an explicit expression for eigen-
values and eigenvectors of matrix H. In this way

H =




0 ξγ − Ψ0 iχp(γ − 1/γ) 0 0 0
ξγ − Ψ0 0 0 0 0 0

−iχp(γ − 1/γ) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ξγ − Ψ0 iχp(γ − 1/γ)
0 0 ξγ − Ψ0 0 0
0 0 0 −iχp(γ − 1/γ) 0 0




(O.4)
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and

H1 =




0 ξγ + Ψ0 iχp(γ + 1/γ) 0 0 0
−ξγ − Ψ0 0 0 0 −2χp

S
0

iχp(γ + 1/γ) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ξγ + Ψ0 iχp(γ + 1/γ)
0 2χp

S
0 −ξγ − Ψ0 0 0

0 0 0 iχp(γ + 1/γ) 0 0




(O.5)
The eigenvalues of matrix H are





λ1 = 0

λ2 = −
√

(χp)2(γ − 1
gamma

) + (γ + Ψ0)2

λ3 =
√

(χp)2(γ − 1
gamma

) + (γ + Ψ0)2

(O.6)

where we indicates with
|un,j〉 (O.7)

the eigenvectors of matrix H of eigenvalues n while j = 1, 2 is the degeneracy
index. The eigenvalues of matrix H form an orthonormal base and all vector
can be express like a superposition of this base.

We we apply the perturbation theory for degenerate state. We do not
enter in the details of theory that is available in [5]. At the first order of
perturbation theory the eigenvectors of our matrix do not change. With the
help of computer tools for symbolic calculus like Mathematica, see [78], we
have that the correction to (O.6) are completely pure imaginary.



Appendix P

Helicity equation

In this section an equation for helicity field is obtained. Following the prop-
erty [67]

g·(∇× f) = ∇·(f × g) + f ·(∇× g)

we see that in (9.3)

u·(∇× G) = ∇·(G × u) + G·(∇× u)

u·(∇B × k) = u·(∇× Bk) = ∇·(Bk × u) + Bk·(∇× u)

Multiply by velocity (3.51), an equation for helicity field could be obtained

∂H

∂t
= ω

∂u

∂t
+ ∇·

(
G × u + Bk × u

)
+ G·ω + Bω3 (P.1)

where, from 9.2

G·ω = 0

Now starting from (9.2), using (3.60) and (3.62).





u = U0 + u
′

U0 = U0(x3) = (U0,1, U0,2, 0)

B = B0(x1, x2, x3) + B
′

(x1, x2, x3, t)

(P.2)

we avoid the upperscripts ′ for perturbative quantities.





G = G0 + G

G = GL + GN

(P.3)
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where the vector

G0 = (0, 0, G0
3) = (0, 0, ω0,2U0,1 − U0,2ω0,1) (P.4)

is associated to mean fields quantities;




GL = (GL
1 , GL

2 , GL
3 )

GL
1 = ω3U0,2 − u3ω0,2

GL
2 = ω0,1u3 − U0,1ω3

GL
3 = ω2U0,1 − u2ω0,1 + u1ω0,2 − ω1U0,2

(P.5)

is the mixed term between mean and perturbative quantities and




GN = (GN
1 , GN

2 , GN
3 )

GN
1 = ω3u2 − ω2u3

GN
2 = ω1u3 − u1ω3

GN
3 = ω2u1 − ω1u2

(P.6)

is the full nonlinear vector G. Furthermore

H = ω·u = H0 + H
′

(P.7)

where
H0 = ω0·U0 (P.8)

H
′

= H
′

L + H
′

N = (ω
′·U0 + u

′ ·ω0) + u
′ ·ω′

(P.9)

also in this case we will neglect upperscripts ′ for perturbative quantities. In
the mean state

∂H0

∂t
= 0

∇·(G0 × U0) = 0

and then all terms are zero: mean state defied as in (P.2) preserves its time
constant helicity.

An equation per helicity anomaly H
′

is

∂H

∂t
= ω0·

∂u

∂t
+ ω·∂u

∂t

+ ∇·
(
G × u + G × U0 + G0 × u + Bk × U0 + Bk × u + B0k × u

)

+ +(B + B0)ω3 (P.10)
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Supposing that at the boundary all perturbation goes to zero, the integral
over a fixed volume of (P.10) becomes

∫

V

∂H
′

∂t
dV = ḢT =

∫

V
ω0·

∂u
′

∂t
+ ω

′·∂u
′

∂t
dV

+
∫

V
G0·ω

′

+ G
′·ω0 + G

′·ω′

dV

+
∫

V
(B

′

+ B0)ω3dV (P.11)
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